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FOR COOKING.
Extract from

“Public lodger,’’
delphia, Ocl. J, »S*.

Phila-

THE MEW OLIV E BUTTER
is

excellent for
purposes. There’s something
but probably nothing of he ‘‘olive” iD
the butter except ijs
color; but, besides being as
sured by chemists that this is a
perfectly pure vegetable oil, all house-keepers who have tried it w.ll
agree that it is extreme y economical, and make* a
very delicate frying material.
Here was formerly
the situation in the kitchen over the
iryingpau:
\’ou cou d take lard, which was not cheap, and
‘used up” very fast; you had butter, which, besides
being expensive, required a skilful cook to keep it
from burning; or y> n could use salad oil, which,
though costing alarmingly to begin with, required
so little to do the work that the
cooking school
would tell you it was like the widow’s c use it did
not seetn to lose
after
perceptibly;
frviug fifty oysters the bottle was nearly hb full as'before.
But
ve y few American
could be brought,
housekeepers
by its first expensiveness, to iry using swet-t oil
which is the fiying mat *rial of all south Euro
pe.
A\e leave out of tho list “clarified
fat,” or dripping,
because t hen* is seldom enough of this to do the entire cooking with even with a conscientious
person
in the kitchen who understands how to save and u*e
it ail as it suould
always be msisied on. Tho two
d-‘St.-known vegetable oils that this
country produces ate cotton Feed oil and
peanut oil, i-oth of
which are understood to have been for
years
exported to Europe, coming back to us in
wicker-covered flasks as Italian olive oil. Real olive oil from « alifurn a is to small a
product ms yet
to count much i
the home market. The manufacturers of the new live butter—which is not butter at all, but a clear
greenish oil—h ive agreed to
give us a home product, warranted pure, without
ocean voyage; though, to conciliate our ridiculous American
prejudices, do n<’t label it cotton
seed or peanut
oil, the fo mei of which it probably
w.
Anybody who tries it, will agree that it cooks
as well s s *lad oi
; an 1 as all vegetable oils heat at
low* r te mperature than the solid animal
fats, it
does not butn
away or waste as rapidly as lard. It
cotnes in convenient cans with a
mouthpiece, like
“er°sene oil can, so that you can po ir «if just
the desired
quan ity for use, and, after cookini,
this can be
carefully strained and returned to the
can, except it has been used for fish, when it must
be put in a sp irate botue and kept apart for this
us**, jt has a
slightly pungent suie 1 when cook ng
u “ich is
said to be entirely removed by the use of a
pinch of salt, but which is no worse than other f«yidg thi < ugh the lio< se. The egg pla is, oyriers,
clam or corn 11 itters chat are tu ned out of olive
butter by a good cook, h ve not a particle ol g eisiness about tbem.u r any taste whatever of the medium in which ihey are fried.

frying

OLIVE BUTTER
BETTER, AND »OSTS MEtH
LESS THAW EITHER.
OWE POEWDof oliveBulfer will
do the work of Three Pounds of*
Lard.
MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

Wasliiugton

mitciier’s Sons,

PHILADELPHIA.

FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS.
Tb^se in need of these goods arc invited to call
and examine them as th± desirab e st> »es are n eeting with a rapid sale and cannot be riup*ieatfwl.
oct28eod2inosn

Cure Your
u?

Entirely h&rmlesB; is not & o&ustic.
It remove* Corns. Warts. Bunions and C&Hou*
without leaving a blemish.
in each bottle.

«r ^ CURS 18 GVARANTRRD.^S^
Price 25 cent*.
F*r Male by all Drnggita
1 rv it and you will be convinced like thousand
who nave used it and now testily to its value.
A sb far gchlotlerbeck’s Corn and Wan
Solvent and take no other.
nov28
sndtf

oct28

eodlm
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Heady Throat and
—

to

Berwick,

the Value of $150 Taken.

Nov.

3.—Whitehead Brothers’
clothing store at South Berwick was entered
by burglars last night and over $1M worth of
•lothing and other goods was carried away.

FRENCH CLOAKINGS
We are now showing: a choice
line of Fine I'rench and German
Cloakings, both in Coloas and
Black.

AX>SO
Fine and M dlum priced

APPLY

TO

Lungs,

CLOAKING PLUSHES.

—

Houlton,

Nov.

3.—Tiscomb’s large steam
shingle mill was burned this afternoon. The
origin of the fire was friction. Total loss $10,-

’009;

no

insurance.

Capt. Dow

of

Seareport Probably Drowned.

Havana,

Nov. 3.—On tie afternoon of Oct.
28ih Capt. Amos Dow of the American brig
Cljtieof Soarsport, Maine, which arrived at
Caibarieu Oct. 9th from New York, left Key
Frances off Caibarieu in a boat with three
casks of water, taking with him a colored boy

belonging to ihe crew of the Clyde. The boat
has been found sank opposite Lobos Keys far
from the coast and it is believod that Capt.
Dow and the boy nre drowned. The port authorities

are

saarching for them.

Burning or a Cider Mill.
Biddef*rd, Nov. 3.—Yesterday the cider
mill owned by John W. Bunt of Kennebunkport was des royed by fire. Loss $400; insured
for $2 50.

Help for the Bath

M. E. Church.
Nov. 3.—The general com*
mittee of church extensi>n society of the
Methodist Episcopal church continued its 8t»sion to-day. Rt Rev, Bishop Wiley in the
eh air. The committee on exceptional cases,
with regard to the church at Bath, Me., re

Philadelphia,

commended its exception from the rule of
limitation and that the board administer such
relief as in. their judgment is proper in regard
to it.

Immediate Belief is obtained
oct£l

as

Sinking of a Brig Bound for Portland.
Norfolk, Va., Nov. 3—Brig Cascabelli of
Richmond, Me-, from Balto for Portland, Me*,
with coal, sprung a leak and instantly sunk,
before boats could be gotten off, in the Chespeake Bay, last night off Smith’s Point, two
seamen were drowned.
The captain and the
rest of the crew were picked
up by the steamer
Gaston’ from Balto, which brought them here.
The weather was very rough.
Narrow Escape of a Bangor Schooner.
Provincetown, Ma39., Nov. 3. -Arrived today, schooner Willard Salisbury ot and from
Bangor, Me., with a cargo of staves and lumher for New Bedford.
The Salisbury became
waterlogged off the Cape, but succeeded in
reaching this port.

heretofore.
dsntf

having lost

about ten feet of her keel, has
hauled off the Marine Railway at Kittery,
where she has been repaired.
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Lowest Prices.
ONLY ONE PRICE.

CHARLES CUSTIS k CO.,
493 CONGRESS STREET.
dtf

nol

THIS!

ROBES,

PRACTICAL FURRIER
Altering, trimming and repairing personally attended to.
Robes of ali kinds, from best to cheapSo-called Japanese Wolf Robes
(common goal skins) at low prices.

est.

Fashionable stock of Hats and
always on hand.

Caps

Horse Blankets 232 Middle Street,
than
Robes

any
Carriage
cheaper
other dealer. Call and see.
Gloves in Plymouth Buck, Oil
Tan Castor Kid. The best bargain ever offered.

Oiter,
Ganntlets cheap.
Beaver,

Walrus,

Seal

Fur Trimmings almost given
Latest styles alwajs on
away.
hand and will be so'd low.
Scotch t aps at prices lower than
the lowest.
Tam O’Shanter Hals for Chil-

dren.

E. N. PERRY,
245 Middle Street.
oct28_eudtf

We have a splendid Cigar
put up 50 in a box. for
Three
dollars
u$3.50.”
and fifty cents for a box of
long tilled Havana Cigars.
OCPPY, KINSMAN A AL-

DEN, Druggists.

Bad White Men.
Nov. 3.—A telegram received
at the ludian Bureau, slates that the Indian
police captured live white men in the Standing Rock (Sioux) reservation a few days ago,
together with their teams and freighting stock.
The men had killed several hundred buffalo
within reservation limits, in violation of the
law. An effort will be made to have the civil
authorities take charge of the prisoners.
The Rival Associations.
An arrangement has been made between the
New York Associated Press and the Western
Associated Press, to contiuue for two weeks,by
which the eastern papers will continue to receive Western dispatches collected vby the
Western Association, and after that the New
York Association will have to make its own
a

Manufacturer fof Seal and Circnlar
Garments, Muffs ami Collars.

AT

WASHINGTON.
Washington,

Street.

©ct26

LOOK

BEST STOCK

G A. Susskraut,

STUD LEY,
Middle

We offer the

re-

turn them the money.
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Underwear!

A Schooner Sunk.
New York, Nov. 3 —Schooner George W.
Rogers from Greenport for New York,while off
Fauik er’s Island, Long Island Sound, was
run into last night by the schooner F. Crowell,
Atkins, from Ipswich, and sunk immediately.
The crew were tikeu on board the Elia F.
Crowell and brought to New York.
Schooner Ashore.
Portsmouth, N. C., Nov. 3.—A two-masted
schooner is ashore abreast of Whalebone Inlet
with three men on board.

oc3

PORTLAND, ME.
eod3m

GUNS !
A

good

assortment of

AMERICAN and ENGLISH BREECH-LOADERS
at Lowest

Prices.

Parker’s New

Sole

Agent

for

“Trap Guns.”

Agent for WUPORT’S Sporting and Blasting
Powder, Atlas Powd r, Fuse ana Caps.

221
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Or.
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the

L.

Street,

I'JlL.nOIJTII HOT£Ij)

BaILEY.
dim

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Fire at Concord.
3.—Holt Brother’s hubConcord, Nov.
factory was damaged to the extent of some
hu dreds oi dollars by fire this morning; insured. The fire broke out iu Abbott Downiug’s carriage fac ory last night, but was extinguished with slight loss.
Case Decided.
In the Supreme Court iu the case of Barron
et als. vk. Oregon Mining Company a decree
has been given iu favor of the petitioners.
Promotion of a Portsmouth Boy at the
West.
Portsmouth, Nov. 3.—Henry M. Carr, a
Weil Known Portsmouth
hoy, who hwl loug
been the agent iu
Milwaukee, Wis., »f the Do
troil Grand Haven &
Milwaukee fast freight
line, has just been appainied General Western
Manager of the line, with head office In Detroit.

ran

m ft 11.

Knights Templar Day.
Delegates from all the commandories of
Knights Templar of Washington met in convention to-night, and accepted the invitation

of the Garfield Monument Fair Association to
attend the fair on Knights Templar day, and
agreed to extend an invitation to Knights Tern
plar throughout the country to join them.
We Write Some Letters.
The annual report of the Sixth Auditor for
the Post Office Department shows the excess
of postal receipts over the
expenditures in
Maine of 884,084; in New Hampshire, 812,947;
and in Massachusetts 81,080,588.

MASSACHUSETTS.
The Navy Yards.
Boston, Nov. 3.—The United States Commission to inspect the various navy yards, met
at the Merchants’ Exchange reading room today, Collector Worthington presiding. It was
agreed that the parties for and against the sale
of the navy yard at Charlestown should submit their arguments in
writing at Washington.
The commissioners leave this afternoon for the
New London navy yard.
The Mackerel Catch.
Boston, Nov. 3.—The approximate result of
the New England mackerel fleet for the seasou
of 1882, is 332,775 barrels, an increase of
3,700
barrels over last year, bat the present available
supnly is much smaller than at the close of
last season.
Death of Hon. Josiah Qulncey,
lion. Josiah Quincey died yesterday. At
the time of his death he was the oldest
living
ex-Mavor of Boston, having been elected to
that office in December, 1845, to fill the vacancy caused by the death of Hon. Thomas Aspinwall Davis, who died in November.
Mr.
Qulncey was a native of Boston, and was born
Jan. 17tli, 1803.
He was Mayor of Boston
from 1846 to 1848. For a number ot years past
he has taken little part in public affairs.

POLITICAL.
Accident at a Political Meeting.
Chicago. Nov. 3 —At a political meeting in
the stock yards last night, a temporary platform containing a large number eft persons
fell. A dozen or more were injured, five or
six quite seriously. Two or three arms and
legs were broken. Patrick McNearny bad his
head crushed, and it is thought will die.
Guess Work.
Chicago, Nov. 3.—The Daily News y>nblishes dispatches from the chairman of the
State central committees, hot" Republican and
Democratic, in all the States of the Union,
giving their estimates of the result of the coming election of members of Congress. The
Republican estimate gives 169 Republican
members, 127 Democrats .nd 31 doubtful. The
D -mccratic estimate gi'es 128 Republicans,
179 Democrats and 20 doubtful.
An Editor Nominated for Congress.
Nbw York, Nov. 3 —E. B. Long, editor of
the Westchester Newc has been substituted foi
Alexander Taylor, Jr., who declined as ths
Republican candidate for Congress frem the
12th District.

the

Minister Wallace the Sultan’s

Jeannette.
throat and then his own, this morning at 7
o'clock.
Both died in a short time. Mr.
Hutchinson was about 38 years old, and was

Guest.

DR. COLLINS

The

Dead De Long is Not
MORE REVOLUTIONARY TALK

his disease was growing
worse every day, bat apparently he was as
well as usual until this morning. At seven
o’clock his little boy ran to Clark’s house,
screaming with terror, and Clark went immediately to the scene. Before he reached the
house he 6aw Mrs. Hutchinson outside the
few days ago

IN PARIS REPORTED.

bent over, staggering, and holding her
throat with both bands.
When he reached
the house she had entered and fallen, and she
and her husband were just breathing their

last.
The oldest daughter, aged 15 years, says her
father was taken crazy and suddenly seized a
razor and
cut hiB own throat first, and then
canght his wife and cut her throat, and then
tried to catch the oldest daughter, bat failed.
The breakfast was uneaten, but was on the
table.
The coroner’s inquest is now being
held.

at Providence.
R. 1., Nov. 3.—Ten thousand
spectators witnessed the race between J. B.
Barnaby & Co.’s Billy D. and running mate
and Morse’s Yellow Dock and running mate,
for a purse of $2,000, best three in five, at NarYellow Dock had it
ragansett Park, to-day.
all ber owu way, taking two beats
Time of
the first beat 2.18 1-5; second heat 2.18. Darkness caused a
of
the
race until
postponement
to-morrow.
A Pedestrian Contest.
Lawrence, Mass., Nov. 3.—A pedestrian
contust occurred in this citv last evening, between John Meagher of Lawrence and Dennis Driscoll of Lynn, in a 25 mile walk, for
$500 a side. The race took place in City Hall,
which was crowded.
Large delegations of
sporting men were present from New York,
Boston, Lowell and Lynn, among them Fitzgerald, the victor in the recent six-days contest in Few York. James Keenan of Bi ston,
Jim Smith of New York, and Jim Lcthrop,
Driscoll's trainer.
In tbe early evening pools
sold largely in Drissoli’s favor.
Meagher oatwalked Driscoll, chasing him from tbe track
afttr be bad gone 10 miles and 11 laps, Meagb.
er then being six
laps ahead Meagher finished 11 miles and 6 laps in lh. 29m. 50s., and was
awarded the race.

Providence,

Sweeping Challenge.

A

AND

THE

LIVING

WITHOUT

New Yore, Nov. 3.—The following cha!lenpa has been published:
To the Editor of the Herald:—Having returned to this country after six years’ sojourn
in England, where 1 had a standing
challenge
to tight any man in Great Britain, I find that
during my absence there have been three bart es for the heavy weight championship, which
titie 1 held until my battle with Joe Goss in
1876. Now, Johnny Dwyer is dead, Paddy
Ryan has retired and Joe Goss is on the shelf,
but there are James Elliott, George Rooke and
last, but not least, John L. Sullivan, who
holds the title of champion.
I will fight John
L. Sullivan, or any man in the world, according to the rules of the London prize ring, at
catch weight, for 31,000 or 35,000 a side and
the championship of the world. My backer
has posted $1,000 to back up this challenge,
and 1 will be ready to meet Sullivan or any
pugilist at the Police Gazette office to arrange
a match, on Nov. 16tb, the
fight to take place
in three months, within 100 miles of New Orleans. Harry Hill to be final stakeholder.
Tom Allen.
New York, Nov. 2,1882.
The Checker Match.
Boston, Nov. 3.—Four games were played
in the eheeker match to-day, all drawn.

Suspected of Murder.
Naw Yo&k, Nov. 3.—Hugh Barr who was
arrested last evening in Brooklyn for the murder ef his wife, Bose Barr, was arraigned today and p> jaded not guilty, and said his wife
had died in a lit. He was committed to await
the result of the post mortem. Barr and his
wife were tried and acquitted sometime ago of
the murder of a woman who was burned to
death in their rooms. It was said that they
poured kerosene over her and set lire to her.
The Mechanical Engineers.
The American Society of Mechanical En
gineers who are holding their annual session
here to-day visited Cooper Institute and other
points of interest about the city.
The Election Fraud.
The grand jury to-day presented indictmenis
against 18 persons in the eighth assembly district for violation of the election laws.
Another New York Mystery.
Henry L. Clapp of the firm of Faivbanks &
Co., left home the moruiug of Saturday, Oct.
21st, to be absent four days, with a considerable amount of money In his possession. Nothing has been beard from him since. His accounts are entirely correct and he had a
large
balance at his bank.
Dangerous Counterfeit.

Special Agent

Drnmmond of the Treasury
informed to-day of the atflood the city with counterfeit ten
tempt
dollar Treasury notes of the series of 1875, letter “C,” twenty at least haying been
passed on
small shopkeepers.
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Fiat Voters.
Ward committees aad others have discovered on the registry lists nearly one thousand
names which have been
improperly registered.
They will be stricken from the lists.
A Decided Dllference.
North McCarthy, the immigrant girl who
disappeared after leaving Castle Garden to go
to Watkins Glen, to her sister, two weeks
ago,
has at last been found.
Detective Graden has
discovered that the girl went to Watkins, Ter.
The Funeral of
the Mother and the
Children.
Over 2000 people
lined
West Seventyseventh street at the Segnin funeral
to-day
The bodies of the;dead lay in the front
parlor,
the mother in the centre surrounded by tne
children. Only forty persons were admitted
to the house. Dr. Seguin. brought home iu a
coach, tottered into the room, supported by
Drs. Amidon and McBride.
Bev. Dr. Oollyer
readonly the Unitarian burial service. The
procession of three hearses and five coaches
moved at 11.30 a. m.
The Montana Cattle Trade.
St. Paul, Nov. 3.—Four years ago not to ex"
ceed 5000 or 6000 head of cattle eame out of
Montana and sought Eastern markets via the
Northern Pacific and its connections. This
season the
Northern Pacific handled 18.000
head out of Montana between the 11th of September and Oct. 11. The daily average now
eomiug out of the Territory is, practically, all
that the railway has facilities for
handling,
and will make an aggregate for the present
month of nearly or quite equal to that of the
four weeks above recorded. During the season up to the 1st of September abont 10.000
head came out, so that to the present time it
may be estimated in round numbers that the
Northern Pacific brought out of Montana not
less than 32,000 head, with ths season not more
than two-tuirds passed. These fignres very
clearly demonstrate that the tide of shipment
eastward of Montana eattie will flow in the
channel of the Northern Pacific to the limit of
the capacity of that channel, and that St.
Paul must of necessity become one of the intermediate handling points—it should be the
one great
distributing center—for this soon-tobe vast traffic.
A Cutting Argument.
Cincinnati, Nov. 3.—Col. Hal. Young, a
business man connected with a large manufacturers’ establishment, also with the national
bank here, was horsewhipped at the corner of
Fourth and Vine streets, yesterday morning,
by Mr. Frank Foster, superintendent of the
oil works in this
Mr. Young escaped
city.
with three blows. The trouble grew out of the
ri-joinder made by Young, in the county court,
to the petition filed
by his wife for a divorce.
In this rejoinder Yonug charges his wife with
going to beer gardens with Frank Foster. This
drew forth a spicy card this morniug in the
daily papers, by Mrs, Frank Foster, vindicating her husband, and was also the ground for
the horsewhipping. Foster was arrested.

Startling Statement*
Rrownsville, Texas, Nov. 3—A physician
writes from Mter that the mortality truss fever
there was terrible, and the fright so great that
parents deserted tjieir affloted ehilureu and
children their parents.
Death of a Well Known Clergyman.
Newport, R. I., Nov. 3—Rev. Alexander GMercer. D. D., pastor of Trinity church for
many years and owuer of All Saints chapel,
died this morning from apoplexy, aged 66.
Two More Deaths.
Wikliamsport, Pa., Nov. 3—John Lundy,
and
John
Sr.,
Lundy, Jr., the two men who
were injured at
McIntyre place yesterday, died
this morniug, making five deaths from the
accident.
Private Residence Burned.
Providence, Nov. 3.—The residence of Jas.
Buffington, in Warren, was burned this
morniDg.

(he

Story Told.
MORE

Chicago, Nov. 3.—The Tribune prints an
interview with Dr. ColliBS brother of the late
Jerome J. Collins of the Jeannette expedition,
iu which he mates grave charges against De
Long and Melville, to the effect that the former treated Collins
shamefully, aad that Mel-

ville got drunk when be should have gone on
the search for De Long and his party.
Dr. Collins says: “We have evidence, that
Capt De Long used his official position as coat
mauder of the expedition to persecte in every
conceivable way some members of his party.
My brother, who was the scientist of the party,
was pi act'd under arrest for no reason whatever. This Danenhower admitted when I was
in Mew Tork. De Long refused at certain
times to allow my brother to do any kind of
work and purposely allowed all notes, photographs and recordB of the expedition prepared
by my brother to sink. We have evidence that
the captain forced him to remain behind when
he volunteered togo ahead wijh Nindermann
and Noroa in search of relief, my brother being
in the best condition of any member of the
portytodoso. We are also in possession of
information that, on Melville finding the bodies of the De Long party, he used most blaspernous and scandalous language concerning my
brother’s body. I have also reasan to believe
that Melville’s siotements that the weather
prevented him from going more speedily to the
relief are false, tor the dates on which he declared the weathe to be bad are shown by the
record te be good.
We know from conversation with the survivors that letters and papers were found on
my
brother’s person that have never been produced. We ask that Nindermann be examined
under oath, and cross-excmined as to bis relations with Melville.
We want to know the
facts as to the arrest of the other officers of the
company by De Long.
Kusmab, the Betive
left for Bejun on October 11. It was a tvo
days’ journey. He should have returned by
the 17th. He was away 14 days.
His story of
detention by storm is shown by the log to be
falee. We charge that, if Melville had prosecuted the search, instead of intrusting it to the
two natives. De Long and his party would
have been.”
A Washington special to the Boston Globe
says: One feature of Dr. Collin’s statement,
charging that his brother, Jerome, and Lieutenant Danenhower were not permitted to take
part in the retreat, is already supported by
Danenhower’s testimony, who said that he was
kept ou the sick list long after he thought
himself well, aud was not permitted to take
part in the official consultation held at Bennett
island during the retreat.
Euniueor Melville refuses to make any statements regarding Collins’ attack on himself
and De Long, as published in the Minneapolis
Despatch this morning. He intimases that he
will have sometding to say regarding it in his
examination by the board, bat says the charges will not effect him.
Danenhower characterizes Dr. Collins' published interview concerning De Long and Melville as a gross exaggeration of facts. He admits
that
to
quiet the excitement of
tho Collinses over their brother’s arrest,
he told them that there was no
criminal
charge against him. Danenhower says he will
say no more except to the Board of inbuiry. It
is understood
that Mrs.
De
Long has
engaged counsel to defend her husband’s
memory befote the Navul Board of inquiry.
The inquiry tends to develope many details
of the relations between DeLoug and Melville,
which would not otherwise have been brought

OUTRAGES

OS

JEWS.

THE

Irish Emigration Encouraged by
the

English Government

Aid to Emigrants.
Dublin, Nov. 3.—The government is taking
active steps to give effect to the emigration
clauses of the arrears of rent act by publishing regulations under which impoverished
unions can borrow money to supplement government grants.
Emigrants to North America will be landed at New York, Boston', Quebec or Halifax.
A male and female agent
will

be appointed at each of these ports to
keep the authorities advised as to the prospects for the employment of emigrants. «
Wallace in Luck.
Constantinople, Nov. 3.—The Snltan has
famished Urea. Wallace with letters to the Syrian authorities, instructing them to reeeive
and entertain the minister of the United States
as hiB guest.
More Outrages Upon Jews.
Pesth, Nov. 3.—Excesses against Jews at
Pressburg have recommenced. Drunken rioters plundered their shops and killed a woman.
Ten of the rioters have been arrested.
More Trouble in France.
Paris, Nov. 3.—Revolutionary manifestos
posted in Paris and Marseilles last evening,
were printed on red paper.
Two hundred ol
them were posted near the Loavre, the Palace
of the Luxembourg and tbejardindes Plantes. They express the deepest hate for the
lourgeoise and declare war to the death against
them. Explosive materials have been discovered in a co ,1 depot and telegraph office at St.
Pourain.
The Porte Satisfied.
London, Nov. 3.—In the Commons this afternoon, Sir Charles Dilke stated th.t the
powers bad made no representations to the
government on the subject of Lord Dufferin’s
mission to Egypt but satisfactory explanations
had been made io the Porte in the matter.
Looking Over the Situation.
Cairo, Nov. 3 —Gen. Allison has decided to
at once despatch three British officers to Sondan to report upon the military sitnatiou there.
France Getting Restive.
Cairo, Nov. 3.—M. BreJif, the French controller, has sent a letter to Cherif Pasha, president of the Egyptiaa Coancil, asking to be informed why, as European conirol has not been
abolished by a decree of the Khedive, he has
not been invited to attend the meeting of the
council of ministers. The letter is regarded is
diplomatic circles as a manifestation of the intention of France to bring the question ot European control to an immediate issue without
awaiting the general settlement of the Egyptian affairs, as the British proposed.
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BRIBERY CJASS CLOSED
DECISION RESERVED.
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The Next Case of the Lot.
Wasainoton, Nov. 3.—John E. Skivington
the first witness of the day in the Payne
bribery trial before the police court. The government expected to prove ty this witness that
was

he overheard a conversation between Fall and
two other men while the witness was coneealed
behind a book case in Fall’s office.
Objection was made by the defence to this
evideuoe. but the court admitted it limiting its
appropriation by evidence to be afterwards
introduced.
The witness said that in the latter part of
June he concealed himself behind the book
case at Fall’f requesi.
From the conversation
thai fo.lowed he understood that Brown was
not for tale. One of the men (the witness eonld
not say which one) said he could obtaiu Browns
signature to the agreement Fall said “Don’t
test him, and I will do as agreed.”
The witness could not from bis position see the
men.
He only saw their backs as they went down
stairs.
When the men left he asked if he did not
think that it was dangerous business. Fall announce that he knew it was, but that he
only
wauted to get information to criminate Brown
and break the jury. That was the object of
his employment by the department of justice.
Mr. Well angrily confronted the witness with
his affidavit ia which he said that Fall said
nothing of bis employment by the department
or the government.
The witness—Governor, yon told me in making that affidavit to be as brii f as possible, that
you had just a place left to nut it in.
Governor Wells—Oh, no; I never told you
that. Then is that statement in the affidavit
a lie!
The witness replied that he had only done as
Governor Wells requested. He had given his
conversation with Fall aud the two meu in his
affidavit. His conversation with Fall aftarward was another matter.
Governor Wells—Did yon tell me yesterday
in this Court that the defendant was the man
you saw in Fall’s office?
Mr. Davis—Oh your honor, this Is the governor’s own witness.
The witness answered that perhaps he had
but be mast have been wrong.
He certainly
did not recognize Payne positively now, alhe
resembled
the
men
seen in Fall’s
though
office.
The court saw nothing irreconcilable in Ski-

by Chili to

THE VANQUISHED NATION MUST SURRENDER ITS TERRITORY.

vington’s testimony.

Mr. Davis—That is not ail you have, governor?
Gov. Wells—All we care to present.
The defence announced that they had no
witnesses. The court said he would render [a
decision tomorrow.
Mr. Davis then began his argument for the
defence. At the close of this argament at the
request of the court Mr. Kerr gave a list of
some of the authorities applicable to the case
He then summed up for the prosecution. In a
few remarks Judge Snell reserved his decision
till Wednesday when Fall’s case will come np
for a hearing.

THE LIQUOR LAWS OK IOWA.
Why They Were Declared to be Unconstitutional.
Davenport, Iowa, Nov. 3—Considerable interest being lelt in regard to the recent decision of the District Court declaring the liqaor
law in effect unconstitutional. The following
has been published;
The case of Koehler &
Lang vs. John Hill was tried in the District
Court here, Judge Walter T. Hayes presiding,
w as
really brought as a test of the constitutional
prohibitory amendment passed by the popular
vote last June.
Plaintiffs are brewers and
sold beer amounting to $113 in value to a
saloon
for
pay
keener, who refused to
the same
the
that
on
the
ground
bill could not be collected by
law.
Judge
Hayes decided that the amendment has not
been legally made a part of the State constitution chiefly on the grouud that the joarnals of
the Legislature do not contain the act in fall
on their
pages and do Dot contain the yeas and
nays taken npon the same, and that according
to the jouruals, the act passed by the Senate of
the eighteenth Assembly was in its terms prohibitory of the sale or manufacture of liquor,
not only as a beverage, but also "to be used,"
and hence prohibited it and its nse for any and
all purposes, even sacramental, medjcinal, &c
but as it passed the House of the Eigbteeth
General Assembly it was in terms merely prohibitory of liquor as a beverage. In these respects, therefore, the requirements of the constitution providing for the manner of its
amendment hove been disregarded. The journals do not contain the proper entries, and the
same act has not passed both Houses of the leg-

islature.

And Kate Clazton Wasn’t There.
Baltimore, Nov. 3.—Fire at 8 o'clock this
morning, partially desttoyed the Arlington
Variety Theatre. John Pearson, a young man
was burned to death, and MissGeorgie Supple,
one of the
attaches, was injure! by jumping
from the roof of the building.
Madame Baste'1, the lessee, was also injured by jumping
from a window.
James Kenny was badly
burned, and several others slightly injured.
The fire originated on the stage, and tbe destruction of property was email.

Panama,
conflicting.

Oot. 31.—The news from Peru is
Peace
negotiations are known,
however to be going on and Minister Logan is
making progress. The terms are understood
to embrace cession of the whole strip of the
Bolivian coast and Peruvian department of
Xorapacas, and the maintainance of Chilian
troops in Arica and Tacana until the arbitration should determine to whom that territory
should belong.
In return for'the concessions
Cbiii would withdraw its claims for war indemnify and pay six million dollars to Peru
and two million to Bolivia and keep a garrison
in Lima and Calla one year in order to enable
Garcia Calderon to establish e government.
The latest dates from Lima (to the 23d inst.)
state that the preliminaries of peace have
already been signed and that Ministei Logan
will accompany Garcia Caldron to Peru, where
the latter will again start tne government and
ratify the peace.
A dispatch from Lima, Oct. 19th, says that
judging from the papers, public opinion is totally averse to American intervention.
A Small Fight.
A fight took place at Carrillos in
the Yea
department be ween Cbiliaa soldiers and a
band of Monteroes, in which 52 of tke latter
are said to have been killed.
Arrival of American Whalemen.
The American bark James Allen, Captain
Lake, arrived at the Bay of Panama on the
23d iff October, with 800 barrels of sperm oil.
She has been out thirteen months and in all
had taken 1209 barrels.
The American bark Horatio, Captain Morse,
arrived at Panama, Oci. 23d, with 925 barrels
of oil.

THE

KENTUCKY

TRAGEDY

Funeral of the Slain of

Wednes-

day.
JUDGE

BROWN FORCED
HIS HOME.

TO

LEAVE

Ashland, Ky., Nov. 3.—The buildings are
festooued with crape and all business is suspended. Tne funeral of the victims of the
Wednesday’s violence took place at 10 o’clock.
Six of the wounded are not expected to live.
The citizens are very indigeant against Governor Blacaburn and Judge Brown,
and the
latter has fled from the town. A1 the citizens’
meeting last night steps were taken to raise
funds to pay for the funeral of the killed, and
to provide for the comfort of the wounded.
There is still great excitement.

THE SOTELDO CASE.
The

Jury

Returns

a

Verdict

Washington, Not. 3.—The Jeannette board
of inquiry adjourned for the dsy at 1 p. m.,

having concluded the reading of Lieut. Danenhower's evidence.
To-morrow will be taken
up with the introduction of documentary eviand
dence,
Monday Chief Engineer Melville
will be called. The publication this morning
of specific charges said to hare been made by
Dr. Collins, brother of the scientist of the
Jeannette expedition, is generally commented
upon though the subject was not mentioned at
the meeting of the board. Judge Advocate
Lemly stated in reply to the inquiries that be
had been in correspondence with Dr. Collins
and had for some time been aware of bis
(Collies’) views in the matter; that the coart
proposed to investigate the ^abject to the bottom and wonld receive everything that Collins
might offer in the nature of competent evidence; that Lient. Danenhower although his
examination in chief has been concluded will
doubtless be recalled in connection with the
investigation of the charges made by Dr. Collins Mr. Lemly further stated that It was the
intion of the court to examine every suivivor
of the Jeannette expedition, and if Mr. Bartlett, who, as alleged by Dr. Collins, Was purposely kept in Siberia, has not returned to this
countryis when the examination of other witnesses
concluded, the court will take a recess
and await his .‘eturn.
Lieut. Danenhower naturally declined to
make any statement for publication in relative
to Dr. Collins’ charges on even to express
any opinion other than the somewhat significant remark when told that the court proposed
to investigate them to the bottom, “Weil that
is right, they aught to do so.”

THE DOMINION.
Taking Greeley's Advice.
Montreal, Nov. 3.—Charles B. Mahan
from Lebanon, New York., who canied on extensive agricultural implement works at Montreal, has disappeared. Ha leaves liabilitias to
banks, brokers and farmers of $100,000. Mahan is believed to have gone west.
Probably Murdered.
A well-to-do farmer named Cleophas Dupais
residing at St. Jaques, in this province, went
to market at Jolielte 10 days ago, having $300
in his poeket. He was under the influence of
liquor at night, and was followed by some rnffiaus toward the bridge crossing L’Assomption
liver. He has never been seen since, and it is
believed he was murdered for his money. His
hat was found at the bridge next morning, and
was the only trace left by him.
Suit Brought by the Allans.
The Allan Steamship Company have taken
action against the Witness (uewspaper) for fifty
thousand dollars damages for a libel iu not retracting statements made in regard to the
treatment of the passengers of the Bteamship
Sardinian.
A Heavy Loss.
Ottawa, Nov. 3.—Mr. Eddy’s loss by firs
last night will probably reach $750,000.
C. B.
Wright whose flour mill was also burned esti
mates his loss at $30,000. The eceupauts of the
mill McCormiok and Co. lose about $10,000.
A $10,000 Robbery.
Winnipeg, Nov, 3.—The American Express
office has been robbed af about $10,000. No
clue as yet to the perpetrators.
The First Snow Storm.
St. John, Nov. 3. Soow fell in the northern part of the province today.
In Kings coun
ty three inches fell.
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of Not

Guilty.
Washington, Not 3 la the Soteldo murder case today the defence offered to prove by
Gen. H. Y. Boynton that the articles in the
Republican were im pired by Brady in retaliation for Soteldo’s expose of the Star route conspiracy, and that the managing editoi, Barton,
was only acting under orders in publishing
them. The evidence was rated oat and, the
defence said this closed their case.
J. C. McGinn and A. Rossberry were called
in rebuttal by the prosecution, but nothing important was elicited.
John Lyon testified as to bnsiness relations
with the deceased. This closed the evidence,
and the prosecution offered the nsnal prayers,
and Mr. Taggart made the ciosiug argument
for the government, claiming that a clear case
of guilt had been established.
The case given to the jury at 4.45 p. in. and
after being out about thirty minutes, the jury
rendered a verdict of not guilty.
The announcement was greeted with load
applause, whish was promptly checked by
Judge Wylie- Soteldo’s couusel argued that
the remaining case for assault should be nolle
prossed, and the court agreed to take defeudant's personal recognition in SI,000, which was
accordingly done, and the defendant ieft the
court room with his friends.
—

The Work of the Plague.
Pensacola, Nov. 3.—A partial report
showB nine cases of fever and two deaths to-

day.

Striking Iron Miners.
Nov. 3.—Two thousand
coal miners in Pool No. 4, on the Monongahela
river struck to-day against a reduction of onefourth cent per bushel on the miniug rate.
Strike tn the Pittsburg Steel Works.
The rollers in the rail mill of the Bessemer
Steel Works, Homestead, Pa,, are on a strike,
because the firm compelled them to run light
rails. The workmen want twice as much wages
for running the light as for working heavy
rails. A 30 per cent advance was offered by
the firm, bat it was refused.
All branches of
the mill are now idle.
jSl

An
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Ex-United

States

BOW.

Senator

Fined

$20.
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 3.—In the United
States District Court this afternoon, ex-United
States Senator John B. Henderson and Henry
A. Cunningham, opposing counsel, got into a
dispute, the lie was passed, and Henderson
struck Cunningham three terrible blows in the
face, knocking him against the iron column
and injuring him severely. Judge Treat characterized the proceedings as the most disgraceful he ever witnessed, and lined Henderson

*20.

lieutenant-governor and then acting governor
He has held no office of special
importance since that time.]

of Missouri.

A Letter from Gov. Hoyt.
Not. 3.—Gov. Hoyt has sent
a letter to Wharten
Barker, declining the invitation to pieside over the meeting here tonight of the Independent Republicans at Horticulture Hall. The Governor considers it a
point of propriety not to participate in political meetiugs while holding pnblio office. In a
long letter that follows, he endorses the action
of the Independents and denounces bosslsms.

Philadelphia,

Gov. Hendricks Improving.

Indianapolis, Not. 3.—Ex-Gov- Hendricks

conditions continues favorable.

Franklin Wharf:

Foreign Exports.

BOWLING.SCOT. Bark Flora—32,139 fseto
lumber, 2(1,193 ft spool wood.
Railroad Receipts.
Pobtlasd, Not. 2.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
33 ears miscellaneous merchandise; lor connecting
roads 124 oars miscellaneous me- ohandlse.
Miscellaneous merchandise received by the Portland &.Ogdeneburg Railroad, 49 oars.
Gb in

market.
POBTULBD, NOV. 8.

The folio ring quotations of Grain ware received
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by S. H. Larmlnlo
& Co., 167 Commercial street, Portland.

Chicago-Wheat--Corn-,
Tinie.j Nov. JYear. Nov. Year. May.
9.30..

66%
95%

10.00.

68

63

93%
88% 63%
93% 96
69% 63%
93ya 94% 69ya 63%
92% 94 V* 69% 63%
92% 94% 63% 62%
92% 94% 68% 62%
63
92% 94% 69
92% 92% 69
63

10.80..

I11.30..
J.00..

12.00
12.30..
1.04..
Call-...

Oats.
Nov.
34%
34%
34%
34%
34%
34%

65%
66%
66%
66%
66%
66%
66%
68
66

34
34
34

Sicca Hamel*
The following quotations of stocks are receive
and corrected daily by Woodbury A Moulton (mem
berg of the Boston Stock Exchange), corner of Middle and Exchange scree f:
NEW YORK

STOCKS.

Missouri Pacific 105%
Wabash preferred
Union Pacific.107 Vs
Bnf. Pit.A W.com
St. L. A Frisco 1st
Omaha common.. 49
Denver A R. G... 61%
Frisco pref erred.. 67
Western Union T. 84%
New York Cent’l. 132
Omaha preferred 107%
Lake Shore.115 %
—

—

—

Erie. 40%
Nor. Pac. preferM 92%
com... 45%
40
Pacific Mail
Norttiwest’n com. 145%
North west’n pref.—
C. B. A Quincy
131%
St. Paul common. 101
St. Joseph pret
llinois Central... 149%
Michigan Central.101%
..

—

O. AM...*.

—

Mo. K. A Texas..
Nor. A West’n prf
Louii A Nash.
Rich. A Dan.

36%
—

52
—

Cen. Pacific. 90%
Texas Pacific. 40%
St. Paul pref.127
boston stocks.
Boston Land...,.
0%
Waterpower.
3
Flint A Pere Marquette common. 22
Hartford A Erie 7s 61
A. T. A 8. F. 86%
Boston A Maine.. 163%
Flint APereM&rquette prelerred 98
L. R. A Ft. Smith. 47%

Marquette,Hough-

ton A Ont
68
Summit Branch..
8
Mexican Cent’l 7s 74%

New York Mtock and Honey Harket.
New York, Nov. 3.—Money closed offeied at 6;
prime mercantile paper 6<gj8. Exchange steady at
4 81 for long and 4.85 for short.
Governments %
lower for ext fis, Vs lower for 3s and 4s coup. State
bonds generally without feature.
Railroad bonds
dell and generally higher.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 249.000 hares.
The following are to day’s closing quotations of
government securities:
United States bonds 3s.
102%
United States bonds 6s, ex .101%
United States bonds 4%s, reg .112
4%s. coup. ...113%
United States bonds 4s, reg .119%
4s, coup.119%
Pacifl 6s. ’95.129
The following are the closing quotations of stocks :
Chicago A Al on.141%
Chicago A Alton pref.
Bur. A

Qnincy.131%

Erie. 40
Erie pref. 84
Illinois Central .149%
Lake Shore.116%
Michigan Ceutral.101%
New Jersey Central.
71%

Northwestern.144%
pref.163

New York Central... .131%
Rock Island.131%

Union Pacific stock..107
Western Union Tel. 84%
Oloucenter Fink Tlnrkrt.

WEEK EJTDIKQ NOT. 2.
Our quotations are wholesale prices for fare lose
jobbing lots command an advance on our figFOB THB

and

ures.

Georges Codfish —The market is firm $7% and
$5% © qtl for choice large and medium. Choice
Georges cured Bank at $6 and $6 © qtl; Shore codfish at $6% and $5% ** qtl; Dry-cured Bank $6%
and $5% ©. qtl for large and medium. N. s. Shore
Cod at $6%: Newfoundland dry cod at $7% © qtl.
Cusk at $5% © qtl. Haddock at $4, Hake *3%
and Pollock $4% © qtl.
Boneless and prepared fish 6% to 6%o © ft for
lower grades and 7 to 9c for genuine codfish. New
Smoked Halibut 12c © ft; Smoked Salmon atU7o;
Sealed Herring at 2Sc © box; No 1 at 18c; tucks
17c. Smoked Alewives 86 © hundred.
Mackerel—We notice sales out of pickle at fill®
11% © 200 fts with bbl; inspected lots held at $14
@$16 © bbl for Is. $11 a $12 for 2s, and $8®$8%
for 3s. PEI 3s $8% © bhl;2s, *10%; Is, $12%.
Herring—We quote new Shore split $4% ©bbl.:
gibbed$3; choice Nova Scotia split $6% a$t>; medium do at $4; Labrador at $6%.
Fresh Halibut—To-day’s sales 14 and 9c ©lib for
w

__

Edwin Booth’s Assassin.
Quincy. III., Nov. 3.—A hearing in the habeas corpus ease of Mark Gray, the assassin of
Edwin Booth, the tragedian, began here today. The testimony elicited thus far goes to
show that he is sane.

Appealed to the Higher Court.
Cincinnati, Nov. 3.—Andrew Mitchell, arrested uear Glendale.O., Monday, on suspicion
of being guilty of the murder of A. W. Cross,
was found dead in bis cell this
morning.

white and gray.
Trout at $13 © bbl; Pickled Codfish $7%; Had
dock $6%, Halibut Heads $3%, Tongues at $10:
Sounds at $11, Tongues and Sounds $10%, Ale
wives $3%; Swordfish $13;Salmon $22; Shad $12;
Fines $16.
Pure Medicine Oil at $1 © gal, crude do at 80o.
Blackfish Oil 66c;’Cod do 46c; Shore do at 46o;Por-

gie do, 44@46e.
Porgie scrap,$15 © ton; Fish do $12;Liver do $S:
$16; Medicine Oil Livers 70o © bucket do
ordinary 60c.

Skins

Domestic Markets.

NewYobk, Nov. 3.—Flour—Receipts 21,398
bbls, exports 7763 bbls; still in buyers favor and in
instances shade lower again moderate export and
light jobbing trade demand; sales 18,700 bbls.
Quotations of flour—Superfine 3 2b@» 00; others
unchanged: City Mill prise at 3 3o@6 46; 90 > bbls
No 2 at 2 40@3 70; 170u bbls Superfine at 3 26®
4 OO; 1600 bbls low extra at 4 00@4 40; 4800 bbls
Winter Wheat extra at 4 00@7 60; 6600 bbls of
Minnesota extra 4 00@8 00; Southern unchanged.
When I—receipts 296,000 bush; exports 22,uOO
bush; market closed shade above lowest points sales
1.824.000 burn, including 216,000 on spot; Ne 2
noon.
Chicago Spring 1 09. No 3 Red at 1 04%@l 06%;
No 2 at
o7%iSl 08 c.rt, 1 07%@1 09 delivered;
Thuriow Weed was much better yesterdoy.
No 2 White 1 03@1 03%; No 1 do, 6000 bush at
The ship laborers strike at Montreal is end110. Bye lower; Western 89®7lo State at
73®
the
men
ed,
having gone back at the old 76%o t on—cash verv firm; options
opened a
wages.
2c higher, afterwards lost advance and declined %
@lc, olosing firm with reaction of %@l%c; reCard or Thanks to the Cities us of Port
ceipts 13,360 busu; exports 13,732 bush; sales 1881.000 bush, including 66,000 bosh on spot; No 3
land.
at 84c; No 2 at 87@87% « in elevator. |H8%@88%
We, the underaigeed members of the Port- Delivered; now Southern White 84c; No 2 for Noloud Police Department, do hereby tender our
vember 8 4%@86%c, closing 8 c, December 78%
most sincere and heartfelt thanks to the citi@78o, closing 77%c; year closed at 77%; January
Outs %@lc higher
zens of Portland, for their very liberal patron- ’closed 86o; Kebruar 64%c
and fairly active; reoeipts 2680 bosh; exports 3173
age at our late annual ball, tor it was by their
bush: sides 622,000 bush; No 3 at 41c; White 42®
liberality the greatest financial success we have 48c, No 2 at 42%@432 and 44%o; White at
46®
ever achieved, and trusting that we may merit
46%o; Ne 1 at 43c; White 63c; Mlx< d Western 38
yonr good wishes in the future as in the past,
@48c; White 38@48c; Mixed State 44c; White 46
and perform the duties assigned us, as becomes
it»60%c. Sugar firmer; refining 7%@7%c; refined steadv; Yellow C 7®7%c; Yellow 6%@6%c;
officers to your entire satisfaction. We beg
powdered 9%@9%c; others unchanged. Hols.w<
leave to remain your obedient servants,
Petroleum higher; united at 9»%o; resteady.
Postland Police Department.
fined at 8%c. Th How (easier; sales 35,000 fts.
Pork held very firm sales 900 bbls new mess spot
Card of Thanks to the Portland Press.
part at 22 60; city family 26 00@26 00. I.unleash fairly active and firm; options 6@7%c lower,
We the undersigned members of the Portclosing steadier, sales 886 prime steam on spot at
land police department, do hereby tender to
12 12%@12 30; ISifcity steam 12 00@12 12%;
you our most sincere and heartfelt thanks, for
4000 refined for continent at 12 76 spot; 12 12%
your very liberal donation in advertising our
@12 40 for November. 11 62%@ 11 86 for Decemlate annual ball, also fur the many locals
ber. Butter firm. Cheese very firm on fine; Weswhich, of your own free will, you saw tit to tern 5@12% e.
Freights firmer: Wheat © steam 4%d.
publish in our behalf, and trusting in the future as in the past we may merit your good
Chicago. Nov. 3.—Flour unchanged. Wheat is
will, and perform the duties assigned us as be- lower regular at 92% o for November; 94% o for
December; 92%c all year: 94%@96o for January;
comes officers, we beg leave to remain your
No 3 Chicago Spring at 92% c cash; options same
obedient servants,
No 3 at 81%c: rejected at 63c; No 2 Red
regular;
Portland Police Department.
Winter at 96c cash, 95%®96o for November, No 3
Winter 91%c. Corn h’gher at 70%c cash; 68%®
68% c for November ;62ys@03c for December-,62%
year; 64% @ 55c for January; rejected 68c. Oats
quiet at 34% u34%c cash;34c for Novemb-r;33%
for December, year and January; rejected at 81®
Portland Daily Wholesale Market.
31 %c. Rye steady at 66% c. Barley higher 82c.
Portland. Nov. 3.4
Pork lower at 2o 60 21 OO cash; HI 20® 19 22%
There continues to be a very strong market for
for
November; 18 5fl@18 52% for December ana
Flour and
desirable grades are active at full
year; 18 62%®18 65 for Januarv; 18 66@18 67%
rates. CorL rs without change here, but prices are
for
February.
Lard lower at 11 47%®1160ca*h;
very firm and an advance Is looked for on ac11 27%@II 30 for November; 11 12%@11 16 for
count of a sharp rise at other points. It is stated
and January. 11 16@ll 17% for
December,
year
that there is less than than tlve millions bushel' of
February. Bulk Meats in fair demand; shoulders
Corn in sight against 25,000,000 last year at this
rib
short clear 12,
short
7%;
11%;
time
Pork and Lard are more active at the recent
At the afternoon call of the Board, Wheat, Corn
decline; at New York the
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Iu New York, while marrying a couple at
the police headquarters last night.Justic Olterbnrg had his pocket picked.
Telegrams from Jamaica and Santiago Do
Cuba indicate the existence of a stor n of center of considerable energy near Jamaica.
All
the shipping in the Gulf of Mexico and South
of Hatteras is warned against this storm.
Alebander Harris, one of the wounded at
Ashland, Ky., Thursday, died yesterday after-

_

•»

FINANCIAL ANIMJOMRSERCfAL

market is Arm, while at
rates are off again. Beef is dull and easy.
Butter is very strong for fine grades and scarce;
common lots in full
supply and rather dull. Eggs
command full prices. Maine Cabbigea jobbing at
$15,<£$18 and Western $lt>@$12 P’ ton. Potatoes
move slow, the demand being chiefly for borne use.
»‘lie following »r« to-day's quotations oc Flour,
Grain, Provisions. As.

Chicago

S iperflne.4 25% 4 75

r

H.

M. Corn, oar

B&traSpring..5 76®6 26
lots, 92
X’C Spring-6 00(fl6 50 Mixed Corn,
Patent; Spring
car lots, 90
••
Wheats.8 76i%9 60 Oats,
60

SaokedBran 00® 21 50
Michigan Win
ter best.6 25@6 60
Mids..
30
Cotton Seed,car lot 32 00
...6
00
Michigan.
76@6
bag lots 33 00
S Lou is Win92
Corn,big lots..
6 75@7 00 M al. r*
ter fair
88
*•
Winter good..7 00®7 25 Oats,
66
••
Winter best. ..7 60@7 76 Bran,
26 00
•'

Common

Death of Ex-Gov. Hall of Missouri,
St. Joseph, Noy. 3.—Ex-Gov. Willard P.
Hall died to-nay, aged 64.
[Hon. Willard P. Hall was a native of Virginia, but moved to Missouri and made his
home at St. Joseph. He early became prominent in political affairs, and after
having held
various local offices was elected to the Thirtieth
Congress, and served from 1847 to 1853, being
three times elected. In 1861-62 he was first
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[second dispatch.]
Fort Fairfield, Nov. 3.—Fred Hutchinson
moved to Easton last Jnly, and bought the
farm of John Clark. The latter lives 30 rods
from Hutchinson’s house.
He told Clark a

WILL

NY

Boulton.

fits.

to

Will Be Made in the Jeannette Investigation.

Virginia.... 2 26®2 60
ZanneBsee.. 1 80® 2 oo
0®10c
GMuuuk.‘P tb12V»®15o
Walnuts
Filbert* 11
12^®14c

Early Rom, Tg> bnsh:-

No other cause is known.
Easton is 10 miles north of Honlton, on the
road to Fort Fairfield.

subject

Trotting

The Loss SIO’OOO And. No Insurance.

the Officers of

Hoclton. Me., Nov. 3.—Fred Hutchinson of
Easton, fojmdrly of Dover, Me., cut his wife’s

MILL BURNED.

Schooner in Distress.
Portsmouth, Oct. 3,—The schooner Charlotte Buck of New York, laden with about 450
tons of stone paving-blocks, which put into this
port in distress, October 23d, leaking badly,

DR. MORSE, 135 Free Street,
PORTLAND, IDLE.
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SERIOUS CHARGES

TWENTY-FOUR

The barometer is highest in New England
and lowest near Jamaica, where a storm of
considerable energy is indicated.
Occasional
rain has fallen iu the South Atlantic States.
In other districts
fair weather prevailed.
Sonthwesteily winds prevail in the northwest
and lake region, northeasterly in the South
Atlantic and Gulf States. The temperature
has fallen 5 to 10 degrees in the South Atlantic
and Southern States and rain in the northwest
and upper lake region.
Warmer fair weather is indicated Sunday for
the Middle States and New England.
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and Oats were unchanged. Pork was Be lower.' Lard
generally unchanged, uu some sales rather lower.
Receipts -Floui 17,000 bbls, wheat 92,0 0 bush,

corn

100.000 bush, oats 77,000 bush,

rve

21 000

barley 68,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 17.000 bbls, 47,000 bush, co-n
302,4*jO bush, oats 60,000 bush, rye
6,000 bush
3
barley 60,000 bush.
&T. louis, Nov. 3.—Flour
unchanged. Wheat is
lower; No 2 Red Fall sold st &i lit down from 93*4
to 92Vfec cash; 93Vs to 92c for
November; 96*4 to
bush

947sc for December; 93V4C year, 98 to 97c for
99 *•* to 99c for February; No 8 at 88*4
88c Coro higher at 65@66*4c for cash; 61 Vs®
62%c for November; 55*,sc for December; 64*4®
B6c year: 50*4^51 Vsc,» closing at 60*4c January.
Pork easy; jobbing 2176@22u0.
Lard quiet at
11 45.
Receipts— Flour 6000 l.bls, wheat 85,000 bush,
corn 13,000 busb, oats 0,000 bush, rye 0,000 busb,
barley 0,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 7,000 bbls, wheat 42,000 bush,
corn <k’,OOU bush oats 0,000 busl* rye 0,000 b2sh,
barley 0,000 bush.
Detroit Nov. 3.—Wheat dull; No 1 White cash
at 98*so: November at 98*4u; December at 98%c;
year 98*8<»; January l 00; February 1 01*4; No 2
Red 98%c; No 2 White 8/*4c.
Receipts 28,407 bush; shipments 25,596 bush,
Mew Orleans, Nov. 3.—Cotton In fair demand
*
Middling udlands lOVfec.
Nov. 3.—Cotton quiet; Middling
uplands

January;
to

^^Nobile,

Savannah, Nov. 3.—Cotton firm; Middling6

lands

9% c.

i^Kaiptns, Nor. 3.—Cotton

F

easier; Middling np-

■1 urn nil .Market.
(By Telegraph.)
Hayaka. Nov. 3.-Sugardnll and nominal
Spanish gold 1 89%gl.say,
in fair demand; ouUuited
States 60 days gold 8%
@ prem; short sight 9% @
jlo
em.
pi

.tlnr.
r_

LOMJOS.I

By

lA

....

Not. 3.—U. 9. oil 6» 103%.

LivrrpoolJ Not. 3—19.30 P. M-Cotton market
—Uplande at 0 3-10d; orleaua « 9-liid sale* 13,000
oalee; epeeulation and export 3,000 balee; future.
quiet.

NOV. 4.
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Easy Star Lessons. B> Bictiaid A. Proctor.
(New York: G P. Putnam's Sons, Portland;
Loriug, Snort & Harmon.) At this precise
time, when the keaveus have been advert.sing
themselves so biilliantly by means of the comet, popular interest will readily turn to Professor Proctor’s new volume in which the stars
and their c mrses are described in a fashion as
The matecharming as its learning is sound.
rial of the work is well classified, a map and
full explanatory text showing the position of
stars and constellations for each month of the
year.
the

by
and

The Burdens of Respectability.
While it is

on

the whole

greatly

to

the

advantage of an individual, association or
institution to be known as respectable,
there are some drawbacks arising from such
reputation. The good things done by the
respectable man or body of men are taken
as matter of course, and no credit is given
for them, while the failure to do the best
thing in any instance is made subject of
severe criticism.
If those who lack the reputation of respectability do ill, small attention is paid to it because nothing better was
expected, while their occasional good deeds

greatly applauded, and they really get
more credit in the public
mind, than they
are

right action were habitual with
A drunken, dissolute or lazy man,

would if
them.

who shows any traces »f intelligence or kindness is credited with wonderful mental
brilliancy or goodness of heart. The robber who gives some of his plunder to the
poor has

always

been

a

more

attractive sub-

ject for song and tale, than the plain citizen
who robs nobody and consequently cannot
scatter alms with lavish hand. The man
who has once surrendered the reputation of
respectability has little blame for wrongdoing and great praise for well doiug, while
he who maintains the reputation of respectability
and

has

great blame for any misdeeds

little

praise for good conduct. Of
course the compensations and benefits of
respectability are large and satisfying in
many ways, and the balance in its favor i«
vast, but we are now looking at some of its
responsibilities and burdens.
The Republican party is just at present
feeling some of the burdens of a good reputation.

For twenty-eight years it has stood
the embodiment of the virtue, enterprise,
high aspiration and noble action of the naas

tion

to-day

It embodies

the best

thought
feeling of the American people. All
reforms, all progress of any kind in public
affairs have been made by its agency, and
the hopes of good men for the future lie In
the continued ascendancy of this great organization. The talk of a new party is idle,
for unless it comprised the same men who
are now in the Republicaq party it could do
no good.
The general average of virtue is
and

against in® gene al average ot vice
about as fairly under the present party orset- over

ganization as It ever can be, and any change
of parties would be only a change of names.
Everything good is naturally expected and
demanded of the Republican party; little of
good is expected from the Democrats. So
it happens that where individual Republicans err they are denounced without stint,
when the party fails to act as promptly and
thoroughly in the direction of temperance,
education or reforms of the civil service as
the most sanguine friends of these good

things desire, the party is visited with unmeasured denunciation, general good character apparently goes for nothing and many
people in their wrath are prone to give
aid and comfort to
the Democracy,—
which
is
always lavish in protestations
of
virtue,—ignoring the fact
that th# Democratic party is more culpable
in the very direction complained of than the
Republican party can possibly be.
Thus it has

about that

the extreme
temperance men of Ohio, impatient because
the Republicans did not go so fast and so
far as they wished, helped to put in power
the Democrats who will not go one step in
the direction of temperance. In New York
come

Republicans justly indignant

some

at

the

misconduct of some other Republicans propose to join hands with the Democracy of
that state, whose policy is dictated by Tamand
whose
civil
service
many Hall
practices have an exponent in the government of New York city and all other places where the Democrats bear unrestricted
sway. Should those impatient and discontented Republicans succeed in turning the
control of the national government over to
the other party, they will have indefinitely
postponed all chances of the reforms which
they advocate. A study of the history of
that parly whenever and wherever it has
been in power and an inspection of the personnel of the party ought t6 convince any-

body that reformers like Pendleton and the
few who sympathize with him would be
promptly set in the back ground, when once
the Democrats had got a firm grasp upon
the national government. Men cannot gath-

Losing nothing of scientific precision,
is
treated
astronomy
subject of
a
in
Professor
Proctor
picturesque
delightful style, which leaves the

knowledge greatly

reader with interest and
increased.

Edward tLe Third. By Rev. W. Warburton.
(New York: Charles Scribner’s SonB, Portland:
Luring, Short & Harmon.) The Chronicles of
Froissart, the Canterbury Tales, and the Visiou of Piers Ploughman have given a singular
artistic interest to the annals of the fourteenth
with
the splendid chivalry, the
century,
strange medieval mauuers of the time which
Mr.
was the daybreak of English literature.
is exceedingly felicious in the
handling of his subject, his style is fresh,
straightforward and effective. This addition
to the Epoch of History Series is one of the
Warburton

most interesting aud important of its volumes
giving a faithful picture of a period whose art
has never ceased to influence late times, and
to which the present decade has turned with

especial appreciation.
The American Citizen’s Manual. Edited by
(New York: G. P.
Worthington C. Ford.
Putnam’s Sons; Portland; Lorlng, Short &
Harmon.) This is a very practical and useful
manual for the average voter, who realizes the
great worth of his vote and desires cltai nnder

standing of the organization and working o/
government, of the electorate, and office-boldThe editor writes plainly and often suggestively. While he is by no means aggressive
and dogmatio it is evident that he belongs to
the group of political thinkers of which -dr.
Dorman B. Eaton is one of the spokesmen.
But with so good a presentation of the conditions in which the power of the people ib

ing.

wielded—each citizen has fair opportunity to
make his own conclusions as to the tendency
of American government, its strong and
its weak points.
Social Equality.
By Wm. H. Mallock, author of “Is Life Worth Living.
(NewYoik;
G. P. Putnam’s Sons; Portland: Luring, Short
&

In this volume which the author
calls a Short Study in a Missing Science, he fr rmulates many of the arguments which have
been unwritten law since the first tribes made
to themselves kings. The ingenuity, brilliance
and Self-gratulation with which Mr. Mallock
advances his theories, and the lordliness of bis

Harmon.)

prose in uttering his very telling phrases give
the reader a momentary sense ol conviction.
Yet nothing that Mr. Mallock has written confirms the reader’s faith in the clearness of the
author

s

mental

or

moral

sight

or his

stability
Mr. Mal-

upon any ground of fact or belief.
locfe seems to desire to emulate the mystical
tortoise who carried the world on his back, be,
meanwhile, standing upon limitless nowhereWithout kindly humanity, without the polarisation of conscience that should keep bis theories from wavering this and that way, with tendencies to coarseness, to unbelief and to superstition which is the reverse of the medal of unfaith, a medal without image or supersciption,
Mr. Mallock is little likely to raise or illumiHis ingenious
nate the condition of things.
and agile talk will at best afford matter for
comment by men of sounder and sweeter phil-

osophy.

Zay. By Elizabeth Stuart Phelps.
(Boston: Houghton, Mifflin & Co.; Portland:
Loring, Short & Harmon.) It was a curious
coincidence in recent novel-writing that MrHowells and Miss Phelps should have chosen
the same subject for treatment: the conditions
which attend the work of a woman physician.
It is not at all unnatural, to be sure, that both
writers selected a topic which is of late very
prominent in peoples’ thoughts; and that these
novelists, one a man and one a woman, should
Doctor

makes the critic's task Bomewhat easier in the way of constant comparison of the one novel with the
other; and a little lessens the likelihood of conhave written

parallel romances

that belong to the author’s individual treatment with those that are inherent to the topic itself.
There need be no hesi'
tation in declaring Mr. Howells’ book to be
greatly and thoroughly in advance of Miss
Phelps’s as regards its general bearing upon the
question, its merit as a novel, and the life and

founding traits

Miss Phelps’s
point ol its characterization.
splendid aDd magnetic Dr. Zay is, nevertheless, one of Charles Beade’s heroines plus a
diploma and minus mendacity; while Mr.
HowellV heroine, Grace Breen, was a genuine
daughter < f New England, domineered over
by the1 conscience that, inherited from seme
Puritan ancestor of sturdy fib.e bred in English air, was too sharp and aggressive for the
delicate body and soul fed with the thin atmosphere of the new world. Grace Breen is
one of those extraordinarily close studies of

party of good repute and seek to effect their
purposes by its aid, rather than help into
power the party of ill-repute and trust to a

inheritance and c reu instance that Mr. Howells makes, without appearing to pride himseif on his work or advertise it any more than
does Nature, who, by the way, rivalsMr. Howells much more dangerously than does Miss
Phelps. The hero of Qr. Zay is a young Boston lawyer, willing enough to do bis work in
the world, but not turning things over to find
the work. His mother, who appears but little
in the story, is described with emphasis, but

miracle for

without effect.

grapes of thorns or figs of thistles and
practical reformers will prefer to sustain the
er

unlikely

producing good

results from this

source.

The Sultan’s alleged anxiety to prevent
further proceedings in the trial of Arabi
Pasha can be readily understood, since Ara.
bi proposed to unload the whole responsibility for his actions after July 10 on the
shoulders of his Sublime Master, and l^tis

arranged for the production of documentary
proof. The Khedive, on the contrary, is
disposed to push on the trial, although apparently equally incriminated. Tne solution of this anomalous state of affairs may
perhaps be found in the fact that the Sultan

has not got Arabi in his own custody and
the Khedive has. This is an important difference in climates where prisoners sometimes suddenlv die in dungeons in unexpected and inexplicable ways. Arabi Pasha is
properly a prisoner of war, and should be in
the custody aud care of the British. It will
be an indelible disgrace to that nation
should anything unlawfully untoward happen to the captive of their prowess in the
field.

Mrs. Butterwell is simply an
impossibility. She is neither more nor less
than a vehicle for the utterance of certain familiarities concerning the Almighty which did
not fit into any of Miss Phelps's former Heaven
Made Easy Volumes and which she would
probably have the guod taste not to risk over
her own signature.
By the way, let a Maine
newspaper hasten to ask an explanation of the
phrase “a weP-dre-sed woman, in the Maine
of the term.” Both hero and heroine of
Miss Phelps’ novel are too consciously unconscious of the singularity of the situation, and
there is something quite unpleasant in their

glish

commission found

in

one-fourth to one-half less
would if

properly

an

En-

As the gas

used in London costs $10,000,000, at least
$2,500,000 might be saved by the u»e of the
right burners. The worst results are produced by metal burners because they heat
the gas just below the flame, causing it to
rush out with too much speed for the b. st
combustion. As a result an ordinary flatflame burner made of metal gives only threefourths the light which a burner of the same

shape made of steatite will give. So also one
large flame is better than several small ones,
and an argand gives from 15 to 30 per cant
more light from the same amount of gas
than any flat flame. William Sugg, an English engineer, in summing up these facts
says that the public is generally advised to
use the burners which give least light.
The Public notes, in connection with the
gold certificates:

issue of

A cardinal fact in American finance—that
the habits and disposition of this people call
for paper representatives of coin in preference
to the coin itself. This preference was strong
enough to cause a very large use of Bilver certificates, when these were the only paper representatives attainable, anu it is strong enough
to cause the pa> er to be preferred even to the
gold, except for hoardmg or bank reserves.

Very well. The question is then worth
considering whether the coun'ry will not
wisely come ultimately to a money system
exclusively of coin and of paper representative of coin, dollar for dollar. There are objections to all forms of credit money, whethTreasury uotes or bank notes. Is it or is
itnot possible to do without them? The
er

coin in the

country

now

amounts

to

four-

much as coin and paper together
aggregated four years ago.
filths

as

Under Green Apple Boughs. By Helen
Campbell. (New York: Fords, Howard &
Hulburt; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
This romance, by the author of the deliciously
natural and amusing His Grandmothers, is in
It ia
a key most remote from the earlier story.

carefully studied psychological novel, dealing
in a thoughtful mauuer with some of the problems of the present day. The characters are
a

drawn with much firmness and meaning. To
a certain class of reader.-, who look to the novelist as an instructor as well as an amuser, the
story will have much interest. Another class
—and they are by no means to be looked down
upon by the more serious-minded readers of
lictiou—will agree with the present review
ia liking His Grandmothers much better.

Captain Mansana and Olher Stories. By
Bjorne Bjornsen. Boston: Houghton, Miffl u
& Co.; Portland: Luring, Short & Harmou).
The remarkable power of Bjornsen lies in bis
perfect personation of Norse life, where familiarity has not at all blunted his perceptions of
its fresh aud picturesque details, but has on the
contrary filled his work with the very breath
of the northern pines aud the spirit of tbe simple, kindly people. When he undertakes to
write a story of Italy, even with historical facts
for a foundation, tbe result is incongruous.
His

Captain

Ma' Bans vacillates between the
sound and fury of a third-rote baritone of tbe
opera, and a solemn and complicated self-consciousness. The scene where he breaks tbe
spirit of the proud Austrian lady is powerful,
but tbe display of muscle belougs less to literature than to the circus. The Norse steries, The
Railroad and the Churchyard and Dust, are
ataiu in the author’s legiti rate field of work,
and

are

interesting in

efforts

The self-conrise superior to it.
sciousness of the author is superadded to that
of her dramatis personae, and completes the
measure of the reader’s impatience of bo much
unnecessary diagnosis of mental and moral
conditions. Of course the book is written with
intensity and vigor, with untiring purpose and
much, overmuch, thought, since it is from the
to

pen of Miss Phelps. It will be read with great
interest by a large class of people, whom it is
It is a striking
well wurth while to please.
contribution
rights, but is

to
a

the literature of woman’s
brilliant fantasia upon the

theme rather ihaipa convincing argument,

Under Green Apple Boughs.
By Helen
Campbell. Clotb, illustrated, 272 pp., $1. New
Portland:
Ysrk: Fords, H *war l A Hulbert.
Loring, Short & Harmon.
K.ute Sanborn’s Sunshine Calendar. Price
Portland:
$1. Boston: J. R. Osgood At Co.
Loring, Short At Harmon.

Her Crime. No Name Series. Cloth, 284 pp.(
$1. Boston: Roberts Bretbers. Portland: Loring,
Short & Harmon.
the Brahmin.
Translated
German of Fredrick Ruikert by Charles
Bostou: Roberts
O. Brooks. Cloth, 252 pp.
Brothers. Portland: Loring, Short At Harmon.

The Wisdom of
from the

Niories, R< tol fioni the Edess.
By
Hamilton WrightMabie.
Cloth, 19 pp., $1.
Bretbers.
Roberts
Port
aud:
Boston:
Loring,
Short At Harmon.

Mother Goose for Grown Folks. By Mrs. A.
D. T. Whitney. C oth, 204 pp ,$1.50.
Boston:
Houghton MiflLn & Co. Poitlani: Loring, short
At Harmon.

Aguincmnoit, La Saini >z and Pram .tie
Idyl-. By Robert Browning. Cloth, 434 pp.,
$1.50. B-ston: Houghton, M fflin Ac Co. Portland: Loring, Short At Harmon.
Statesmen Series. Cloth, 313 pp., $1.25. Boston:
Hough on, & Mifflin. Portland: coring, Short At
Harmon.

Pilgrim. Cloth, 123 pp., Boston: Roberts Brothers.
Portland: Loring, Short At Har-

A Little
mon.

Campaign of the Army of the Potomac*
By Willi m Ruinton. Cloth, 660 pp., $3. New
York: Charles Scribner’s Sons. Portland: Loring,
Short & Harmon.
Irish Ques ion. By David Bennett King.
Cloth, 471 pp., $L.60. New York: Charles Scribner’s Sous. Portland: Lo.ing, Short At Harmon.

The

fis

brought into activity, and
ness by contact with things
be

trai ied to useful-

first hand, not
solely by dry hearsay of textbooks.
at

Art and Nature in Italy. By Eugene Benson.
(Boston: Roberts Brothers; Portland:
Loring, Short & Harmon). This is a volume
of leisurely impressions of some uoted places
and paintings in Italy. It will rather serve to
refresh the memory of persons who have had
the good fortune to see these beauties than to
convey a clear Idea of them to thoBe who have
not crossed the Atlantic.
It is one of those
volumes, elegant aud agreeable, which give
especial satisfaction to the author aud his personal friends, but lack the “carrying power” to
ensure

general

favor.

Portland: Loring, Short & Harmou). This
large volume in sumptuous bmding of fiery
red and go den blazonry contains many a record of heroism, and will recall many exciting
times to the men who once followed the enwild career of mercy. Six mayors of the city of New York, one
senator aud
numerous men strong on Wall street or noted
in literatare were graduates of the fire department, and owed their latter distinction in
large degree to the courage and alertness

Miss Leighton’s Perplexities. By Alice C.
Hall. (New York: Fords, Howard & Hulbert;
Portland: Loring,Short & Harmon). A pleasantly written novel, of average literary merit.
The plot and characters are original and well
carried out.

The heroines, of which there are
three, are well contrasted, and the recital of
their fortunes will be followed with interest by
novel readers.
A Transplanted Rose. A Story of New York
Society. (New York: Harper & Brothers;
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon). This
unique novellette originally appeared in the
columns of Harper's Bazar. It began with the
evident intention of teaching the biensfances
of society in the pleasant guiBe of a story, but
the author warmed up to her work and con_
tinued the history of the pretty Rose of Chadwick’s Falls through the various vicissitudes
dear to the novel reader. The hints concerning social deportment are very sweetly and

carriage

training.
Central Palestine ana Phoenicia. By William M. Thomson, D. D. (New York: Harper
& Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon). A richly bound volume, which will
commend itself a suitable Christmas gift for
the older friends. Galilee and Samaria, and
the historic places of the labors of the prophets
of the Old Testament are situated in Central
Palestine, and the minute aud very fully illustrated account of these localities is written by
a gentleman who has served forty-five years as
a missionary in Syria aud
Palestine. The engravings are from photographs takeu by him

pleasantly offered, and with the refined

taste

manual of manners published some months
since by Messrs. Harper, evidently from the
The absurdisame pen as this newer volume.
ties committed by Rose in the early days of her
transplanting to the hothouse atmosphere of
of

a

New York, serve at once to
aspirants to social success.

warn

and entertain

Star. By Bret
Harte. (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin & Co.;
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.) These
two stories are in the well kuown vein of Mr.
Harte’s but seem, by a perceptible lack of
spontaneous freshness, to suggest that he needs
tc go Wast again to renew his impres ions.
Tlte splendid dash and motion of such characters as Jack Hamlin, the singular patbos of

Flip,

Gentlemen’s

Overcoats,

Gentlemen’s

history and

Story of the Grand Army. By William
Swiuton.
(New York: Charles Sctibner’s
Rous; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon),
This valuable and auiboritative volume was
first published io 1866, and is now issued with
the »utln r’B revisions. It was adjudged the
highest praise for its fairness aud accuracy at
the time of its first issue; aud the author, iuan
exceedingly modest aud seif-respectii g preface
to the present edition, declares that, even in
the light of the historical evidence -Horded by
recent investigation he finds nothing material
to alter in his judgments
-a
recorded. Mr.
Swinton’swork is one of lasting and solid value
and will not be at a 1 superseded as a history of
the Graud Army of the Potomac.
The Chorel Cboir. By W. O. Perkins,
Mas. Doc. (Boston: Oliver Ditson & Co.;
Portland; Ira C. Stockbridge). A work for
the use of sing tag schools, societies, and conventions, containing the usual elementary instructions and a fair proportion of sacred and
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Nicholas ITl igaziar, 1882.

Cloth, illustrated,

986 pp

New

»

agd 2.
Century

York:

Central Palestine and Phoenicia. By Wm.
M. Thompsou. Cloth, illustrated, 689 pp.
New
York: Harper & Brothers.
Portland: Loring,
Sh rt A Harmon.
The Story of the

Volunteer

Fire

Depart*

By Ge »rge
Cloth, illustrated. 675 pp. New
York: Harper A Brothers.
Portland: Loring,
Short & Harmon.
of the City of New York.

meat

I

just received

We have

large lot of

a

Parlor and Lawn.

New Games for

AROOSTOOK

0. Ford.

Cloth,

Town

City,

Tickets adm tting gentleman with ladies, 75 cts.
Tickets for course of sxi assemblies, $3.00.
oct30
dtf

WALTZING!
I nhall open
•*.

VtSI

cla»4
Dtl I

a

W4LTZI«G

>

for i-»«rar*ion in
uu

HON-

\«*, Oct. :tO.

Tmui fO' the course of mix Itmoui, (>ratlemeu $ l.UO, Luaid*,$i.OO It —p» «-tlullv
oct3vjdtf
in. H.
ll.lle.KT.

d3m.

Friendships of Mary Russell Milford.
by Rev. A. G. L’Estrange. Cloth, 46 > pp.
New Yorki Harper
A
Portland:
Rrothers.
Loring, Short A Harmon.
8elf-Help. By Samuel Smiles. Paper. 66 pp.,
20 cts. Harper’s Frankliu Square Library. New
York: Harper A Brothers
Allertou Towcrs.
By Annie Thomas. Harper’s Franklin Square Library.
Paper, 59 pp.,
20 cts.

New York:

W. L. Wilson & Co.,

PORTLAND

Harper & Brothers.

COR. EXCHANGE & FEDERAL STS.

Thule.

Cor. Middle &

Exchange Sts.
Jyl4°»od /

.ud W> dm-sday, Nov.
6, 7 aud 8, 188*.

Engagement

and other

In J. K. Tillo son’s Successful Coin&ly-Drauia,

The Planter’s Wife,
—

LACY,

Sale of Seats Commence Fit

Prices as usual.
Not. 3

DAY,

II. M. PA VSOW & CO.

noTJdtd

ENTERTAINMENTr

THJHD
aodtf

Slockbrldge

physi-

Course at

City Hall,

WEDNESDAY EVENING, NOV. 8.

HAilS RINGERS

ROYAL

-AND-

English Glee Men,
LONDON,

Frwua

Harper A Brothers.

ENGLAND.

Wi h their Cari Ion of 131 English Bells, ranging
from four and one-haif pounds to three and one-

The Gaud of “the Arabian Nights,” Retag
Tr vein Through
Egypt, Arabia and

quarter

ELEGANT

Pe*sia to Rugdnd. By William Perry Fogg.
Cloth, illustrated, 360 pp, §2.00. New Y<rk:
Portland:

—

(by kind permission of the Madison Square
'theatre, N. Y.,)
And a Carefully Selected DiawatIc 4 ompany.

desirable securities, for sale by

33 Exchange Street.

SUPfOKTKD BY

MR. HENKY

e*d3m

«ctO

and Accom-

America’s Beautiful

Miss Maud Granger,

6s
6s
6s
S l-2s
6s
6s
6s
7s

“

Don’t Despair if every loea!
cian fails to cure yon.

of

plished Artiste,

Strange Journey, or Pictures from
Egfpt and the Soudan. By the author of
Commonplace, P> ems etc. Harper’s Franklin
Square Library. Paper, 46 pp., 16 cts. New
York: Harper A Brothers.
Kept in the Dark. By Anthony Trollope, liar,
per’s Franklin Square Library. Paper, 36 pp., 16

Charles Scr bner’s Sons.

THEATRE.

Monday, Tuesday

A

cts. New York:

uoldSt

fcKAXh. CUKTIS ....Proprimoi and N.anager.

Woodbury & Moulton

maylO

Harper’s Franklin Square Library.
pp.. 10 cts.

bridges.

Securities.

Southern
Maine Central

By William Black.
Paper, 14
New York: Harper A Brothers.

An Adventure in

The third In the course of the
harry w. krench
11 lantraied Lectam at City
Hall,
Will be given MONDAY Evening, Nov. 6. subJecl—‘ P'OW the Rf. >hei Imoiin io ihe .tlpn;
•**>» Art and 1 hivalry on ihe Hak« «f
the Rhii.e.”
Course tickets, with reserve seats, to the remaining ib ee lectures. $ l.00 to all parts < f the h uso.
Reserved seats to members, 60 cents. Evening ticket s, with ©served seals, 60 cent*.
Ticket* at Stock-

and Railroad

‘‘

The

Ere

Now

not

Loring, Short

ounces.

ing

on

tickets including reserved seats
sale at stock bridge's Music Store,

50 cents.
dtd

A Harmon.

BAILEY &
Have

CARPETS.

just

fine stock of Choice Styles of

THE VERY BEST

AMERICAN CARPETS,
Which

are

JoelGoIdtliwaitiftCo.
169

Fitted

Washington St.,

EPPS’S

following

are

Zcnobia.

all

by native

($2.00) By S. G. Pratt.
Opera ot much merit.

A gi and

An Oratorio.

octSl
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ST.
dim

compos -.rs:—

Peter ($1.00) By J. K. Paine.
A well k.iowu Oratorio.
Redemption Hymn. (30cts.) By J. C. D. Parker.
A short but complete and impressive work.
Christmas. (80ets.) By A. C. Gutterson.
A sacred cantata lor Christmas time.
Fall of Jr ruNaietu. ( Oets.) By H. E. Parkliurst.
An impressive and musical Cantata.
40th Pntt'iu. (80 cts.) By Dudley Buck.
A first class sacred composition.
Praise to CSod. ($2.00) By G, F. Bristow.
St.

ready at

Noble words and music.

Belfthuzzar. ($1.00) By J. A. Butterfield.
Grand and beautiful sceuic Cantata.
Joseph’* Bondiue. (1.00) By J. M Chadwick.
A splendid oriental sacred Cantata.
Christ the a.ord. (80 cts.) By W. Williams.
Easy Christmas Cantata.
Don Huai©. ($1.60) By Dudley Buck.
A legend of the
crusaders, set o mutic.
Picoie. ($ .0 ) By J. R. Thomas.
Will do (ln-ioors) for a aintar concert.
New Flower Quero. (76 ots. By G. F. Root)
New arrangement of a famous Catata.
Burning Whip (80ots.)and Storm King (38cts.
By B. F. Baker. Easy and striking Cantatas.

OLIVER DITSON & CO.. Boston.
TS&T&wtf

nov2

Groceries! Groceries!
Yon

buy CIGARS at

can

GUPPY, KINSMAN & ALDEN’S Drug Store in any

way you want them as they
have them put up expressly for box trade.

ru.S&wlyr49

—

E. T,

WIIH

Imported and Domestic
Soaps, Solid Back Hair
Brushes, French Perfumes,

659 Congress Street.
If you wish to purchase your groceries cheap, this
is the piace.
Havi- g recently fitted up a nice meat department,
we shall ujAke a special effort to keep const-tntly o
hau a large assor m-nt or the best mea s that the
market otfords. We-h 11 also make it a poim to
keep the best of eating and cooking apples, together with ot= er kirns of fruit.
Come in and and see
us tn 1 we will d«» you good.
Don’t forget th« place No. 669 Congress St.,
Op,*osite Mrs. Ulmers.
dlw*

9AYK

Parsons’

yolk capital.

ffilU

PI.AIN,

Tbos desiring to make money
a
ail an.i we- ium investments
grain, provisi us and stocl*
sifeculatio s, can do so by oper*

We have now been in the
three year*, and have
yet to hear of the tirat caee
whe e we have failed to give
*atinfaciion.
We use none
but the

■w/Ia

ting on 011rplr.11. Prom May 1st,
t» tin* prer,r-nt date, on in*
v> sunents of#lO.ooto.fi,now,cash
pr >flts fcflVJ been realized and
paid to iuv c os amounting ta
several times t>.6 original invest*
rrient, rdiil leaving- the original in*
vestment making money or payn demand. Explanatory cir*
cub * and statements of fund W
o

l?*•£<i,

WHFAT
n‘4tj‘u

AFfft

7»znlf
31 Vvn*-

c

ijfivj

■.

and warrant

free.
We want esponsible
sea
,.S) who vi'l rejiort on crops
and

JklElf-;

BEST TEETH

.ltroduce tiie
lias on;', paid.

A
«:
!!>.!
«--iu.il.

plan. Liberal
Address,
lilHAM

iii.ijji'

perfect

fit

success

E. B.

&

F.

W.

LOCKWOOD.

Portland 9I«,
oet3S

Add in is

5t I CONGRESS SI’.
oct27eodtf

He excels in Consumption. Female Complaints,
Complicated disease, General debiltiy, Chronic disease, and in all cases that defy kill of others.

Tape Worm

CALL and SEE

removed in three hours.

Dr. W. practices every school treatment.

He prepares his «iwn curatives that bt-neflt
everybody aud his Tonics and Treatments are liie itself.

Deckel Hion

He is a man of long and large experience and author of the Guide for Physicians and other works of
interest.

are

within the reach of all: call and

A 1*0 * choice stock of

see

Consultations free from 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Come earl) a* hundreds regretted not
calling before on my last trip.
oci4dlm
—

Pianos,

ladorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY.

city

I

^

Mpt*

Block, PORTLANL
rttt

tions.
&

1

The Best

Framing

Agents wanted.

term3

is done at my

Applications for territory land
to^dealerg address

Prank.

P.

Moss,

General Wholesale Agent,
12 EL1TI

STREET,

PORTLA\».

<*17_•__ __d:iw

THE PRIDE OF THE ME
“CRYSTAL.

in quality, workmans liipjand

CLEARER.”

r in

the world for
BESscouring
purpose*.
t be

TA8TJEI,

cann
at W.

store,

cleaning, washing and
Also, Stove Polish that
excelled. 15 i:\KY J.LKAVITT,
E. Thornes, 409 Congress St.

HEWES,

593

Congress St

NOTICE.

•elo(Ut

WORK HORSE FOR SALE.
Bay Mare, 9 years old, souud ana a
good worker; weight 1000. Price >75,
Can bo seen at F. C Bayes’ Stable,
Mm

Being obliged to close
any good physician.
my labors in Milan end vioin ty, I uow offer
my st-uid ami a go..d practice for le s than the real
valu^ or the st nd alone. For further particulars
-U D. HOL »\ M.D.,
add ess er call on
Milan, N. MOat. 2a*. 1*S2.
Uilaa. N. H.
uat2«
42w

TO

g >l>ig
of ttowera land lor
IFycu
pamph describing I0o orange groves resiplantations
hotoi* 1 have for tale
JuWdWU. 204 BmmS4, *,?*.*.
to r.h«

are

VAK1KI

laad

a

et

dence^.

Wedding William S. Lowell,
iND
1 CABO PLATE LKORAVEB
Visiting
ANI>

|

Cards.

Statiotxor.

Engraved Cards and Invitations
for Weddings and Receptions

513

a

Specialty.

CONGRESS STREET.

moh’--

,ltt

BARGAINS in MISFIT CAKPETS
A PRIVATE

50 MISFIT
—

Tapestrys,

FLOKIDA.

ip.’w

and prtriaa gleaned and repaired by A.
D. STLVE81KR and S. M. HARTFORD,
oetiacUmRntghtrilie. TalepkeneNe. 3-0.

GUPPY, KINSMAN

ALDEN, Druggists.

dtf

novl

H. G.

prescrip-

tions carefully compounded from the purest and best
of
drugs and standard
pharmaceutical
prepara-

|

Sp.,

tnMlan

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

3 Free Street

Table

Notice.
tod lm

J. M. Dyer & Go

unprecedented in curing 750 patients the
last three months of his visit here.

KRAIN:

III
THIS
BUY OP
1*0 HT * B!—German Song
40and
9tf; St.
■
Canaries, 94
Andrea*-berg Canaries, bell and flute notes, 94, 94;
Campanini Canaries traine 1 whistlers, long trill
and water bubble notes, 9 and 9 ‘O. A g*eat variety of talking Parrots, Cardinals, Goldfinches.
Bullfinches, Linnets, &c. Birds safe bv express.
Price list uee. Holden’s New ook on Birds, 148
80 illustrations, all ab »ut food, eaie, discaees,
cc., stamps. CL L. Holden, O Huwdoia
oct23d&w2m
hqnare, Boston, 91 aM»

388 1-9 9IDDLE SI'.

w,

$2.00.

Call early and avail your-elf of
this chance beloie ttiese bargains
arc all gone.

is

Plum Street.

’o„«.

ai»

a

YOLK

Automatic

|

910.
9 T.

city

in

DR. WILSON’S

Excels all adding machines. It will add columns of
figures with great rapidity and unvar^ ing accuracy,
is so simple a child can operate it, so small it cau by
kept betvreei the leaves of a book and is of the
greatest assistance for proving columns; evere
counting house and every book-keeper needs it.
Sent by mail for 60 cents by E. A. Parsons, Lock
Drawer 36, New Haven, Conn. Ag> ut* Waale I
n every town.
octl3d&wTlm

run b mi

TEETH,

His new method of di*gn'»sing disease has no
equ*l
an I i* exclusively
is own discovery; he never fails
to
every ache and paiu in the most conpli
cated disease yv<thout asking a * ord, when the patient may ask Questions and
every explanation is
given without tno slightest reservation.

A|MtBVELOlI$ INVENTION

nov2___
«»M

of his won lerful gifts and miraculous cures
would appear eg >tistic—He only a-k« for a trial of
hi* skill, ne never experiments
upon his patients.

To tell

PHYSICIANS’

h#|| Viw

HUTCHINSON,

fur-

Florida
Water, Orange
Flower Water, Lavender
water, and all Toilet Articles can be found at GUPPY, KINSMAN & ALDEN’S
Drug Store.

wC I

—

until

ther notice.

His terms
him.

»«%■

3E3. G. BE5RR.Y

United Slates Hotel,

He will deliver a course of Lectures in this
when due notice will be given.

Composers.

As regards musical compositions of note, America
in undoubtedly young. A grea* deal has. however,
during the last few years, been accomplished. Tbe

now

JAMES EPPS Sc
CO., Homeopathic
Chenaivta, London, England.
nov29

American

CARDS

laws
and
tine
properties of well selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has pro
Tided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavored
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors’
bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles oi
diet that a constitution may be gradually built up
until strong enough to resist every tendency to
disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a
properly nourished frame.’*—Civil Service Gazette
Made
with boiling-water or milk. Sold in
and lb), labeled.
tins only

simply
(%-fb

dly

reauest of his many patients and friends of
Portland an i Vicinby has returned 8 >-»ner than he
intended and will be h tppy to see them in
parlors

explain

BRB4RFANT.
the natural
“By thoroughtheknowledge of <»f
which
govern
operations
digestion
nutrition, and b> a careful application of the

eod4w

CHRISTMAS

COCOA

a

Exchange Street, Portland.

DR. WILSON.
By

dtf

GRATEFUL-OO.TIKOKTIIMw*

NOYES

Jy29

Retali.

oelO

ety.

BAILEY

Duplex, Oxford
and Harvard Burners.

English

C. E. JOSE & GO.

turesque

$1.50.
Misses’ Colored Merino Hose, 12
1-2 cts., worth 25 cts.
Ladi n’ Colored Cashmere Hose,
37 1-2 cts. worth 75 cts.
Ladies’ Embroidered Unlaundried
Handkerchiefs, 25 cts. woith
50 cts.
Table Damask, 25, 37, 12. 50.
$2.00, $2.50,$3.00 Uossanier Rubber Circulars for $1.25, $1.50,

complete with the

ix.1 Sale Wholesale and

White Mountain Guides, PicMaiiir and many
other Books of a like nature.
Croquet Sets in large vari-

Beautiful. Durable, and Very
Moderate in Price.

$6.00 Wool Blankets, large, for

Sarregnomino*
Hatsuma, Kioto, &c.

SQUARE

These hooks a*'e reprinfs of
the leading novels of the day,
comp-ising with many others
the works of such trifled writers *s Anthony Trollope, Mi-s
IIradd in, William Black. Sir
Wal'er Scott, Vie tor Hugo,
and Miss Mulock, and range
m price from ten to twenty
cents.
ALSO

(Pottery

Limoges,
Lougwy,
Japanese,

1

FOREIGN MAKES.
a

With **eautful
(>entrr«i>

iRARY.

LI

est

Also

AOYES,

received all of the latest
numbers

FRANK Mil

We are now opening our imoortatinns
of Sew Style*, incl ining the mostarti*.
tic and desirable goods of all ilic choic-

144 pp.,

I.einhton’s I»erplexiti< s. By Alice C.
Hall. Cloth, 379 pp $1.00. New York: Fords’
Howard and Hulbsrt. Portland: Loring, Short
A Harmon.

OILBERT’S

Every Thursday Evening Commencing Vov. 2d.

...

mon.

Those

$1.00 New York: G P. Putnam’s Sons; Portland:
Loring Short & Harmon.

For Ladlrs and Children.
Grand Matinee every Saturday at 2.30. Admission 10, 15 and 25 cts.
oct30dtf

25.00 ASSEMBLIES

Portland Municipal
St. Louis
Cleveland
Fort Wayne
St. Louis County
Northern Pacific K. R.

HONEY

of HLtory. By William
R Williams. Cloth, 2o6 pp. New York: Harper A Brothers. Portland: Loiing, Short A Har-

Grna and Characters

on

Books Received.

Proprietor.

LYCEUM
THEATRE,
104 Exchange Street,
The Family
ISesort

BONDS.

Bartlett. Cloth, 227 pp. New York: Harper
A Br there. Portland: Loring, Short A Harmon

^

Children aa<l their Teachers. By
Byron A. Br< oks. Coth, 272 pp., $1.00. New
York:G. P Putnam’s Sons; Portland: Loring,
Short & Harm <u.
Part 1.
The Am rican Citizen’s Manual.

to pe- formwnce.
*2. H tVAlHHl'KN,

oua

threvTmioh rs,

B.

ing book largely possesses.

that Birs Nimrod is the tower of Babel, although Rawliuson has thoroughly exploded it.
Still as a narrative of travel it is interesting
and well worth the reading.
s. B

20.00

choice line of

new

By Geo.

tion of the present condition of those countries
it totally lacks the spirit of romance which the
title suggests, and which Lady Blunt’s charm-

ye iu your duty?’’ he never
could have arisen to the gravity of the occasion, and have replied, "If you reckon, we
reckon,” nor would he comprehend the enormity of making cream tarts without pepper.
He tailed to reach Babylon, but describes it iu
the lauguage of another, thiuks an old tamarisk tree may be a descendant of those that decorate the hanging gardens, forgetting ttiat
they Were all no aloft, and revives the old idea

a

I

Sheldon.

W.

covers of the Century Magazine enclose
contents of base metal. It has the true
ring, aud will pass curreut every where.

are

38.00

We Offer For Sale

Co.
The Century Illustrated Magnziue, May
1882? to October 1882. Cloth, 960 pp., New
York: Century Co.

golden

If Mr. Perry could
have the ointment of the dervish to rub on his
eyes so that he could have beheld the treasures
of the laud, he might have given us suggestive
glimpses of the past, but we feel that if a genie had suddenly sprung upon him the question

7.00

FINANCIAL.

Partsl

of the Century Magazine are unsurpassed in the history of periodical .literature.
It pleases and elevates popular taste, its contents are varied and valuable and the spirit of

The Land of the Arabian Nights.
By Wm.
Perr/Fogg, A. M. (New York: Chas. Scribner’s Sous; Portland: Loring, Short, & Harmon,) is a narrative of travels through Egypt,
Arabia and Persia to Bagdad. Bayard Taylor’s
preface compliments it, bat the title is disap.
pointing. While it is an interesting descrip

h *ur pr»*v
oct3« dtd

PORTLAND.

-

On* Roys in Indi t.
By Harry W. French.
Boards, 484 pp., illustra'od. Boston: Lee A
Shephard. Portland: Loring, Short A Harmon.
8t.

Mr HIT. T'b'*l ligae so' daring by wo der'ul athelig itlul ting- r* em-hawting music and u »•
The public may r* ly on witnessing a
r>arious tun.
perf rmance which for vari ty and merit su» posses
all former eute. laiiuueu ».
HIS Bim
HIS WORD.
See the Gra d Parade.
Hear the Brass Band.
Usual prices. Sale of seat* commences Thu sday,
Nov. 2
Ba cony c ncert by brats ban I o .e-balf
letes

COMPANY,
ST.,

w

*

merit

past year it has given us t io strongest aud
most worth while novel of the age, a marvel of
natnral force, keen perception, and fine moral
instinct free from didactic narrowness -a novel
that cannot he too greatly praised, Mr. W.
D. Howells’s A Modern Instance. The fretted

30.00

mon

To the Century Company of New York the
Press is much indebted for the bound volume
of the Century Magazine May 1882 to October
1882. The enterprise, good taste and artistic

and
the

17.00 to

6.00 to

-

The Entlioh People in its Three Homes,
aud other lectures. By Edward A. Freeman.
Cloth, 454 pp., §1.75. Philadelphia: Porter A
Coates. Portland: Hoyt, Fogg & Donham.

BOSTON.

liberality pervades ils literary, pictorial
managerial departments. In the course of

$25.00

-10.00 to

I

I

Nnp«rb O be-Ira
Every Ar i.-t a star. ,el e'e I itti 0 ire f. m ita«
v-*t com*teDrrtion of leading h* atr »• in the con
v
CO viKDY AND VALID VI I.Ll MIRTH MU91C

to

2.00 to
5.00 to

in rare ycars !

I’KOI

Fine «ra*» Band

DAI

octlO

Mias

$8.00

30

Manufacturing dealers in Fine Custom and Beady Made Clothing,

Boards,
Snuday Reading for the Young.
II ustrated, 412 pp., $1.25.
New York: E. P.
Dutton & Co.
Portland: Loring, Short & Har-

Only

SENSATION..

Fipsnimmn

mon.

secular choruses.

by Worthiuglou

<fc

ALLEN

scenery of the Holy

Land.

Edited

HIS LAST

-

Ulsters,
Ulsterettes,

Gentlemen’s

and

Original

Clothing, Gigantic Enterprise

The

Printed in Colors from original
Designs by Ida Waugh Poetry by Amy E. BlanNew York: E.
chard. Boards, illustrated, $2.
P. Dutton A Co. Portland: Loring, Short A Har-

the spot; and the text is exceedingly readable and full of useful aud interesting descrip-

and Found at Blazing

Miggles and M’liss, easily reconciled the reader to certain impossibilities, imitation of DickMr.
ens, and incongruities of various kinds.
Harte could easily leap with hig own impetuB
—like the express train of Phileas Fogg—any

Pantaloons,

Prop*ietor ai.d Manager.

s

E. S. VV 4SHBIBVS

Business Suits,
Dress Suits,

Itubie*.

ou

“Fish, fish,

The

Up

Gentlemen’s

Short & Harmon.

gines on their

learned by hook and ladder, hose and

Frank Curt

S»AYU«D.4Y EVEVIVG, 4«V. t.
ONE NIGHT ONLY.

—

Edited

The Story of the Volunteer Fire Department of the City of New York.
By George
W. Sheldon, (New York: Harper Brothers;

tions of the

Gentlemen’s
Gentlemen’s

Cl

e

PORTLAND THEATRE

Barely excelled, may be found at onr commodious.\cw
More in Market Square. Our stock is lar^e, varied,
and manufactured under onr own personal supervision, presents .o tlie purchaser an attractive line of

Hkrmit Nation.
By W. E, GrifNew
th, illustrated, 462 pp., $3.50
York: Charles Scribner’s Sons. Portland: Loring,

Corea,

Those Children.

dren be taught unnecessary things by arbitrary
exercise of memory, or shall their perceptions

Randolph. By Henry Adams. American

John

OF

Made

Finely

ENTERTAINMENTS.

EXHIBITION
—

Norse

W«

His notions and expressions are here and there
somewhat exaggerated—but frozen ground
cannot be ploughed with a penknife, aud tbe
hard, frost bound system of our schools yields
to no soft touch. The point of the matter
which is to be first decided is this: Shall chil-

AN

Artaud Mature in Italy
By Eugene Benton.
Cloth, 188 pp. Boston: Roberts Brothers. Portland: Lsiing. Short & Harmon.

treatment.

By Byron A. Brooks, Author of King Saul, a Tragedy. (New York:
&. P. Putnam’s Sous; Portland: Boring, Short
& Harmou). Mr. Brooks having settled the
affairs of the anoient King Saul, now proceeds
in lively fashion to administer upon tho estate
of the modern King Herod, who masquerades
now under the name of Education, and murders the innocents by tens of thousands. Ever; parent, teacher and member of school committees should read Mr Brooks’s vigorous arraignment of our present systems of teaching.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Rachel’s Share of the Road, Round-Robin
Boston: J. R. OsSeries. Cloth, 331 pp $1.
good & Co. Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.

no

1871, give from
light thaa they

constructed.

souud like imitations written in denser air, by
a hand with slower
pulses. Some exquisite
t .uches of description deserve especial praise
for their tender and brilliant outline.

sense

__

Gas-Bubneus in ordinary use,

improbability that seemed ready to
engulf him. The present stones are good—
but compared with the author’s best they

cation of

Recent Publications.

an

dim*

SALE.

CARPETS,

CONSISTING OF—

Extra

Supers

and

In-

grains.

F. o. BAILEY & CO.,
18
nol

Exchange Sheet.
<ltt

———————

«

■

tip,
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A “STAR” POUND.
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ADVERTISEMENTS
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A

to-day

GOOD YARN ABOUT AN OLD PORTLAND ACTOR.

Entertalnmeut—Stockbridge Course.

Some time ago the Pkess mentioned the fact
that George
Pauncefort—who, some twentyfive years ago, had a residence in Portland and

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Special Barg ins—George A. Gay 4 Co.
Gents’ Underwear-Owen, Moore & Co
Siore Open Evenings-B.owu,

St ill They Come Coe.
Wolf
Horses Clipped—w. Wallace.
Noti —Ho ders of Town of Anson.
Ro ius to Rent
To Let H. H. Shaw.

with his wife, were the
great favorites of old
theatre-goers to Dcering Hall, and who were

Robes—Merry,

receivep

Sale—F. O.

Bailey

4

Co.

the back of every square

was a

well known in
more and the

yard.

A CASE OF LUNG DISEAS ECUHED BY
PINf t-PALMINE. NO MEi'ICINE USED.

lu.ai.ui

certify that my sou- naa Been
very much oat of health for the pa=t three
years. He raised blood, spring and fall, and
became very thin.
Dr. Clapp, of Pawtucket,
examined him and said his luDgs were diseased. I, as well as others, thought he had the
consamption. I bought a Pino-Palmine Mattress of your agent, Mr. Gleason.
Now, after
six months’ use,my son seems to be about
well;
he Is gaining flesh; (he s«ys he is all
he
xnis is

10

er

right);

Pino-Palmine has on the sick, especially those
from lung diseases.
Truly yours,

Suffering

RACHAEL ROBERTS,
North Attleboro, Mass.
April 4th, 1881.
For sale by J. H. Gaubert, 201 Middle street,
oct21-tf
Portland, Me.

Forty

Years' Experience of an Old Nurse.
MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP is
the prescription of one of the best female physicians and nurses in the United States, and
has been used for forty years with Dever fail-

by millions of mothers for their
It relieves the child from pain,
cures dysentery and diarrhoea, griping in the
bowels, and wind-colic. By giving healih to
the child it rests the mother. Price Twentysuccess

children.

five Cents

bottle.

a

Jaul5,MW&S&wly50

WHAT A SUFFERER FROM NEURALGIA AND SLEEPLESSNE
SAYS.
Agents Pino-Palmine Co.
Gentlemen—I have been troubled with various ailments, sleeplessness and neuralgia are
those from which I have suffered the most. At
time 1 was seven nights in sui ession without sleep.
I was also a great sufferer from
neuralgia of the heart, and other parts of the
body. I have tried different physicians, but
one

have received

no

lasting benefit.

persuasion I bought

oue

of the

After great
Pino-Palmine

from which 1 have received great
The neuralgia is all gone. I sleep

Mattresses,
benefit.

well and am cured of all nervous complaints.
Mrb. A. L. SEYMORE,
219 East Worthington street, Springfield,Mass.
For sale by J. H. Gaubert, 201 Middle street,

Portland, Me.

oct21-tf

The Gold Medal Boquetis the name given to that exquisi.e perfume of
J. & E. Atkinson’s, which was awarded the

prize at

the Inter national Exhibition at

Paris.

novlW&S

fair price any silver ware stamped REVERE or P. REVERE.
Address, with description, Howard & Co., 264
Fifth Avenue, New York.
oct21dlaw4tS
We

ready

are

to

buy

at

a

A BOSTON MERCHANT.
Aromatic Pino-Palmine Co.
Gentlemen—In January, 1880, I purchased
Pino-Palmine Mattress, through recommendation of your Mr. Stewart.
Inasmuch as I
have hud a perfect trial of the same, I cheerfully say that the cramps in my limbs, and
p urisy, which I have been subject to in the
past, are strangers to me now. Nor have I had
any symptoms of the same during this past
cold winter. I still sleep on the Pino-Palmine
Mattress, and think a fair trial will show same
You can refer any of your
results to others.
a

enquirers

to

me.

Respectfully yours,
C. E. STEPHENSON.
Boston, April, 1881.
For sale by J. H. Gaubert, 201 Middle street,
oci21-tf
Portland, Me.
See “Bird” adv’t; get Holden’s Bird Book!
He has extra
food, care, diseases, breeding.
oct23-d&w2mos

singers.

Municipal Court.
BEFORE

RECORDER

GOULD.

Intoxication—2d ofFriday.—John Nort. n.
fence. Sixty days In county jail. Suspended.
Intoxication. Fined $3 and
James McNelliss.
cost-.

Paid.

Henry
jail.

Flaker.

larceny. Thirty days in county

_______________

Brief Jottings.
Winter approaches. Quite thick ice made
The
in Cape Elizabeth
Thursday night.
mercury in the city indicated 32° at sunrite

yesterday, 36° at a. m., 48° at noon, 4o° at sunset; wind north and northwest.
It is Paul Brich who is canning sardines at
Deering’s factory, by his process.
Mr. A. I). Brown’s horse strayed away
again last night and was found by the police.
Job. R. Duran of Deering Centre lost a
valuable horse Thursday night by colic.
Dr. Carruthers is expected to preach at the
Abyssinian church

friends will

graua cooras

to-morrow

have

afttrnoon.

another oyster supper this

The usual temperance meeting will be held
by the Reform Club to-morrow evening at
their hall on Temple street.
Tho Bteamer Falmouth will take the place
of the City of Porilaud next Monday ai d the
will be renovated and repaired.
latter
There are now 85 head of pulled Angus cattle from Scotland quarantined in the Maine
steamer

district.
Thomas H. Haskell, Esq., lectured before
the Law Students’ Club last evening on the
•
subject oi Pleading.”
The Portland Compauy tout a new engine
over the Graud Tr.. ,k, named Northern Poe
fic for that road yesterday.
The regular monthly business meeting of
the Diet Mission will be held at the Frateroiiy
rooms, 4 Free St. Block, Saturday afterneon at
3 o’cloek.
The

saecarappa

iteiorm uiuu nas rtsuuioa ii»

meeting-, holding a praise meeting at 10 a. m.
and a gospel temperance meeting at 5 p. m.
every Sunday.
Tbe receipts of the Maine Missionary Society
from June 13th to Oct. 27ili, 1882, were 84,595.92, and those of the Woman’s Maine Auxiliary Association were $206.22.
**
The police yesterday made liquer seizure at
Ann Flaherty’s and Patrick Flaherty’s; alsoiu
shed

on

Centre street and in tbe old Printer’s

Exchange.
The Lewiston Zouaves passed through here
yesterday on their way to Saco where they are
to be entertained ibis evening by the Saco
Rifles. A hall will be given at the City Hall.
It is reported the Mayor has iuiormed the
police that if anyone enters a bouse ou his
beat, except when called in to quell a distalks to citizens while on his beat,
police business, he will he suspended
except
from duty.
The Sandy River Railroad earned, for tbe
three months irevions to the 18th day of Octi
ber, 8275#, more than the earnings of rhe road
for the eor responding three mouths in 1881,—a
sum sufficient to pay the semi-annual iuieres
Ou the whole bonded indebtedness of the road,
aad 8250 besides.

turbance

luxuries.”

And

evening.

or

ou

**

m a

only

man

Week of Prayer for Young Men.
The Young Men’s Christian Associations
of sucthroughout the world, by appointment
cessive world’s conferences and international,
State and Provincial conventions, have f» r
Sunmany years regularly observed the second
day in November, with the week following, as
and
ft day and week of prayer for young men
for the success of Curiaiiau effort in their be-

Major Charles E. Whittemore.
The Kennebec Journal says: "Major Chas.
B. Whittemore died Wednesday morning at
the residence of his father, Otis Whittemore,
of quick consumption induoed proabbly by a
cold which he took in July and which eonfined him to the house for several weeks at
that time. He was born in Augusta and in
bis boyhood served as a clerk in the bookstore
of Mr. Stanwood in this city, and in a mercantile house in Boston. At the outbreak of
the rebellion he was a clerk in Colnmbns, Mississippi, and was forced to leave the State secretly to escape the rebol service. Returning
home he enlisted in the 7th Maine Vols., was
made quartermaster sergeant, and was successively promoted to be quartermaster of the regiment, and captain and A. Q. M. At the close
of the war he was quartermaster at headquar-

is vile.’

“The owner of this house and these lands
was George Fauncefort, the actor, whose
playing had been witnessed bv audiences in all tbe
Urge cities of the United States.”
“And what took this mao to Japan?”
“That,” said Arthur, “is somethiug of a
He Is now an octogenarian and
mystery.
When I saw him he
something of a recluse.
stepped to his door in the early morn, clad in
a semi Japanese garb, with
long flowing footHe wore no shoes, his form
ong and calash.
was erect, his
bair and moustache suowy
white, his countenance of a florid hue. He
did not seem to be either glad or
sorry to see
us and we rather invited ourselves
iD, and as
he stood so silent and grave I
mentally said,
J“hn Mildmay. Behind him stood his wives.
You have asked me,” Baid Arthnr,
“why he
was found iu such au
out-of-the-way ceruer of
the globe? I cannot answer that directly, but
I think domestic difficulties drove him there.
It was alleged tknt he had two wives previous
to going tk«re, one iu London and one in San
Francisco. At all events he was a great admirer of the fair sex and he disappeared and
was not heard
irom until I found him in
Japan.
now am tie treat jour
"When we went Into the house he
oniy uttered three words:
‘My wives, gentlemen,’
bat during oar stay did notin the presence cf
the other parties express an opinion on
any
subject or join in the conversation, but subsequently I bad a private conversation with him
in which he told me many things regarding his
pas' life, p.obably because he was a Mason and
discovered I was one. He came to this country
from England iu 1857, and made a great reputation as an actor.
When the troubles referred
to occurred be started for the Orient as chief
offic* r of a merchant vessel and the vessel whb
wrecked off ihe island of Formosa, near the
non hern coast of China.
He was rescued by
the natives, who were not absolute Chinese,
hut a sort of hybrid race, a cross between the
Chinese and Coreans. and were
exceedingly
savage, so much so that had it not been for a
Dutchman who had located there and became
friendly wilh them Pauncefort would Dot have
The Dutchman was
escaped with his life.
engaged on the island extracting dyes from
the different woods theie, and interceded
for Pouncefort when the natives proposed to
kill him.
"Leaving this inhospitable islaDd he went to
Japan and landed there without money, without frieDds, having do knowledge of the language or tne customs of the country, a loue son
of Thespis from afar, and with his heart bowed down with a weight of woe. At.that time
there was no treaty between the countries and
the Japanese took no stock in foreigners. However, Pauncefort felt that he had come to stay.
He was a man of tact and intellig. nee and he
acquired the language, in the meantime sustaining himself by writing sketches of the
Europeans and having th**m translated. Subsequently he learned the l«Dguag« well enough
to go through the country lecturing. He knew
something of mediciue, and when lecturing
failed him he took to doctoring, aud lie said to
he had succeeded in his
me that he believed
medical career in Japan iu killing three or four
hundred people. Finally he formed a baud of
native actors, assuming with great power some
of he leading roles iu the Japanese drama,
which he
pronounces superior iu cunning
development of plot and sublimity of language
to either the French or German drama. Thrice
be assumed, iu the Dative lougue, the role of
Ura, the hero of the historical drama of Japan
aualagous to our Hamlet and played before
the Micado. As a result of the performance
he received uustiuted praise from the writers
and poets of that country. At bis suggestion
I was led to secure a translation of the play
which is entitled‘Bouins,’ and is will be produced in this country next, season.”
“Why did he retire to the tea plantation and
get himself married so multitudinous!)?"
“His acting led to an accession of wealth
and fame. He then came to the conclusion to
settle down and sealed himself a wife, a beautiful Japanese womau of what is known as the
Damio class or the long nosed class. They
white in complexion as any European
are us
and noted for their beauty. He then bought a
tea and rice plantation and when I visited him
he was employing about 150 or 200 laborers
aud living a life of ease. He accumulated his
other wives by degrees. I presume, but all the
women seemed to
be getting along without
domestic jars. At all events Pauncefort has
hid an experience few actors have had.”

The adjourned meeting of the Longfellow
Status Association will be held at 4 p. m.
to-day, in the Aldermen's room.
The Reform Club with their ladies and

a

ciuuH

and deer. If the detective is right, and
he Bays he has the "deadwood” on these gentlemen, they will probably have some heavy
fines to pay for their fnn.
He also visited
Crooked River and the Songo locks, aBd a
good many residents in that vicinity will De
called on to “pay the piper” for violating the
fishery laws.
moose

“How did you discover him?,’
“It a as purely
accidental; Three other persons and myself went inland to visit the celebrated pre-historic statue of Buddha at Diabutsa. We traveled by moonlight in the only
conveyance known in that country, a sort, of
perambulator hauled by natives. At midnight
the moon was hidden by clouds; in a short
time we found ourselves in tbe midst of a
itorm, and sought Bhelter under the eaves of a
souse we came across.
The climate was mild,
tod being wearv we fell asleen.
Havlivht r«.
vealeil a charming scene.
The house, which I
can liken to
nothing but a large bird cage,
stood in the midst of the undolatiugrice fields,
intersected at regular spaces by little narrow
streams of water, kissed by the
overhandging
branches of bash and tree, and spanned by
numerous fairy-like bridges, a place, in
fact,
that recalled to my mind the lines:
‘Where every prospect pleases

is at his work again; he has used nothing else
to help him since using the Pino-Palmine Mattress and Pillows.
I think it but right that
others should know the wonderful effects the

first

iaui

ties, including some of the most prominent
in Massachusetts, who were in search of

men

Ye8,’

Co.

ing

v*.

tive visited Moosehead Lake, the Dead River
and other localities. Here he fell in with par-

from the Thespians.
* a88ure you, geutlemen, in Janan.
tt" bad thrteen
He
wives, natives—think of it—
alJd was runniug a tea plantation, as
happy as
if he'd been born to
polygamy and all the oth-

Agent Aromatic Pino-Palmine Mattress

ters, Army of the Potomac, and for some time
after the disbandment of the army he was stationed at Indianapolis. After the conclusion
of his military service he was iu business in
Portland for

short time and then for several
years lived iu North Carolina in tbe employment of the Freedmen’s Bureau, and in the
internal revenue service. Subsequently he re-

manly qualities, suuny disposition and goodof heart endeared him to bis associates
His worth and efficiency in the
onerous and responsible department of tbe military service to which he was attached, are
best nttested by his promotions and his selection by Gen. Meade for the post he held at
ness

everywhere.

Headquarters. Major

Whittemore had many
friends in Boston, tbe place of his longest residence, particularly among his fellow members
of the Boston Light Infantry, the “Tigers,”
tbe Ancient and Honorable Artillery, and the
commandery of Knights Templar to which he
belonged, in which organization he took a live-

ly interest.

He leaves a wife to whom he had
been married twenty-one years, and who was
his companion in the army wherever practicable and in all his subsequent changes of resi-

dence.

The funeral will take place at two
o’clock this afternoon.
Major Whittemore was engaged in the furniture business here after the war, with George
T. Burroughs and John B. Hudson, Sr. He
was a member of Portland Commandery of

Haights Templar at

city line, signed

every cash dollar that he had in the woild and
b Trowed all the spare money that a merchant
friend of his had, the whole aggregating quite
a Urge sum of money, with a view to a speculation trip with plenty of the ready rhino.
That night he was very careful to see that all
the doors and windows in the house weie very

securely fastened. When he arose in the
morning he threw ud the window to see if the
milk-man had got around, when, much to his
horror, his eye lit upon his pocket book in the
The first idea
grass near the garden walk.
was that it had been
stolen, rifled and thrown
there. He rushed down stairs, and much to
his poy found the well l.ii.d pocket book all
safe, with contents intact, It seems that be
had stepped into iho gar ’en the previous evening, to get a plant, and in stooping the wallet
The funny part
slipped from his pocket.
comes in that he should then b.< securely fasten
the house and that the milkman should be
late. As the mau's entire estate was in tha1
pocket book, as well as some hundreds of dolfriend’s money, his feelings upon
can better be imagined than de-

The Harry W. French Lectures.
There i6 no lick of interest in the French
lecture?. Each succeeding lecture si ems to
surpass the former both iu heautv of illustration and description. Of the lectures for next
the Netherlands and the
“A pathway
as famous and full of interests as
any that can
be found in historic Europe. That the audiod

Alps, the Boston Herald says:

interested was proved by its
close attention and the frequent bursts of applause bestowed, especially upon the colored
views.” Notwithstanding the rush for coarse
and evening tickets, some excellent seats are
yet obtainable at Stockbridge’s.

ence

| resent

were

Boston & Maine.
Tuesday, Nov. 14th, the Boston & Maine
Railroad will sell excursion tickets from Portland and Saco and Hiddeford to Boston and
These tickets will be good
return for $2 50.
going Tuesday, Nov. 14ih only, and good re'
turning until Thursday, Nov. 16th, inclusive,
A special t-aiu will leave Portland for Boston
at 7

a.

m., Tuesday, Nov. 14th, and Boston for
a' 7 p. m. same dav.

Portland

Accidents.
Mrs. Maior Swtetsir, who lives on Pine
street, tell Thursday and broke her hip.
Mr. W. E. Gordon, a salesman for tVoodmau, Tine & (Jo. of this city, while in Rockland recently, met with a sad accident. He
was out sailing in a
yacht, and when off Swan
Island fell and broke his ankle.
He is at the
St, Nicholas Hotel, Rockland.

half* Active preparations are now in progress
for the meetings which will be held simultaneously during the week beginning Sunday,

Personal.
Hon. T. B. Reed addressed the
Republicans
of Cambridge, Mass., last
night, and will be
the guests of the Essex dub, Boston
today.
Mr. Charles J. Logan of the
Atlanta, Ga.,
Constitution is in the city on his first visit to

November 12.

Maine

pearauce and

were

request

to

Superintendent

discharged.

at uie omce, that man;
made b; citizens, that the
drivers abused the privilege of the seats.
These seats consist of a broad strap, running
lengthwise of the front of the car, and the
driver sits sidewise on the strap, causing him
to present his back to one side of the street.
As the cars do not carry conductors, it is difficult for a driver to notice signals from the side
towards which bis back is turned.
The Superintendent says he investigated the matter
and found the privilege abused.
One driver
rode almost half the length of Congress street,
we are

tniormea

complaints

were

on his strap, reading a newspaper, with
the reins banging, and paying no attention to
would-be passengers. Therefore be had the
seats removed intending to afterwards restore
them under certain restrictions. The action of
the drivers, however, has rendered such a pro

sitting

ceeding—as far as the strikers is concernedimpossible. New drivers will be engaged to
take the strikers’ places. There are six of the
old drivers still in tho company’s employ, who
failed to sign the petition. The Deering line
drivers are not connected with the strikes.
The drivers send us the following communication :
Portland, Nov. 3, 1882.
To the Edito" of the Press:
A word regarding the sc-called strike on the
HorBe Railroad. \Ve drivers asked the president of the road for a chance to sit a short distance at each end of the route, and as it wi
not allowed, we refused to take our cars out to
stand on our feet fifteen hours per day. You
will be doing ua-a-pxaat favor if you will insert
this piece, and show to the public a clear case
of cruelty to animals,
Drivxr.
Respectfully yours,
Cumberland Educational Association.
The first regular meeting of the Cumberland
Educational Association opened in Gray yestet
day with the following programme:

Opening address, President E. Russ; appointment of committees and other business.
1.30 p. m Discussion, reviews: (1) purposes,
(2) frequency, (3) methods.
3 p. in.—The query box.
7.30 p. m.—Address: A Longfellow Memorial in Maine, Superintendent Thomas Tasb.
8 p. m.—Lecture; Teaching reading; aims,
Dismeans, methods, Hon. W. J. Cortbell.
cussion of the same.
a.
9
in.—Election
of
Saturday,
officers, and
other business.
9.311 a. in.—Discnssion, composition in school;
(1] What should be pltempted, (2) methods ot
teaching.
10.30 a. m.—Discussion,morals and marfhers;
(1) necessity for teaching, (2) incidental instruction, (3) direct teaching.
—

bneak

Thieving.
The Advertiser says: “A sneak thief got a
scare the o‘her day on Clark street, and had to
abandon bis booty to make good his own eswas at
cape. A little g'rl
play on the door
step, the front door being open, when she saw
a u an

Portland Theatre

next

Monday evening.

TBS I.1NGARDS.

On November 13th and 14th Alice and William Horace Lingard will appear at Portland
Theatre in the well known play of “Camille”
and “Pink Dominoes.”
The fair Alice has
been playing “Divercons” in the large cities
and playing it well. It would be well to play
it here. Her company includes Lilian Ashby,
who supported Joe Wheelock at old Portland
Theatre, Fanny Francis, Lizzie Andrews, Tessie Butler, Messrs. Harry St. Maur, Byron
Douglass, Alfred Cramer, Fred Corbett, J. S.
Byron and others.
NOTES.

"Hazel Kirke” drew anether good house last
night at Portland Theatre.
On Tuesday, the 21st instant, the Litta eon-

cert company will appear at Portland Theatra.
The company includes Marie Litta, soprano,
Annie E. Beere. contralto, Signor Ernesto
Baldanza, tenor, Julius Bereghy, bassg, and
Louis Blumenberg, violoncello.
Mile. Litta
is a Chicago girl who was a member of the
Ptrakosch Opera Company several seasons

since.

The matinee at the Lyceum Theatre this
afternoon should draw a large and appreciative
audience.
Messrs. Mortimer and Sterling of the Lyceum Tbi a re, have {purchased all the scenery
and stage fixtures owned by the Boswortli
Poet and added them to the stage property of
the theatre.
Vandalism.
It does’seem to bad that while other cities
preserve the greatest order in their cemeteries
and vandalism is almost unknown, that here
in Portland human ghouls should hover about
the temples of the dead to rob their graves of
the flowers, tributes of love and affection. In
cemetery, while few burials take
still when they do tbe graves are
robbed.
A vase of flowers placed before a
tomb the other day, was overturned, the vase
trampled under foot and the white cotton ribbon which held them together was stolen. It
would seem well to have our cemeteries proour western

place there,

tected even if a
each.

policeman

is

daily

detailed to

Preeentation.
The Veteran Conner Club has received from
one of its members,' Mr. William Boss of
Philadelph’a, a beautiful statuette, after the
Bogers’ style, representing an incident in the
war. The subject is one that though simple,
and by no means original, is yet treated with
that delicacy and faithfulness which cannot
fail to enforce its lesson. We believe the gift

has not yet been

formally presented.

WITH INTENT TO KILL.

also the

following

individual members:

was chosen moderator in his stead.
After protracted deliberation the council arrived at the following result: “The council
after having made a careful examination of
the case, are gratified by the explicit declaration on the part of Rev. Henry E. Mott of his
adherence to the doctrines of eternal retribution,and his denial of a belief in a probation be'
yond the present life; nevertheless, under all
the circnmstauoes, hereby concur in the decision of the church and parish, and advise
that the pastoral relationa be now terminated.
H. V. Emmons, Moderator.
G. Campbell, Scribe.
Augusta, Oct. 31, 1882.
What Mr. Mott Has to Say.
Mr. Mott was interviewed by a Journal reporter in regard to the Council, and its action,
with the following result:
ans

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Wednesday.

next

KNOX COUNTY.

The Knox county Don Clad Temperance
Clubs will meet in convention at East Warren
Nov. 8 and 9 h. A fall attendance of delegates is requested. If the weather is stormy on
either day the convention will be postponed to
first fair day.
*

REFORM.

Officers

*

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

A Richmond dispatch says that Hon. T. J.
Southard of Richmond, was thrown from his
carriage Tuesday afternoon by his horse running away. He was not seriously injured.
YORK COUNTY.

A series of revival meetings is in progress at
Wells, conducted by the Rev. R. S. Underwood.
WASHINGTON

COUNTY.

The Pembroke Herald says a singular robbery took place at East Machias some four
weeks ago, which, with its attendant circumstances, is worthy of mention. It seems that
a gold watch and a ten dollar note were Btolen
from a lady's sleeping room, by a burglar opeu
ing the window and reaching in and seizing
Some
said articles, which lay on the window.
throe weeks after the robbery, the lady found
the
window
sill
of
on
the
note
an
ill-spelled
same room, telling her where the watch might
be found. She went and discovered it.
We have heard both Democrats and Republicans say that there is nothing better for a
Congh than Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup; this old
fails to core a Cough
reliable remedy
at any
or Cold at once, and may be obtained
drug store for 25 cents a bottle.
never

re

some subsequent time,
At the call of
this c immittee a second meeting was lately
held in Portland, and the following constitu
tiou was adopted:
Article 1.—This body shall be known as
The Maine Divorce Reform Association.
Art. 2—Its object shall be to promote a reform in public sentiment on the subject of
Marriage and Divorce.
Art. 3.—Any person may become a member
of this association by singing bis name to its
coustitntion.
Art. 4.—The association shall hold a meeting annually on the last Wednesday of October
at such hour and place as the Executive Commute may direct in its call of the meeting
through the Secretary. The President may
call special meetings at his'uiscreti >n and shall
call such meetings upon the written request of
two members.
Art. 5 —The officers shall be a President,
a Vice President, a Secretary, who
shall also
act as Treasurer, and a Executive Committee
of nine member, of which committee the
President, Vice President and Secretary shall
be members ex officiis.
Art. 6.—This Constitution may be amended by a two-thirds vote of the members present
at any regular meeting, notice of the proposed
amendment having been sent to the members
with the call tor the meeting.
After the adoption,of the constitution the fol.
lowing officers .were elected for the coming

ing at

couge resulting from a sudden
cold, procure Adamson’s Botanic Balsam, take
one-half to one teaspoonful three times a
If you have

a

President—Hon Nelson Dingley, Jr.
Vice President—Hon. Israel Washburn, Jr.
Secretary—Rev. G. S. Dickermaip
Executive Committee—Hou. W. H. Vinton,
Rev. Dr. Thomas Hill, Hou. W. L.'Futnam,
lion. Moses Giddings, Rev. Dr. Chas. F. Allei
Rev. A Dalton.
All who are interested in this movement
and who are willing to lend it their personal
communicate
requested
with the Secretary at Lewiston, and bt-

co-operation
:

once

|

coae

are

to

members ef the Association.

KNOX
SILK
HAT.
Hats.

We

uduiu,
Whose
some

complexion betrays
humiliating imperfec-

tion, whose

mirror tells yon

that you are Tanned, Sallow
and disfigured in countenance,

have Eruptions, Redness,
Roughness or unwholesome
tints of complexion, we say
use Hagan’s
Magnolia Halm.

or

Itisadelicate,

harmless and

delightful article, producing

the most natural and entrancof
which no observer can detect,
and which soon becomes permanent if the Magnolia Balm
is judiciously used.

We are sure to suit you to a pair of any kind of Gloves, from a furnace Glove 1°
tlie best.' $1500.00 worth of them to select from.

STIFF
HATS

Everything new that the market manufactures, from Dunlap £ Co.’s
hat down to any price.
Silk Hats $3.50 and exchange.

MERRY,
THE
HATTER,
237 Middle tat, Sign of the Gold Hat

CAPS,
GLOVES,
TRUNKS

for narrow goods. Take your long, slim, narrow
feet to sign of Gold Boot and have them perfectly

Sited.

BAGS.

LADIES’

By using this Compound, plants bloom freely
through the winter. For sale at

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
—

at

BV

Kendall &
*et28

—

Genu’
for dress. Gents'
Sewed Calf
and
Button.
Congress
Gents’ Double Sole, Hand Sewed, Moroco Legs.
Gents* Double Sole, Custom Made, Wescott Cau,
Pegged Boots. Sizes ♦> to 12, from the narrowest to
the widest
Large Sizes a speciality. Cheap ana
medium goods at prices that defy competition.

buying

WANTED!
long, slim,

your

narrow

feet at 421 Congress street.

LADIES’

BOYS'
Cloth Top Congress. Boys’ Cloth Top Button. Boy,’
Stylish Goods a Specialty.
When you visit Portland, take your feet to 431
street and have them properly fitted.

Congress

BROWN, THE SHOE DEALER.

ROBES

"°4

*odtf

AND

Gents’ Underwear.

HORSE

BLANKETS.

Saturday,

COE,
THE

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

HATTER

507 and 509

197 Middle Street.
novl

oodtf

LARGE

LOT

JOB

Of Gentlemen’s Fine Merino Underwear at about half price. The
above lot of goods are subject to
slight imperfection in weaving being shaded a very little. They are
free from holes and darnes and
one of the be t bargains we have
ever been able to offer.
The price
on this lot of goods will be $1.25
cts., price of regular goods $2.25.
Call and examine this lot of goods
and you will surely buy them.

8TUDLEY,
Middle

We offer a lot of Chuddah Cloth Dress
Goods, all wool all colors, and 44 men wide, for 50 cents per yard. These goods have never
been sold less than 75 cents.
Also, the “Corset” we are now selling for $1.00 has never been surpassed in this city. Please examine it.
We also offer this week “Rubber Waterproof Circulars” for
$1.25.

georgeXgay & CO.
499

CONGRESS

STREET,

To Lei.

dtf

CORNER OF

TT&Stf

Female Provident Association

Also

rooms.

vacant.

no4d3t

one

Apply

good lower

to

one

rent of H rooms, now
H. H. SHAW,
160 Middle street.

AFTERNOON,

Nov. 6th. at three o’clock, for the
election of officers and ihe transaction of any other
business that may come before the meeting.
nov4d2t
Per order
C. W, COFFiN, Sec.

AUCTION

SURVEYOR’S OUTFIT
For Sale.

THE

P.
nov3

Me.
new2t*

We shall offer

to-

day Special Bargains

MONDAY,

at

this price.

middle

Street.

mo4

Eastman hi k Bancroft.

AT

NOTICE.
DERS of Town of Anson Bonds will please
HOIcall at Canal
National Bank and exchange tor
new

at 10
Mart,

8ne

One Second*hand Concord Wagon.
One Second-hand Express Wagon.
One Second-hand Phseton.
Eight New Harnesses.

F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer*.
no2

48t

Furniture, Carprl., 4kc., By Ancllm.
thall sell on SATURDAY, Nov. 4th, kt 10
o’clock a. m., at Salesroom 18 Exchange
Street. Par or Suits in Black Walnut and Hair
Cloth and Terrleu, Marble Top Tables. Easy Chairs
Mirrors, Pictures and Paintings. Extension Tables
and Dinning Room Chairs. Hair and Wool
Top
Matt axes, Painted Chamber Sets, Bureaus, Parlor
and Cooking Stoves, Kitchen Furniture, dc.. Also
at same time 26 misfit Carpets, Tapestries Ingrains, &c.
F. O. BAII.EV A: CO,, Auctioneers.
nor3
d2t

WE

_

ADMINISTRATOR’S SALE
—

OF

—

Valuable Real Estate
BY

EmmduDERiEs.

AUCTION.

WEDNESDAY,

Nov. 15. 1882. at 8 p. m.,
be eold six valuable lots on Danforth
Streets
near
Emery. Size of lota about
Taylor
40x100. These lots are in one of the beet location*
in the City and must be sold to close the Estate of
•John T. G. Emery
For plan and particulars inquire of A. F. Moulton, 188 Middle Street.
V. O. BAII.L Y & CO., Auctioneer*.
nov4
dtd

ON will

and

Stamping and Designing.
CREWELS
from tne

Royal School

of

Art,

SOUTH KENSINGTON.
Instruction given in KENSING-

Rooms to Rent.
639 Congress street.
Splendid

location*

ATfront and
in salts, heated by steam*
Whitney.
hoc and cold water with excellent bath
dim
rear rooms

room.

Apply

at

Home.

Imported and Domestic
CIGARS received
every
E. FAIR WEATHER day fresh from steamers

TON EMBROIDERIES.

„

on

e

and

ELM ST.

jly20_U
Notice.
persons are hereby forbidden trusting my
wife, Margaret Dulling, on my account as 1
shell pay ue debut of her eouira- ting.
TUB IAS DAL LINO.

\ LL
rV

Portland,

ner4dl w#

bonds.

nov4eod2w*

dtf

nov2

d2t

short notice, in the best manner at Robinsou’s Stable Green St. Kind treatment and
satisfaction guaranteed.

the

shall sell on Saturday, Nov. 4th.
o’clock a. m., at Horse and Carriage
Plum street:
Three Horses, Workers and Drivers.
Three New Phaetons.
New Piano Box Top Buggy.
ne New Canopy Phaaton,

AEEDEEWORK.j

STUDLEY,

253

in Embroidered Robes
both in Black and Col-

ors.

We shall offer our entire
stock ot 75c CORSETS at
the low price of 42c. In
Whites aud Colors. As we
wish to distribute them
among our many customers, we shall limit the sale
not over 2 pair to any one
customer.
MONDAY is
positively the only day we
shall sell the above goods

and Harnesses

WE

Robes.

UPTON,
095, Bath

SALES!

AT AUCTION.

at

on

F. E.
O. Box

Horses, Carriages

Embroidered

much less {than
cost and
easy terms of payment, his complete survey »r’s oatdt and practice in the City of
Bath and adjoining town. Bath is a growing and
and prosperous place and affords a promising held
for a competent person to engage in ousines as Surveyor or Engineer. No competition. Further par*
tieulars on application.

undersigned offer for sale

BROWN

stylish,
house, for
annual meeting of this? ociety will be held
family,
No-th street. Furnace, gas, Sebago, bath I THE
THK36new,
at their rooms, Tn City Building, MONDAY
and all conveniences. Will be vacant JScv. 16. tM
model

Street.

nov4

Congress Street.

Special Bargains.

n0T4_
253

November 4th,

We shall sell one case of heavy Bine Mixed Merino Shirts and
Drawers,
at 39 cts., never sold less than 50 cents before.
15 Dozen Heavy Shetland Shirts, sizes 36, 38, 40, 42 and 44 at 49
cents, never sold less than 66 cents before.
These two lots we wish to close ont at once and have made above verv
low prices for SATURDAY ONLY.

nov4dlw*W. WALLACE.

Plant Compouud.

Top Balmoral Congress and Button.

Balmorals,

winter boots in oil goat and Pebble g »at.widths AA,
Size and lialf-ize. $2 00, $2.60,
A. B, C & D
$3.00, $3.26, $3.75, $4.50 and $5 00. Please call
and examine before
elsewhere. Good stylish
goods at prices that defy competition,

M.

Kimball’s

GENTLEMENS’

Cloth

fine, stylish, Jersey Congress
Hand

fine N. Y. boots a specialty. Woodraansee & Garside's Fine Ladies’
Boots, on Congress street.
Boyd’s Fine New York Boots in French Kid, Oil
Goat, and Cloth top, Button.

Horses ('lipped.

Xl'&Slmnrm

eodtf

HEADQUARTERS

ing tints, the artificiality

jldly

celebrate*1

ex

Nov. 6th,

You,

extra

««« EVENINSS
STORE
WINTER

All grades of Silk
change for $3.00.

ON
For

an

GLOVES.

nov4,

Trial bottles
day, and yonr cough will cease.
10 cents.
novl WSM&w

year:

six and seven per cent, on its bonds, issued in
aid of the Somerset railroad. It will, however
undertake to pay four per cent., and its bonds,

Browa, Olive, Green, Plum, Gray
Mixed, oiue and Black.

OXFORD COUNTY.

Roscoe Hard of Porter, had his store broken
into, and money and other articles to the
amount ol $40 wore taken. The fire bugs left
a lamp burning under the counter with paper
scattered around it.
Some rascrl has been shooting G. A. Whitman’s sheep at Bryant’s Pond.
Jeremiah Edwards of Casoo, was found dead
in his wood house last week ou Friday, where
Mr. E. was
he had gone te get some wood.
about eighty years of age, Bud has always been
very healthy aud smart. He had been dead
but a few minutes when discovered.

preliminary steps toward such an organization were taken last Vay and a committee appointed to draft a constitution and call a meet-

Town of Anson Bonds.
The town of Anson finds it difficult, and
tears that it may become impossible, to pay

in

Hon. J. G. Blaine and family will leave Au-

gusta for Washington

ident of Yale College. Those who are interested in this movement in Maine have felt for
some time that there was great need of a subordinate association of this kjnd for our state-

Beal Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate have
neeu renorted:
Cape Elizabeth—William A. Barker, ot el,
to Muses Barker, lot of land.
Henrietta Kincaid etel, to Sarah E. Harring
ton. lot on Stanford street.
Deering—Charles N. Delano to George Russell, lot on Elm street,
Falmouth—Alviu Hall
to Tbaddeus M.
Lewis et als, two lots of land.
Cumberland—Mary B. Morrison et al to
John Peterson, 2 seres of laud and buildings,
lot No 6; 62 1-2 acres lot No. 2S.
Casco—Joseph F. Deiring to Earle Bryant,
31 acres, lot N 17, 12th range.
NewGIoucester—John I Smrgis to Ira C.
Chase, 100 acres of laud and buildings.
Brunswick—James Alexandra
to
John
A lexander, lot of land.

HATS,

HANCOCK COUNTY.

has existed for some time as is well
known, an association known as The New England Divorce Reform League, whose president iB Rev. Dr. T. D. Woclsey, formerly pres-

the pursuit was getting too hot, so dropping
the coat, he made his escape on a sharp run.
The coat r ow hangs in the hall, but the lront
dour is fastened.”

FINE

The Herald says Brunswick Catholics wil
hold a grand fair the last of this month. They
say they must raise $3000 for their new church.

Elected*

The fellow found that

season.

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

Then Causland grappled with the fellow, and
tnssle ensued, the Captain finally reaching
the lantern and beating the fellow over his
head. Finally Norman came up, and the fellow was arrested and taken to the lockup.
Norman searched him for a pistol, but did
not find it;
but the captain found one near
where the fellow was arrosted, a seven-shooter,
with one barrel discharged, and the captain
has this pistol in his possession.
McQnarrie says he came from SebaggrLake,
and was snmmoued as a witness to Lewiston,
and having a ticket—no ticket was shown—ho
bad a claim to ledge in the depot.
A ticket is
good f. r six years, and sorely a depot cannot
be used as a hotel for that length of time. The
prisoner denied that he bad a pistol,
In relation to lodging at the station, this fact
may be mentioned. The same night, an elderly man, with a ticket, lodged in the gent.’s
room, Capt. CanslaDd telling him to make
himself as comfortable as possible, while waiting for the Bath morning train.

Tlit

has just returned from the market with all the styles of New
York, Philrdelphia, aud Boston
hats.
We have taken pains to
have some specialties made this

struck Litchfield a heavy blow across tbe
head with a whip. A gash two inches long
and penetrating toe th bone, was made by the
blow.

The American says that the game protectors
within the last three weeks have shot four
hounds on the island of Mt. Desert, and three
n Franklin..

The greatest stock to select from, Large fine Robes, and If you want
Rube we have got it. $10.00 to $17.60.
Horse Blankets 80e, 90c to $6.00.
Fur Trimmings, aU grades.

nice

HATTER

Dill

a

and

79 78.oo.

however,

and Ephraim
Harmon Dill
Litchfield
Litchfield, engaged in a dispute.
attacked Dill with a wood-saw, and cut a raghand.
all
of
one
across
the
fingers
ged gash

scalp.

Adopted

COE,

difficult

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

When
The sum of the evidence was this:
the Pallman train came in on Friday night the
conductor warned Capt. Causland to look out
for tramps, and he pointed out one, who, he
said, bad ridden into Brunswick on the track
frame. Very soon after meeting this man the
Capt. noticed a companion with him, and remembering the conductor's caution, he kept
au eje on the men as well as the baggage and
mails. In a short time the men passed out of
the building and were seen by the Captain
looking in at the back windows. He put down
his lantern, went ont and asked what they
wanted. They said they wished to remain in
the depot, and the Captain told them they
would not be permitted to remain.
After
some farther parleying, with
threatening lanthe
men
left.
guage
It appears that they went out on Main street
and Lou. Normau eame across them and the
result was that the truck-frame tramp concluded he would stop in the Brunswick House,
and the landlord was called up and the fellow
accommodated in the office. The other chap
told Norman he would return to the depot, and
Norman advised him not to, as he would inevitably get into trouble, as he was evidently
full of liquor, though not drunk. Norman
he drew a seven-shooter, and
swears that
swore he would lcok ont for himself.
He did
return, and Capt. Causland ordeiRd him off
ajain, and the fellow was insolent, and drew a
pistol and fired, the ball just grazing the Captain’s temple; the scamp gave, the Captain a
crack with the pistol and cat a gash in bis

A. Constitution

COME.
THE

“Are you satisfied with the decision of the
Council in doctrinal matters?”
“1 think the Council performed kindly a
task.
The reading of the decision,
does not convey to my mind the impression which I think my answers to their
questions warranted.”
“It ha9 bean said that they had a farther
person al examination of yon after the public
one of the morning.
“I was asked no questions and was not anproached on the subject after the morning session.”
“Will you please give me such a statement
of your views on this subject as you thiuk was
drawn out by the questions of the Council?’’
“It is difficult to bring into a compact statement the substance of my replies to so many
questions. Three peintB seem to have been
dwelt, upon in this examination.”
“Will you give me the first question and
your answer in brief?”
“The first question raised was as to the condition of the heathen in the future. I answered that I believed all who are saved will be
saved through Chust, and tbat the Gospel will
be brought home to all; whether in this age or
another.”
“What was the next question?”
"The result was brought out through several
questions. I said that in reference to future
punishment I accepted as ultimate authority
the words of Christ, and that I believed them
to convey a total impression of the finality of
the judgments passed at the close of this life.
Rat, at the same time, I may have personal
speculations to the contrary, aDd I believe
some hints are found in Paul’s teachings of a
time when sin will be eliminated. I do not attempt to reconcile the apparent difference.”
“What was the last point?”
“The question was asked whether I believed
in a probation beyood the present lile.”
“What was yonr answer?”
"I said that a future probation is not a part
of my dogmatic belief. I consider the Bible to
be silent on the subject, and. I do not know
whether there will he such a probation or not.
Bat I find no warrant from the word of God to
declare a hope of another standard of judgment than tbat of the deeds done in the body.”
“Have yon changed your doctrinal views
since yonr installation one year ago last September?”
“No; I have not changed them in any re-

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

WOLF
ROBES

THEY

Pref.

Lewis F. Stearns, Bangor Tbeo. Seminary;
Prof. G. Campbell, Bowdoin College; Rev.
Henry F, Harding, Hallowell; Rev. Henry V.
Emmons, Hallowell,
It was organized by the choice of Rev. W.
H. Fenn of Portland as moderator, and Prof.
G. Campbell as Bcribe.
After prayer by the
moderator, the parties calling the council proceeded to lay before it the matters upon which
its advice was desired, especially the pastors’
teachings concerning future retr button. Duriag the private session, Rev. Mr. Fenn being
obliged to return to Portland, Rev. H. V. Ev-

In Lewiston

grand jary.

DIVORCE

ADVERTISEMENTS

ISTILL

pastoral relation between the chnrob and Rev.
E. Mott, should not be sundered.
The connoil was composed of representatives of the
churcheB as follows: Congregational church at
Hallowell, Rev C. A. White, pastor; Litchfield, Rev. J. I. Hawes, pastor; Richmond,
Rev. W. C. Curtis, pastor; Waterville. Rev
E. N. Smith, pas'or; Wintbrop; Rev. W. T,
Obear, pssior; Gardiner, Rev. E. T. Davis;
pastor; Monmouth, Rev. J. B. Carruthers.
pastor: Winter street church, Bath, Rev. J. O.
Flake, D. D., pastor; High street church, Auburn. Rev. A. F. Tinker, pastor; High street
chrcuh, Portland, Rev. W. H. Fena, pastor;

spect.”

The Brunswick Telegraph says of the assault
mentioned in the Press yesterday:
Charles McQarrie (a man giving that name)
was brought before Judge Jordan on Saturday,
the 27th ult., charged with an assault on Capt.
Causland, watchman at the depot, with intent
to kill. After
hearing the testimony the Judge
bound the man over in the sum of $5000, in
default of which he was taken and imprisoned
in the Portland jail to await the action of the

overcoat and make off down the sireet.
She
eceamed to her mother, who appeared on the
scene in a moment. Taking in the situation
at a glance, the lady pursued the thief at the
top of her speed. Two or three passer.-by also

at that rate of interest, are now ready to be
exchanged for the earlier Issues at the Caul
National Bank in this city.

Result

STATE NEWS.

dodge in, possess himself of her father's

lent their assistance.

Mr. Mott—The
Beached.

NEW

31st, 1882, for the purpose of determining
whether, under existing eircumstenaes, the

columns,

Particulars of the Bruswlck Assault.

Wheeler of the Horse Railroad Company, to
the effect that they desired their seats restored
on the front of the cars, claiming it was nn.
reasonable to expect them to stand sixteea
honrs a day, and threatening resignation—to
take place Thursday—if their request was not
grantod. When tbe day’s business was ended
Thursday, the men left. Yesterday morning
seven of the number failed to put in an ap-

bly given to speculation; goes out into the
country and bnys a few carloads of potatoes or
anything else that he thinks he can turn to advantage. The other day he gathered together

Monday evening

a

and therefore, naen not be repia'ed
now.
As presented at the Academy last night
by Miss Granger and supporting company, it
was a genuine surprise to all,
proving one of
the strongest and most charming comedy dramas we have seen for some time on the boards.
Miss Granger’s performance of the leading role
of Edith Grey was the most pronounced success.
She was both artistic and effective, her
emotional scenes being particularly good. Miss
Granger is a beautiful woman and a finished
artiste. Of the support, Mr. Harry Lacy as
the planter, Albert Graham, looked and acted
the part to peifeotiou.
Miss Elsie Moore as
Dora Graham,
the
Southern heiress, was
charming, and Miss Lilian DeGrom as Angie
Gordon walked right into the heaits of the audience. The star company and play may be
pronounced an unqualified success.”
The “Planter’s Wife” will he produced at

Rev.

COUNCIL.

Pursuant to letters missive from the South
Congregational church in Augusta, an ecclesiastical council convened at Augusta, October

Anke», the great acrobats; Sanders and Dean,
song and dance; Nellie Parker, serio-comic;
the De Bar Brothers, acrobats; Granger and
Coleman, Irish character, with Master Joyce,
the great piper; Oren Dixon, the ventriloquist;
Lawrence and Baldwin, the high kickers.
THE PLANTER’S WIPE.
An exchange says: "Mr. J. K. Tillotson’s
comedy drama the "Planter’s Wife” was presented at the Academy of Music last night by
Miss Maud Granger, supported by Harry Lacy
and a most excellent company.
The plot of
the “Planter’s Wife” has been given in these

the time of his death.”

Horse Car Drivers’ 8trlke.
On Nov. 1st, eleven horse-car drivers, on the

Curious Bit of Fortune.
There is a man in this city who is considera-

the subject
scribed.

a

turned to Boston whet e he lived until the establishment of the U, S. Pension Agency in
this city, when he accepted a clerkship in tl e
office of the agency, in order that he might be
with his parents in their declining years.
Many friends iu many places will learn with
sincere grief that "Charley" is no more. Hio

A

lars of his

Commissioner Stanley arrived at the Preble
House on the midnight train, last night, where
he met Detective Wormell of Bethel, who had
It appears that the Commispreceded him.
sioner became satisfied, some time ago, that
the Statutes of the State had been, and were
being violated in reference to the killing of
moose and deer, and also the catching of fish.

Disguising kiuiBelf as a fisherman and hunter of the rough country stamp, one of thote
odd characters so often met with in Hew Eugl»ud,—who know where all the best fish pools
are, and, provided you suit their fancy, will
talk fish all day to you,and finally carry you to
a place where the biggest trout lies- the detec-

•'Twf n y five years ago, Geo-ge Pauncefort
favorite in this country, being especially
Pittsburg, Washington, BaltiWestern circuit. Some years
since, however, Panncefort disappeared, aud
no one had
heard of him until Joe Arthur,
the agent for Willie Edouiu,' the
comedian,
began to tell his experiences of travel around
the world, the other day.
Arthur startled
every one in the hostelry by declaring that he
had found George Pauncefort.
“Where?” was the geueral inquiry.
“In the interior of Japan,’ replied Joe

A Cork Carpeting.
Linoleum is neat carpet like in appearance
and of extraordinary duribility. It is peculiar
ly soft and elastic to the tread, handsome in
appearance, and never cold like ordinary oilcloth. Kent by all first-class carpet dealers.
The eennine article has “Linoleum” printed
on

most

on

Case of

WASHBURN’S GIGANTIC ENTERPRISE.
At Portland Theatre tonight Washburne’s
Gigantic Ente p ise will appear. Among the
talent employed is Miss Nellie St. John in operatic airs; the Rioe Brothers and Henry Van

A party waB empkyed to bant the matter up,
but proved a signal failure.
The affair was
then placed in Detective Wormall’s hands;who
met with great success.

friendly terms by many of
our citizens —had turned
up—the cultivator of
a tea garden
i- Japan.
A New York paper
givej the following “yarn” from a gentleman
Who claims to have seen George in his present
home:

*

Stud ley—2.
Female Provident Asg’ ci.tion.
AUCTION S t LES.

Administrators

Wormell on the War Path.

ve

ECCLESIASTICAL

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA:

fort.

ENTERTAI SMENTS.
Third

Detect

The Adventures of George Pauuce*

VICINITY^

CITY AMD

VIOLATIN3 THE STATUTES.

&

at

GUPPY.
ALDEN’S

Drug Store.

Oct 21st.o«t23d2w*

FOR SALE.
Small scam Boiler.
K. *». I’KX'i’ISVmiX dc (JO.
lO Mark** Ik
o.lil

factories,

KINSMAN

dlw

For Prospectus and Information «f
Raymond's six months trip to California, call on
E. E. CP RAM & C0-,
>o. H Exchange w.
ocais

•«»»
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Wit and Wisdom.

nnTOi,

»»n
3 tD ««tp.

Tin reason whv ^me of the street lamps
bu 'ii all night is because the ILht is so small it
is Oraid to go out alone iu the dark.—New Orle ms Picayune.

Housekeepers should insist upon obtaining
Burnett’s Flavoring Extracts, they are the
b i8t*
_

The time wasted by men in
Wasted time:
iu the wrong pocket would make the
next generation rich if they had it.—Detroit
Free Press.

feeling

_

STARTING TO RUN TO THE FIRE.
It was iu Lowell, Mass.
An alarm of fire
was sounded, and the eugine was rapidly driven out of ti e engine house.
One of the horses
to k fright, pranced wildly about, and ran the

engine against the brick door-frame. Chief
Engineer Hosmer was severely bruised and
two of his ribs were broken.
For three ^eeks
the physicians doctored him. Then a friend
brought him some Perry Davis’s Pain Killer.
Oq being rubbed with this he was soon
Best liniment in the world.

well.

The London World says:
“I have been
much amused this week by reading that ‘Marmion,’ after possessing for years an unblemished reputation, has been discovered to be an
The funny part of the
immoral production.
busiuesa is that the discovery has been made
in the United States, the pure home of,” etc.
Certainly. Toronto is in Canada, which is not
a British colony, but part of the United States
—in fact, one of the counties of Chicago, a
State destined, as the London Times lately
said, to be “one of the greatest grain-growing
States of the Union.
Boston Brown Bread.—One cup flour, one
rye, two cups Indian meal, two-thirds cups

cui

moiasses, two cups milk, one cap lukewarm
water, one teaspoonful salt, and three teaspoonfuls Congress Yeast Powder. Steam
two or three hours.
Sunday Services.
Abyssinian Church.—Preaching services at 3
o’clock. Sunday School at4%.
Evening meeting
at 7 p. m.,
Casco Street Church.-Rev. J. M. Lowden,
pastor. Sunda> school at 1.80 p. m. Preaching
service at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7.00 p. m.
Chestnut St. M. E. Church, Rev. Andrew
McKeown. F». 1)., pastor. Resilience. 219 Cumber
land street
Baptism, reception of members and
communion at 10% » m
P caching by pa t**r at
3 n. m
•‘U day .school at
% p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
church of Christ, Cor. May an t Danforth sts.
Services every Lord’s day at U % a m., 3 p. m. and
7 p. m.; Mindav i-cnool at 12 m.; Prayer meeting
Tuesday and Friday evening at 7% p. m.
Church of the Messiah.—Rev. C. A. Hayden,
Servi-e Sunday Evening
astor
at 7 p.
Subject—‘ xhe True Christ an Gentleman.”
Congress St. M. E. Church Rev. G. D. Lindsay, pastor; Residence No. 62 Melbourne Street.
Communion service at 1* % a m. Pie-ching ht 3
pm by the astor. m iiday School at 1% p. m.
Prayer meeting -tt 7 p. m.
Ferr
Village M. E Church—Rev. True
Whittier put or. Sabbath school at 10.30 a. m.
Prea* lung service at 2 p. m; Prayer meeting at 7
p in.
First Baptist Church,
School at
Sunday
1.45 p. m. Preach ng by Rev. Dr Pepper of C 1by University at 3 p m. Missionary Piav*-r Meting at 7 p. m. Pr-yer Meet ng Tu Way e* enii g at
7.30 p. m. Young Peoples meeting Friday evening at 7.30
First Lutheran Church, (Scandinavian,) Eln
St.—Kev K. G. F egre. pastor.
Regular service
*t 10.30 a. hj. Sabbath school commences at 12.15

Fit st Parish Chukch-Rev. Thomas Hill, D. 1)
pastor. Mor lug services 10
o’cl-ck. Evening
t^rvicri 7 o’clock. Rev. Dr. Hill will preach tomorrow.

First Univerbalibt Church, Congress squareRev. Henry Blanchard pastoi Pie** bing at luVa a,
Sunuay School at 8 p. m. Vespers at 7 p. m.

m.

Free street

Byptibt Church—James M<Preach i> g service lo% a. m. tun
day School 12 M. Communion service at 3 p.m.
Peayei meeting at 7 p. m.
Gospel Mission.—Rev S F. Pearson paitor.
Prajer mee ing at 9 a m. Sun'ay school lo% a.
m.
Preaching by th© pastor 3 p. ro. Youi g
people’s meeting dp. m. Season of Song 6-y4 p.
m.
Prayer ami Tes imony meeting at 7 p. m. All

Whinnie, pastor.

are

cordially incited

High St Chur< h—R*v. W. H. Fenn, pastor.
Preaching service at 10Va a. m.; Sunday School at
12 m.; Prayer me ting at 7 p. m
New Jerusalem Church. New High St. Preaching by the pastor, Rev. J. A. Ki- g, in the forenoon.
Public int-resting exercises by the Sunday School
at 3 o’clock. All are inv;ttd.

North Congregational Church, Cape Eliza
Doth, Kev. E. A. Harlow, pastor. Preaching at 2%
p. m. Sabbath school immediately after the preaching service. Prayer meeting at 7 Va p. m.
Park St. Church.
The subjects of Rev. Mr.
Alger’s discours s tomorrow will be in the morning
“Refutation of Infidelity and Deij air by the Argu

from Analogy
fivenine, *‘l he trial of Man
in this World, or Unman Life in Legal Imagery.”
ment

Peak’s Island M. E. Church.—**ev. Chas. F.
Parsons Pastor. Sunday school 10%a.m. Preach
log at 2 % p. m. Pra er meeting at 7% p. m.,
opening with a service of song. A1 are invited.
Pine St. M. E. Church.
Rev. J. M. Williams,

Residence No. 87 Pine street. Communpastor.
ion service at 10% a. m. Sabbaih School lVa >..zn
Preaching at 3 p. m. Prais and Prayer meeting at
7 p. m.
Plymouth
Church,
(Congregational.)—Rev.
Dwight M. Seward D. D., pastor. Preaching at
10% a. m. Harvest Concert at 7 p m
Preble Chapel.
Sunday School at 2 p. m*
Preaching at 3 p. m. Temperance Meeting at 7 p.
Free to all.
m.
St. Lawrence St. Church.—Rev. A. H.
pastor. Service at 10% a. ra and 3 p. m.
School at 1% p. m. Social me* ting at 7 p.

Wright
Sunday
m.

(Episcopal.)

St. Luke’s Caihedral Church.
State St., (near Npriug ) Rt Rev. H A. Neely Kec'
tor, Kev. C. Morton Mils, Canon; Sunday *ervice**
Morning at 10.30. Sunday School at 3. Evening
luring Sept, at 7.30. From Oct till May, at 7 o’
clock
d*y 8 rvices daily at 9 a. m., (On Holy
Day*, at 11.00, and 6 p. m; From Advent to Trinity on Friday, e vening Prayer with Lecture at
7.30. Holy Communion every
Sunday at 10.30,
a. m. on Holy I lays at 11. 0 a. m;
Also at 7.00
a. m. on the 3d Sunday of the month.
Evening
•ervice-at 7% o’clock.
8t. Paul’s Church, corner of Congress and Locust St. Rev. Arthur W. Litt e. Rector. (Resilence 221 Cumberland street.) Morning prayer
with
a.
m.
10%
seimon,
Sunday -chool
at 2Vs
in.
P m. Vespers wi h sermon 7 p
Holy Communion, the first and third Sundays of
the month and all Sunda\s in Lent and Advent.
Second advent Chukch, Union Hall, Free
Sreet, Elder F. Burr, pastor. Services at 10.30 a.
m
3 and 7 p. m. Afternoon subject “Will the
ungodly suffer punishment by literal hell fire?”
State
Street
Congregational
Church.
Prea-hing ar 10% a. m.. and 7 p. m by Rev.
Chas. H. William* of New Haven, Conn. Sunday
School at 3 p.m. Communion service ^t 4.p. m.
Stevens
Plains
Universalist Church.
The
subject of Rev. C. *. Aayden’s lecture next Sunday
Eve, will be l’he true Christiau Gentleman.’’
Vai GHN Stbeet <»c ETY—S. S. Teacher’s meeting at 10 %. Sabbath school at 1%- Preaching at
B.oO. Praise and prayer meeting at7%.
west

cnokeuational

uhur('h.

•y Rev. J. C. Holbrook D. D. at
T p. m. Sabbath School at 12m.

people’s

Williston

Church,

Congregational,

corner

rhom&s and Carroll Streets.—Rev. Frank E. Clark
P stor. Preaching at 10.3 a m. by the par-tor.
Sabbath School at 3 p. m. Prayer Meeting at 7 V
D.

m.

Woodfo^D8(Jcno. Church Rev. S. W.AdriHnce
Preaching b> the pa tor at lu&a. m. S. S. Concert

at 7

p.

m.

in the

v« s

ry.
E. Church; E. S.
School at 1 .*0 p. m.

Woodford’s, vi.

lor.

Sunday

wr

at

2.3U p. m Prayer meeting at 7.30
Foung Men’s Christian Association, Congress Street.corner Elm.—Meetings at Wi a.m. and
7Mi p. m., also on Wednesday and Saturday at 7%

PuRTLANO.

Steamer New
H P c Hersey.

[from merchants* exchange.1
Ar at Aujier 2d inst, barque Caprera, flichborn,
New York.
Sid fm Havre 1st inst, ship John DeCosta, Robin

All

are

Pitcher, Savannah.

ell, Philadelphia.

Sid 2d.-sch viary E

Morse, Barker, Georgetown.
WlcKFORD—bid 2d, sch Lookout, Pomroy, New

York, or Calais.
EAST GREENWICH —Ar 2d, sch E C Gates,
Freeman. Calais.
NEW PORT—Sid 2d, sch A K Woodward, Jordan,

BEDFORD-Ar 2d, sch Jos G Dean, Chase,

Kennebunkport.
Sid 1st, schs Paragon, Shute, and

Albert

Jameson.

Candage, New York.
VINE YARD- HA VEN—Ar 1st,
barque Norton
Stover, from bonaire for Portland; schs Hattie
Turner, from Brunswick for Boston; Leonessa, fm
Baltimore for do; Sea Bird, Amboy for do; Emma
L Gregory, Raritan River for do; C H Haskell, Hobofceu for do; Susan, Rondout for Bath.
Sid 1st schs Louisa Bliss, Judge Low, Annie Gus,
American Chief. C W Dexter, Leonessa, Sea Bird,
E L Gregory, Mary Brewer.
At Bass River Harbor 1st, sch Samos, from Baltimore for Portland.
oGSTON—Ar 2d, schs Annie Gus, Curtis, Elizabethport; Abigail Haynes, Blake, Ellsworth; Naut
ilus, Turner. Deer Isle; Abner Taylor, Dodge, Bangor. L R French, Newman, Bootbbay, Metropolis.
Roberts. Vinalbaveu. White Foam. Ford, Hancock;
VI L Rogers, Lutkin, Cranberry Isles. Karen Happueb. Lewis, W.-casset, Mazurka, Wooster, from

Rockport.
Cld 2d, sch E L Warren. Babbidge, Portland.
Ar 3d. schs Coampion. Wells, and Tangent, l bursten. Calais; Sea Figeon, Handy, and Amirkid, Bryant, do; sa^ab, w right, Bath; Edw Everett, Cooper
ana 1 aura T Chester. Kent. Camden; Ripley, Heal,
do; Lilian, Ryan. Belfast; Franklin, Benuer, from
Thomaston; M C Sproul, Sproul. Bristol, Grampus.
1‘orrey, and Sea Queen, Stevens, Franklin; Ataianta, A rev, and Ariosto, Elwell, Rockport; Franklin
Pierce, Stinson, Po tland, Raaiaut, Haidy, and Albert. Blake, Rockport.
SALEM—Ar 2d. schs Judge Low. Morang, from
Hoboken for Eastport. Bed tvover, Lockhart, Ellsworth
Hume, Calderwood, Rockland.
GLOUCESTER -Ar 2d, sch Three Sisters, Thompson Friendship.
NEWBURYPORT-Ar 2d, sch Jas Nichols,Chi Ids

Cumberland. Nov. 2, by Rev. E. W. Hutchinson. H<*lis st. Clair and Mies Jane S. Merrill, both
•f Cumberland
In Bil<igtoU' Oct. 19, John Sharon and Mrs. Delfloe Jack-on.
In Brunswick, Oct. 23, R. R. Pratt and Mies Hattie M. Bubier, both of Bowdoinkam.
In

OEATHN

In this citv, Nov.
20 years 8 months.

2, Frank Dana Mansfield, aged

[Funeral Saturday afternoon at 2ya o’clock, at
No. 114 Brackett httcet. Burial private
lu Brunswick, Oct. 30, M. Emma Patten, aged
32 years.
lu Bridgton, Oct. 28, Jamei P. Emerson, aged
64 years.
In Boeton Mass., Nov. 1, Mrs. Harriet B., wife of
Capt. 1>. h. Newbegin, aged 66 y*ara 6 months.—
formerly of this city.
In Weridtn. Conu., Nov 2, Albion K. P. Grant.
[Funeral this Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
the reeidence of bis mother, Sarah Grant, Forest
Avenue. Deering, Me.
The funeral service of the late
Taylor will take place at '6V2 o’clock, at
Church.

Mary A.
St. Paul’s

<»AiL1N« Data OE UTEAflaHIPS.
FROM

KOI,

Pavonia.Boston.Liverpool_Nov

Sardinian.Quebec.Liverpool... .Nov
Main.New York..Bremen.Nov
Oircass'a.New York..Glasgow_Nov
Vaderland.New York. .Antwerp ....Nov

Newport.Mew

Vork..Havana

....Nov

City of Puebla.New York.. Havana.Nov

Uleneyne.Mew

York..Pernambuco Nov

4
4
4
4
4
4
9
10
1
11
11

Andes.
.New York.. Port Prince..N'»v
Valencia.New York .i.agua ra_Nc
Saratoga.New York Havana.Nor
Athos.New York..Ptau Prlnce.Nov
Valencia.New Vork..Maracaibo. ..Nov 11

Alvena...New York..Kingston_Kov
City of Alexandria New York..Havana.Nov
York.. Havana.N«*v
Niagara ..New York.
Vinoaux©.New
.Italy, &c.N v

Borgbese........ .New

Alpa.New
AU*a.New

14
16
18
22
York.. Kio .l»neiro .Nov 26
York. Kingston
Nov 28
York..Kingston ....Nov 28

PowderCo.

febl8d&wly

GRATITUDE
Gents—I cannot find words with
which to express my gratitude to
you for the cure your Swift’s Specific has effected in my case. I was
afflicted with the horrible blood disease for three years, and after spending some time at the Hot Springs,
considered my case a hopeless one.
1 used only one dozen small bottles
of S. S. S., and there is not a sign
of the disease remaining.
My sores
are ail healed, my throat is entirely
I
well; sgy-iM
"imterrible
am rid
of that
Being a
drug clerk, 1' have see.n so many
hundreds of m*‘n dosed with Calomel, Iodide of Mercury and Iodide
of Polash, until they were made
complete wrecks, that I shudder to
think of the misery which has been
brought on the human family by
the use of Mercurials for Blood Diseases.
It is a crying shame that
physicians will not acknowledge
the merit of your GRAND Blood

At,^»Cw^Wdlseaiie'

Exchange St. Portland.

geoT p.

wesselhoeft m. d.

Homoeopatliist.
Congress ('orner Green

Hour*, S to l<> A. M J to 3 P. M.
Generally at home in the evening,
nov2dlw*
Nov. let, 1882.
S. H. LAKMINIE,

A. W.

Chioago.

S. H.LARMIME & CO.,
Merchants.

Commia^oii

Grain,

Seeds,

Prorsions,

137 Commercial Sit.. Portland

OFFICE,

CHIOAGO

and

(ga/vd $Pidnl&il

No- S'? Plum gout.

“Message to the Uufortunate Suffering.”
Druggist as to our standing.

heretofore existing between
THES. B.Partnership
Lawrence and J. M. Gooding S thi*
ay
dissolved

SOLD
novZ

BY

$1

OO

1

75

DRCR«I*TI).
Th-ATul w

ALL

by mutual comei-t. Mr. S. B. Lawrence
wi*l contiii e in busi ess at th* old Stand, aud will
settle all accounts t< r the late firm f
LAWRENCE to GOuDING.
>

Yarmouth, Oct. 30th, 18.<2.

no3dlw*

DI«iSOLU s>TON.
copartnership heretofore existing between
Hiram Wyer and l>avi«i Wyer, under the name
style of Wyer Bros, is this day dissolved bv

ai

DAVID WYER.
Poitland Me., Nov. 1st, 18**2.
dlw*

THE

•>

Portland,

Nov.

children."
Dr. Alex. Iiobertson, 1037 2d Av., N. Y-

1st,

A ms cicgant -dressing

is preferred by those
who have used it, to any
similar article, on account of its superior
cleanliness and purity.
It contains

And always’

Restores the youimui color 10 crey or f aaea Hair
Parker's Hair Balsam is
perfumed and is
warranted to prevent felling of the hair and to remove dandruff and itching. Hiscox & Co N.Y.
50c, ami $1 sizes, at dealers iu drugs and medicines.

finely

for

P.T.Barnnm,the great Showman, says:—
“Among my vast troupe of Equestrians, Teamsters, Horses, Camels, and Elephants, some are
always strained, bruised, or wounded. My Surgeons and Yeterinarics all say, that for casualties to men and animals, nothing is so
efficacious as Centaur Liniment.”
439 Fifth Av., New York, May 9th, 1675.
dTu f b&Seowtoweowl y

g
I
g
g
g

Is nothing like it. Insist upon having Flores*,
Cologne and look for signature of

on
w

every

cau

<s?$aM>C3C

bottle.

tupply you.

Any druggist

or

dealer

55 and 75 cent elm.
SAVING BUYING

78c.

Cuti«’ura

Rfmeilie*

Principal Depot,

WEEKS &

jy29

Bearn

are

for sale

by

all

POTTER, Boston, Mass.

S&W&w2w

Engine For Sale.

Beam Engine, 12 ft. long % 2V4 ft. Bed,
Crank shaft
14 In. Cylinder, 24 In Stroke
‘■'•ft. long, ;> 11. ,iia ii. One n ft. Driving Wheel 16
inch face and one 6 ft. do.. 12 in face-Jmiaou
Ceaernor. All in hrat-ela-a order. Apply te

ONE

Forest City finger Refining Co.,
Portland, Me,

oetlSdSw

on

<e owner ca

Grand Trunk

►

If the man that warn seen to lake the overf oui the rack os the iraiu froos Au
«
yesteruaf morni g will return it to
M[e. lov«le, b«gg«ge master at mastrrn
Depot, uo q<iesti«»u« will oe asked. Otherwise, he will be prosecuted according to

In

Railway

of Canada.

after MONDAY. October
follows:
trains will run

nod

coat

ON 1**2,

23d,

DEPARTURE*:
For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.20 a. m., 1.15
and 6.15 p. m.
For Gorham, mixed,7.40 a. m., and 4.00 p.m.
For Montreal, Quebec nud Uliicago 1.30

no2d3t*

n. m.

From

Lewiston and
and 5.60 p. m.

12.36, 3.16

Auburn, 8.40

From €»orham, mixed. 9 40
From Chicago, iTIoutrea

12 36

p.

m.f

m.

Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars

LOSL
State St church and 61 Deering St.,
Sunday a child’s lace collar and small pink
Fiuder will be rewarded by leaving same at J.

a.

m., 5.10 p. m.
and Quebec.

a.

Parlor Cars

on

Montreal.

day

on

night

train between

train and

Portland and

TICKET OFFICES

AT FOOT OF

DEPOT

IfET,

To Canada. Detroit, I hicago, ITIilwunkee
Cincinnati, St. Loui«* Omaha, Saginaw, St. Paul, Malt Lake City,
Denver, San Franci*co,
and all

i

and

and after

I

MONDAY,

16th, Passenger Trains will
as

ov-

er

A.
hatter,
i'hese chambers have been occupied by dr. Ferual 1, Merchant Tailor for m*ny
tear**; are in the centre of
business, spacious, well
located aud have all modern improvements.
inquire of W W. THOMAS, or ELIAS *1 HOMAS,
Commercial St.
augSdtf

TO LET.
Store Nos. U7&U9 Middle St.
!

ESTATE.

lo the modern gyglem,
in antt tractive manner at pupil#’
re# d.ncc, Term* reasonable. Address or catl upon
B. L. m# KltlLL, 33 State St.
novl
dlw

Clnsses for Beginners in German
Grammar aud Conversation.
An advanced class in the German
Language and l.iierature.

Apply to mws.~E. F. CARPENTER, 147 State St.
nov2

dtf

PUilllll LMl iiK.
NO. 85 WINTER 8T.
ntUNS. DE POYEN
give a
begiui.iiig
Will

course of twenty lectures in
I) »IO'i»Ai>ov tttn, at
ami
on successive

f' urp. _m.
continuing
at the s'-iine Lour.
he lectures

will

French,

half

the

*'
Minis tire tie Richelieu.** uLa Misanthrope de
Mnliere,** Huy /firm de Victor Hugo," Victor Huyo,potteti dramutiste*' “Meditations poetiques de
•
amarUne*, t‘Presies nouveiles de Alfred de Mus-

SARAII ELLEN PALMER M. D.
Will give twenty lectures on Anatomy, Physiology,
and Hygiene, beginning or Ff’liM
4v9 Oc«.
lOih, at U> a. m., and con null ■» on Tuesdays and
Fridays at the same hour.

CHARLES
Will

SMITH, M. D.

on Natural History, beWl^DV».«OJ
gin ing
Oct.
I&ih, at
twelve ,\1., and continuing or Wt Inesdays.
Iilu
trated by microscope ana hiacklxv-rd.

give twenty lectures
on

RS. CASWELL
give a series of talks on the History ot Art,
2
tucsdays, at p. m., begiuning Oct. 10th.

Instruction iu English
ical Studies.

ana

on

Class-

The Boston & Little Rap d Railroad Co.

DESIRABLE KEAL ESTATE

DAKOTA.
Pursuant to a resoluiion of the Companysub»cription bo »ks will be open on MoNDA Y, Oct, 23d, for
3 > days, to the public for $ )O,0DO of the First
Mortgage Bonds of the Company, to be sold at par.
This is the r.l Alio m nt of $%o.«*00, the
first having been placed by private subscription.
OF

Old fashioned remedies are ranidly giving ground
before the advance of this conquering sp^-iHc. and
o d fashioned ideas in regard to d‘*pleti n as a
means of cure, have been quite ex plod* d by the
success of the greet renovant, which tones the system, tranquiUzes the nerve*, neutralize* inal*ria.
depurate!* and enriches the bloo 1, rouses the liver
wh n dormant, aud promotes a regular habit of
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers

nov2
TS&T&wl m
-1

Tee allotments t" be offered as f llows:
1st allotment ot $10,000;
for each $1 Oo Bon t a b >nus of 20 shares of
ita: stock of the Company will be given.
2d allotment of $10,u0«';
for each $100 Bond a bonus of 20 shares of

given.

the capthe cap-

3d allotment of $1( .COO.
$100 Bond a bo ua of 10 shares wlU be g ven
4th allotment of
for each $110 Bond a bonus of 6 shares will be given
5tb allotment;
for each

at par, without bonus.
Freight contracts for one year have airwMl? seen
secured and renewable which guarant* © a net warning of 10 per cent p*r annum on the entire Oaeital
stock of tne Company.
Hon ALBERT * ALMER, President. Boston.

GKOKGti H. DREW Secretary.
*®WAED R TtNKKK, Treasurer. North
OFF .CL—25 Simmons Building, N», 4u Water St.,
Boston, Mass.
<x>t25
d2w

Hallett, Davis & Co.’s
PIANO FORTES.
several

good manufacturer's

other

make

For Sale and to Let.

(BEFORE-AND-AFTER)
Electric Appliances are sent on 33 Days’ Trial.
TO MEN ONLY, YOUNG OR OLD,

are Buffering from Nervous Debility,
Lost Vitality. Lack of Nerve Force and
Vigor, Wasting Weaknesses, and all those diseases
of a Personal Nature resulting from Abuses and
Other Causes. Speedy relief and complete restoration of IlEALTn, Vigor and Manhood < ;uaranteed.
The grandest discovery of the Nineteenth Century.
Send at. once for Illustrated Pamphlet free. Address

WHO

VOLTAIC BELT CO., MARSHALL, MICH,
jy29

ALSO

PIANO

COVERS

and

STOOLS.

—AT—

WM. P.
144

1-2

mayJft

HASTINGS’,
Exchange

St.

endtfin

O'BRIONi

COAL.
Domestic Coal*

a

Specialty,

at Lowest

You

can

buy

box of
for Two Dola

lars at UUUPY, KINSMAN
& ALDEN’S Drug Store.

PORTLAND,
Orders

Wliari

Dr. F. II.

*pl6dvf

three valuable
system or domestic water
»9-n at 85 Temple St.
aorlidlw*
(ABO. W. McKENZIB.

Vwtlud.

KUVUSON
tor opened an office in
Portland and cau b
found at

So. 276 Middle St.,

For Sale.
Stew EojUnd cerrit ry on

THEpatents. ouveTugu
eupplv. Models may be

or

Lease.

House 93 Pine St. wHl be
sold a* a bargain or lease on
favoiuole terms. Inquire
of A. M.SMITH, Portland
Pier.
ecus dtf

Edward's and WalkHard war* store from
to pfor. arils.
dtf

over

wpM

m.

143 Pearl Street.
M. C. M.
Free

Drawing

a.m.
Farmington. 8.20 a. in.; Wiuthrop
10.13 a. in. being doe in Portland as follows
The morning trains from Augusta and B&tl
8.36 a. m. Lewiston. 8.40 a. m
The day
trains from Bangor, ana all intermediate station*
at 12.40 and 12. 46 t.
and connecting roads
trains from
VV atervillp,
m.
The afternoon
Augusta, Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at 6.40
p. m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.6A
a. m.

t Sleeping Care attached, run daily, Sundays In
eluded, between Boston and Bangor.
$Runs through to Bangor every morning, and Skow

began Sunday Morning,

but not

Monday.

Dot *

not run to Dexter, Belfast, Bucksport, or St
John Sundav morning
♦For Portland only.
Limited Ticket* fleet and second clan* for
John and Halifax
rates.

on

sale at redneed

PAY80N TUCKER, Gen’l Supt.

F. B. B00THBY, Gen’l. Pass. & Tioket Agt.
Portland. Oct. 16, 1882.
octl3dtf

Eastern Railroad,

A

Cure

FALL ARRANGEMENT,

Guaranteed.

Dk. E. C. West’s Nebte and Brain Treat
ment: a specific for Hysteria,
Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache Msntal Depression, Loss
of Memory. Sperm atorr ha a im potency, Involuntary Emissions. Prematrfre Old Age, caused by overertion, self-abuse, or over-indulgence which leads
to misery, decay and death. One box will cure

recent cases Each box contains < oe month’s treatment. One dollar a box or si^ boxes for five dollars; sent by mail prep.uu on receipt of prioe. The
John C. West& Co., guarantee six box#
to cure any case. With each order received fo
boxes,
six
accompanied with five dollars, the pro*
prietors will send the purchaser their written guar4*
to
return
the money if the treatment does net
tee
an
Guarantees issued through H. Heffect a euro.
HAY &CO., Druggists, only agents in Portland
He., at Junction Middle and Free Sts.
«»ov
d& wly4f

proprietors,

1_
IMPORTED

LIQUORS

all kinds, in the

ORIGINAL

YEAR.
be opened

—FOB MU

BY—

Importers,

410 NEW NO. FORK UTREGT, PORTLAND, MAIN

Alio,

General

Managers

for New

England,

CELEBRATED

Mineral

Spring Water,

JERSEY MILK.
supplied with good Jersey
FAMILIES
Extra
morning, Sundays in luded.
furnished when desired. Addr*si

Milk

nug24

October IS, 1882.

every
milk

!T. H. SOULE, Woodford's.

dU

The Steamer CITY OF RICH-

MON I >,
Capt Drnnison,
aJjflkiJ* meke
two
*

Frobet’s

I
t

for

practical understanding of

Principles

will hold its

Leaving tfaUaoaci * u*.
Portland. Tu» *<iay
aud* ids) erroiss m 11.13 o’clock or
ou
arrival of Express train from
Boston, fa. H«< k*
*■•»€*■*
fhti
t
and Nedgwirk.
(Stage from .Sedgwick to Blue Hill on arrival ol
each Steamer) *o
We., and M«r Hxrbeia,
HiMbridM«,
uuil tlurhiuo|»«n.
K'-iuruiaii will eave Maeniasport ever» t|oo
j«y nod Thumday
tioruinku. a> 4,80 and
vloun Desert at about 10.00,
arrlvlujj in Portland
the *atne evening,
g «mb Pullman Train
and early morning Tain for H«»toa.
€4«*IN€iJ KA»T—Wi 1 co- uect at Rncklnod
each trip with
ston & Ba gor Mean.* s tor HrlfuMl. Hucknporl. banco
and River L*i.dings; also with Steamer Henry Morrison for Hl.*e
■fill, 'arr, and HUwonh. Ai Har IIart.or
with Steamers for
Hancock, Lauisiac and
Sullivan.
(OfilKfi WKST-Wlli connect at Rockian«i with Boftonan Bangor S. S. Co.’s ► to-mera
and receive passengers from
Hunger and
Landings lor •*oriiau<i.
GEORGE L. DAY.
Treasurer and General Ticket Agent, Portland.
E. CUSnING. <ren»rai Manager.
Portland, Oct. 12. 1882
octltf

NOTICE.
On and after OCIOHIIR
31, ISS'i. the
Steamer Cl'y f Ricbmou.l will uot
go Hast of MUbridge on her Tuesday ’s trtpa.
E. CUSHING, General
oct7,5dtf
Manager,

iieneral Ocean Steamer

opening meeting in the school

3 oVIoc

the pur-

room

Schnapps

_,ltf

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.

IFOR

New

Zealand

A antrulin.

its unsolicited endorsement by

information, apply

ter.i

sale nnequaled

tc

mbs

address the General Ea

or

Agent#,

A’. L. BiBTLBTTAfO..
...
I ID State Ntreei. roi. Bread
Hi., Hom«&
D. LITT(aE ft CO.,
f
f »88t.tf
^xebang*
_

«...

_8*

insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it.

l.lnud.

Steamer# sail from New York on
10th, 20th an
Jotbofeacb monih,
c«rr\ing p-issengers tor San
Francisco and a>l of the above ports.
Steamer* sail from San Fraucisco
regularly fo
Japan, hina and Sandwich Islands. New Zealan
an
Au#tr*li».
For Freight, Passage,
sailing lists and fn

A public

section of our country of Udolpho Wolfe's
a

CALIFORNIA,

JAPaK, china,

kaadwich

saltr of over 80 years duration iu every

Schnapps,

©e»

lottetowc Fort Fairfield Grand Kails and other
stations on the New Brnnswiok and Canada, Inteh-.^
eolonlal, Windsor, and Annapolis Western Conn.’®
tiee, and Prinoe Edward Island Rail Koaos.*
and Stage Ront-os.
received up to 4 p. m. and any Intp-'Kreign.
formation regarding the same may be bad at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf,
ForCirctilais, witl Exoursioi Routes, Tickets,
State Rooms and furthei
information annlv
at
Vy 3
Company's Office, 40 Exchange 8t.
T, C. H.KK3EY, Pres'dent, and Manager

is superior to every

the medieal faculty aud

Oll.fiEPT. IMS

Menan, Campobelle, Digby, Annapolis, Varmoeth.
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst
Pieton, khediae, Bathurst,
Dalheuale, Ohar-

other causes,

other alcoholic preparation.

IN Is

% s’ I S It
WON.
• tramof
-•
(hi.
I.int
will
l.»>r Hoitrood Wharf,
toot of 3t.tr street, every
WednesMonday,
day and Friday, at 8 p. in., for Eastport at
fit.
John, with connections for Calais. RohliinstoL 8t.
Andrews.
Pembroke Honlton Woodstock Grand

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

Aromatic

ON

,p—

l»
'aJSa
..s^—ybsfrs&Bffi

■

general beverage and necessary

or

0.

i

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

of

corrective of water rendered Impure by

as

Franklin Wharf

leave

notice

FAEE ARKANCEiTlENTS.

SCHNAPPS.
vegetable decomposition

further

I*le.,
Calm*, i»ie., ku
Joins, N.B., HiiIUu.a, II. k.,
ClaarloltPtok*is, I1 E. 1.

Sdiiedam Aromatic
a

Steamship Company

Eastport,

nov2eodtf

*

ggf

ISllsKNAlTOft.il. 'STEAMSHIP

WOLFE’S

As

Passage Ticket#, Cabin, 8econd Cabin, and
Ste-rage, outward and prepaid, w ith choice of the
fastest, largest and best lines and steamers, crossing on the lane routes free from ice and iceberg#
Ylz: the White Star, Anchor,
Cnnard, Mate, N*»
tioual, American, Red star, Hamburg American,
North German Lloyd, British or Italian
lines, to
and from all ports in Ireland,
Scotiaud, England.
France, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Norway,
Denmark, Sweden, Ku*#ia, Spain and Italv at
lowest rates of passage, vis:
Cabin, $50 to $1U0.
Second Cabin, $40 to $60,
according to berth and
steamers,
steerage $26 to $32. according to
steamer and port. Return tickets very low.
Nlerlias and C'eauarMiul rxchange in
sums to suit.
Also agent Morris Europe#
and
American Express for packages *\nd
freigL.toall
parm of the glube.
Also ageut g jr the celebrated
Aoldia Coal by the cargo. A pply to
J. L. PAHiTIDK, .Igcnt,
Ns. 44 Kxchaotfv Street,

HENRY FOA, General Agent, Portland.

MI SELLA T. SARGENT,
IS Morinic Si., Wednenday, P. ML, IVsr.
at

PASSAGE TICKE1 OFFICE.

Kindergarten.

on

will

trips per week until

urther notice.

1

J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 86. K. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms ca& oc obtained at 81
Bxcnange Street. From Dec. 1 to May 1. no passengers will be ta*«n by this line

«

pose

inTr

—>■"itwibm

inclu&Tg

on

iHOlDAYEVtNING, >01,20,1^3.
at 7Va o’clock, at vechauics’Hall, and will continue fo< r months free of tuition to Mechanics from
anv
art of the >tate.
Three cias-es wi 1 be formed, ^ ne in “NlechHnic I.”
lie in i*Areb*u-cinrnl,”
and one in
k‘Fre«- 11 -ud’’ Drawing
will
be ivquir. d to supply 'hemselv s with
P.tpils
all the ecesrary ii<.plrm>-nts and stationary.
Applic tion wih be received until ihe day of opU1LBKRT L. B I LEY,
ening by
No 221 Middle Street.
EDWARD A. JORDAN, Secretary of Committee,
xxol
did

jV.

4t.. Portland.

.Boston

For sale by all Druggists

—AND—

PHILADELPHIA

and Grocers.

Direct

Steamship

Line.

Leaves each Port Every WednesJay aa»t

Wo
Trains

!i a. na. Daily (Night Pullman) for Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Lynn and Boston, arriving
A special Sleeping Oar will be
at 6.30 a. m.

Newburyport, Salem,

NEW YORK.

ready for oeenpancy in Portland station, at 9.00
p. m. (Sunday nights lip. m., and is attached to
this train for Boston.
At 8.45 a. m. for Cape Elizabeth. Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway .Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem.
Gloucester, hock port.
Lynn, Chenea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
At I p. m. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
BHaeford. Kennebunk. Weils, No. Berwick, So.

„
Jys

allays

Pullman Parlor Cars.
trains leaving Boston, at
9.00
On
s. m.,
and
12.30
7.00 p. m. and trains leaving Por land
8.46 a. m., and p. m. (Through Pullman Sleep
ing Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m.
at 2.00 a. m).
and Portland
Through ticket* to all point* West ns«
Kouth may be bad of J, M. French, Ticket Seller
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Umou Ticket Office
40 Exoh&nge street.
Pullman Car Tickets for Keats an*
Bertha •*M at Dennl Ticket 019c>'.
New, first class dining room at Portsmouth.
Through trains stop 10 minutes for meals.

LUCIUS TUTTLE.
Passenger and Tleast Agent.
D. W. BANBORN, Master Transportation,
oclfi

a. m

For

cleanses

Meals and Room included.
Freight or Passage apply to
fi. n.

StAff PsOV. A wan,
oog

«•«»

20J

w^VPSli’s*.
-*

inflammation

the membra

>

om
cc
!.B,
completely heal* the

I

sore* and restore*
seuse
of taste

the
and
smell ; beneficial results
are realized by a few
applications. A thorough treatment will
cure Catarrh, Hay Fever, Ac. Unequaledfor
cold* in
the head.
Agreeable to use. Ap-

Trains leave Boston.
9.00 a. m. and arrive in Portland at 1.00 p
m. At 12.30 p. m. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
p. m. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive in Portland
at 11.00 p. m.

If

Insurance ona-half the rated
sailing reesel.
Freight for the West by the Peun.R.R., and South
bj connecting lines, forwarded free of commission
P»<«ge Tea Dollars. Kaund Trta
SIS
w

<u,

Rrotect*
additional

At

General

Philndelphlu, at

.he ritual
passage*, of
.'atarrhal virus, c» #me healthy secret io. a.

Newburyport.

li .atoo, 3 u
Pine 9.r#»t Wna-t

—-.--—

CATARRH. Elys’Cre..mBalm
Effectually

Long Whnrf.

Prom

m.

leave Portland

At

Saturday

Wliai fase.
From

18 BEATER STREET,

Berwick, Conway Junction, Kittery. Portsmouth,
Newburyport,Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston,
arriving at 6.10 p m. connecting with Sound and
Rail Lines for all Southern and Western points.

PACKAGES,

R. STANLEY & SON,

Commencing: Sunday,

FALL AKKAKGKUEKT

every HONDA Y and TH17RSDA Y, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with tine accommadaHorn for passengers, making this s vary convenient
and comfortable route for travelers tietweei New
York and Maine. Daring the summer mouths these
Steamers* will Conch at Vineyard Haven on their
passage to and from New York. Passage
State Room, $5, meals extra Goods destined beyi nd
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
once.
For farther information apply to

by any other alcoholic distillation have

DEBILITY

and lachias steamboat Co.

until

School.

class to be formed ot Mothers
'pHE
JL
of a

dtt

.__

Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 8
I.M., and leave Pier 37, East River, New York,

ASSOCIATION.

EIGHTH

Agent.

_»?£®_

Semi*Weekly Liue to Sew fork.
Steamer* Eleanors and Franconia
Will

11.20pm. Phillip*.6.66

m

NERVOUS

FROM HARK!MON, MAINE.
d
auglO

MAINE.

received by Telephone

For Sale

Summit

Prices.

Brown’s

on

in auuual, semi-annual, or quarterly installments.
For particulars inquire of R llina & Adau s, oi F.
O. Bailey & Co., 22 aud 18 Exchange street. Portoet27dtf
land.

FOR THE

Market

322 Commercial Street,

Houses

new

Land

•f

good Cigars

wnolesale and Retail Dealer in

Fessenden Street, DeerCompany’s property, containing 7
ing
rooms, am pi h pantry, closets, &o., good cellar, Sebsgo water, &c Lots f om 6,OHO to 8,000 square
feet, situated «>n lino of horse c*r*. within eight
mintttes ride Tom Market Sqare. Wi 1 bo reuteil,
or sold very low and up »n easy terms of pavment

THE

four

8.

EB^Uckets

Maine

COLCORD,

ian24dtf

a.

11.10a.m.,*4.16p.

UPON JbA^Y TERMS.

WINES &

dlawSly

CHAS. H.

TEN

FARE $1.00.

mohl 6

Wen to vrW&te pupil* Dj the subscribe,'

J. W.

Steamers!

I he favorite Stearmers Forest
City and John
Brooks will alternately leave h HANK I IN WHARF.
Portland at 7 o'clock p. m. aud INDIA
WHARF,
Boston, at 5 o'clock p. hi. (Sundays excepted).
Passenvers by this line are remiuileit that they secure a comfortable
ight’s rei-t and hyoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at nigbt.
and Sta'orooms for sale at D. H.
YoUNO’s, 272 \lldd c Street.
through Tickets to Sew York, via the variou*
ltall *n<l sound Lines for sale.
Freigb*- taken hb usual.
J. B. t OVLli Jr., Rcnernl

set.**

1.30

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO

TT&S&w

j

\ ast

include

>

Halifax, 8.10 a. in.. 6.15 p. ra., «i
John, 8.15 a. m.. 8.30 p. m.; Ooulton 10 30
а. m.; St. Stephen. 10.4-6 a m.; ttock-pon,

m., 6. p. m,; Vanceboro, 1.35 a. m.,
7.16
a. in,
t7 4
p. m. Bangor,
Dexter. 7.00 a.mt 5.10 p. m. Helfa**
p
6.30 a. m., 3.i 5 p. m.; Sko» began, 8 20 a. ra.
3.16 p. m.; Waterville. 9.16 *.31. 1.65., 10.' 0
m.; and Mondays only at 5.16 a. m Auguwta.
.00 a.m 10.00 a. m., *2 45 p. m., tlO.55 p. in.;
Gardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.18 a.m., *3.07 p. m.
111.14 p. m Rath, 6.55 a. ra., 11.00 *. ra.,
*1.00 p. ra.,and (Saturdays only at 11.55 p. m.
7.25
11.30 a.
Rrnnawick.
a.
ra.
m.,
*4.30 p. m., 112.35 a. m., (night.) Rockland
116
l.rwiNtoa.
8.16 a. m.,
7.20 a.m.
p. ra.,

dly

Mondays,

following objects:

follows:

б. 00

may23

According

From

perfumery

McGowan,

FRE\€H LM1GE TAUGHT

This school will

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND ANO BOSTON

Intermediate $40, Steerage at low rates
ApprvtoE. A. WA1.DRON, 40 Exchange St., T
P.
422 Congress St., or I.KVK A
Afl.BBN. Oeneral Agent., New York, 207
Broadway: Boston, v ass., IS State St.; Phlladel-pnia. Pa N. E. cor. Broad aud Chestnut Sts.

Portland, Bangor, It. Desert

EDUCATIONAL

run

Portland
for
Vanceboro, St.
and
the
wince*.
John, Halifax
St. Andrews, St. Stephen, Fredericton
Aroo*took
Count*, all stations on B. J
Cl., and for
Piscataquis H
Bnugor
Rnckaport. Dexter, Belfast and Skow
began, 1.25 p. in., 1.30 p. in.. $11.16 p a.
Wnterville, 7.00 a. m. 1.26 p. in.. l.30p. m
111.16 p. in., and Saturdays only at 5.16 p. m
AngUMta, Hallowell. Ctardiuer, Rich*
naoad,and Brunt-wick 7.00 a. m., l.3o p
m.. 5.15 p. m., til.16 p m.; Rath 7.00a.m.
1 30 p. m., 6.16 p m. and on Saturdays only
at 11.16 p. id. Rockland, and kuoi
A
R.
R..
7.00
a. m.t
t.incoln
1.30
and
Auburn
8.16
m.;
Lewi-iuo,
l 25
m.
Lewinion vie
qj., 6.06
p.
p
a.
Rrun-wick 7.00
fll.16 p. ra..
m.,
Tlontuomh
Farmington,
Phillip*
Wiuthrop, Read lie l«t, Weil Waiervillt
and North In-on 1.25 p. m., and Farming
Ha Rrna-wick, 7.00 a. ra.
ton

Merry,

«Y the Po-t Office where all the large
Wholesale obbing Houses are located in dry
„o<k18, fancy an I other lasses of goods. Fitted up
with two Counting rooms, Brick and iron Safe, Elevatoe, Counters. Tables, Gas and Watef, with light
aud airy basement all in pe-feet repair.
Heated b>
a furnace.
Inquire of H.‘ E. LHOM^aON J64
Hi a- kett at. where the keys may be found.
oct2
dtf

jel7

Oct.

Leave

BVStMV MTlitDtY.
Shorteet
Ocean
Voyasje—Only
FIVE DAY— from Land to Land.
Extra weekly ships from liit-nulV. Liver
pool Quvru.lewo l.ouCouiirrr), and Clnl«*7tu HUSTON direct.
The steamers are unsurpassed for safety and speed
CABIN, *70 and SsO.

III.

Southwest.

;e.\tral miLKom
On

TO LET.
No. 235Va Middle St., 2d story,
CHAMBERS
stores occupied by Merrill & Kei h, and

For Uaucheaier, Concord and point*North, at
1
(.03 p. m.
For Rochester, Mprlngvale, Alfred, Wa|.
erboroand *uco Ktvrr.7 30 a. a. 1.03
m., and (mixed) at #.30 p. in. Return In,
eave Rochester at (mixed) (S.46 a.
m., li.ig
a. m., and 3.36 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.26 p. m. and 6.45 p. m.
For Durham,
Mnrrarappe, Cumbrrlanc
Westbrook and Waodford’s,
Mill.,
at7.30 a. m.,
(.03, #.30 and (mixed)
*0.30 p. in.
The (.03 p. m. tiain from Portland connects at
Ayev Jane, with lloosar Tunnel Route for
11 < West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Fine, and all rail,
kSpringlleld, also with N. Y. & N. G. R.
H (“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, and the
South and with Boston At Albany R. R. for
the West.
Close connections made a! Westbrook Junelion with throngb trains of Me. Central R.
R., and
at GrandTrunk
Transfer. Portland, with throngb
trams of Grand Trunk R. R.
rhrough tli'kete to all points Routh and West, at
Depot oetces and at llo'lins & Adams’ No. 22 Exchange Street.
*
Does not stop at
oodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Snpt.

Northwest,
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, G. P. A.
oct23
W. J. SPICER. Superintendent.

THIS

*f«

June., Fitchburg.
Nashna, Uwell, Windhnnt, and Gaping at 7.30 a. m. and 1.03 p. as.

points in the

Went

Interaational Hotel. Portland, Me.
House is situated
close proximity tc -ho
landings of the Eur ean, New York and dos*
ton Steamers auo opposil the Grand Trunk Pepot.
Fasy connection with other parts of the city by
street cars, it is in tirst-class order throughout and
will be leased t responsible parties furnished or unfurnished at a rcas mable rental. Inquire of
au22dtf_AUG. P. FULLER. Portland, Me.

REAL

INDIA ST.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates.

Far the Winter, a furnished Hanie to
91 *n and Wife.
W. R *£., 4>3
umber
ftamISl.
novld3t*

L.

Trains.

Monday, Ocl. (#,
IN*‘J, Passenger Trains wuj loa«»
'"^Portland at 7.30 a. ni., aud

Course tickets at $3,00 for any course.
May be
obtained between the hours of one and two p. m.t at
85 Winter street.
sep30atnov6

-AND-

TO LET

TO

R.

Will

oct2dtf

il

VKMNfOL

On and after

*f*«CL,“‘oa7

ARRIVALS.

wearing »ppare and plush money bag with about
six dollars. The finder will be suitably rewarded
by
leaving the same at L. A. GOULD’S on < ongress
street.
no2(L5t*

and one-half acres all in one field, well
stock* d with young bearing Apple and Pear
lootted
on south St., Gorham, Me.
trees;
Apply to
oct3i d2w*
WM. H. JERnIS.

Jan24

that

drug-

have by calling
MCARTHUR No. 1 Gould street, p oving
aud payiug expenses.
no2dat

property

royal m

steamships.

w

"“""a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
Leave Lewiston at 7.10 a, ni. and 1.67 d. m.
Stage connections with Byron. Mexico, Dtxflold,
Peru, Livermore, West Sumner and Turner.
OTIS HA IT FORD Sunt.
octl4dtf
Portland. Oet. 16, 1882.

various

Land for Sale In fiorham.

her face, head

gists.

AT
articles, wbic‘» t
W. M.

_

oci2dtf

**“1.03 p. ci,, arriving at Wo.-oeste:
2.16 p, m. and 7.30 p. n>.
Returning leave
Onion Depot, Worcester, at 7 30 a. m. and 11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p. m. and 6.46 p,

Leave Canton for Portland and
A jnton, 4.16 and 9.30 a. m.
Leave Portlaud for Canton, at 7.30

__
■

LUST AND FOUND

gflSE.

PSORIASIS.

cures.)

dtf

Found.
Lunt’s Corner, a linen bag containing

through

in.

Also

an
home par s of her body were
Headc vercd with scabs and sores,
almost*aw.
suffered fearfully and tried everything.
Permanently cured by Cuiic ira Resolvent (blood purifier)
and Cuticura and Cuticura Soap (tae great skin

P22__

The

ton

not able to walk except on hands and knaes for one
year: not, able to help himself f«<r eight years; tried
hundreds of remedies; d *ctors pronounced his case
k -pelese; permanently cured by Cuticura Resolvent
(blood purifier) iuternally, and Cuticura and Cuticura Soap ( he great skin cures) externally.

sku? m moiK
Mrs. S. E Whipple, Decatur, Mich., writes

Address
J. LEAVITT, Box 127, Gorham, Me.

HOTEL TO LEASE

Its ri^h and lasting fragrance has made this
delightful perfume exceedingly popular. There

Will McDonald, 2542 Dearborn St.. Chicago,
gratefully acknowledges a cure of Salt Rbeum on
he #1 neck, face, arms and l«gs for seventeen years;

day.

H.

m.

__dtf
um
lord
Falls & Buckheiti
it

agent, gentleman
lady, in the city of Portlaud. and in each town in Cumberland
to
sell
an
article
in
the grocery line, which
County
when tried will he f <uud indispensable for family

)

Adam!

appeared

Wanted.

HELO

THE

F. H. Drake, Esq., Detr -It, Mich, suffered beyond
all description from a skin di-ease which
on his hands, be id an face and nearly destroyed his
The most careful doctoring tailed to help
eyes.
him, and after all had failed he us d the Cuticura
Resolven (bio *d purifier) internally, Cuticura and
Cu’icura Soap (the great skin cures) externa ly, and
was cured, and has remained perfectly well to this

J. W. il IBBARD,
36 Temp e St.

or

use.

For Portlaud at 6.00 p.

Boatou

74TEXCHANGE STREET

different from preparations of ginger alone. Send for circular to
Hiscox A Co., N. Y. 50c. A $1 sizes, at dealers in drugs.
GREAT SAVING BUYING DO XAE SIZE.

generally

SKI? DISEASE.

dtf

4N

m

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steam rs running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Macbias, Eastport, Calais,
St John and Halifax. Also con >ect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland A Ogdeuburg trains at Transfer station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class ’Dining Rooms at P- rtland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and o*t«
THROUGH TICKETS to all p. ints West and
I.. William*, Ticket
South may be had of
vgeut, Boston & «taiue Depot, and at V’uioia
Ticket Ollier, 40 Exchange St.
J. T. FURBEK, Gen. Supt.
8. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
oct!3

CANVASSERS WAN ED.
sell The Eagle Clothes Wringer. Sold on'y by
canvassers.
Good salary or commission. No

F. Baxter’s house.

A Superlative Health and Strength Restorer.
If you are a mechanic or farmer, worn out with
overwork, or a mother run down by family or houso
hold duues try Parker’s Gingcr Tonic,
If you are a lawyer, minister or businessman exhausted by mental strain or anxious cares, do not take
intoxicatingstimulants.butusc I ai leer's Ginger Tonic
If you have Consumption, Dyspepsia, Kheuraaism, Kidney Complaints, or any disorder of the lungs,
stomach, bowels, blood or nerves Pai. ker’s Ginger
Tonic will cure you. It is the Greatest Blood Purifier
And the Best and Surest Cough Cure Ever Used.
If you are wasting away from age, dissipation or
any disease or weakness and require a stimulant take
Ginger Tonic at once; it will invigorate and build
up trom the fi-st dose but will never intoxicate.
you
It has saved huudreds of lives; it may save yours.
CAUTION!—Refine all substitute*, Parker’s Ginger Tonic la
composed of the best remedial agents In the world, and is entirely

cause.

1.00 p.

WANTED.
Three Tin Plate and Sheet Iron work*
prs. >V. l> AMES, No. S52 Market
Square,
Portland, Maine.

pin.

GINGER TONIC

Rheumatism, Sciatica, Neuralgia, Wounds, Burns, Sprains,
Stiff Joints, jpavin, and Lameness from

body.

H. E. Carpenter, Esq.. Henderson, N. Y., cured of
Psoriasis or Leprosy, or iwenty years* standing by
the Cuticura Resolvent (blood purifier) inter
nallv. and Cuticura and Cuticura Soap (the
great skin cures) externally. The most wonderful
Cure certified to before a justice
ease on rec *rd.
<>f the peace and prominent citizens. All afflicted
with itching and scaly diseases shouldsend to us for
this testimonial in full.

dtf

BETWEEN

PARKER’S

Healing Remedy.

SUNDAY TRAIN*.
Portland For Bohioo and Way stations at

materials

only that are beneficial
to the scalp and hair

{entaurJjniment

MFOREN.
Oot 2, lat 17 3S S. Ion 36 W, barque H L Gregg,
from New York for Buenos Ayres, 63 days out.
Got 27. off Ahjier, ship Rembrandt, Paiue, from
Cardiff for Singapore.

dtf

a

1 HAXB BALSAM. I

narcotic. Mothers, Nurse’
and Doctors agree that for Sour-Stomaeh,
Flatulency, Diarrhoea, and Constipation,
nothing is so prompt as old Dr. Pitcher’s
Castoria, By assimilating the food,
Castoria gives robust health and natural sleep.

any

Wanted.
COMPETENT nur*e girl at MR. HOLT’S, 29
A
St.
Protes ami is required.
Deerii^,

N Allens Corner and Woodfords, by
BETWE'
Ocean street,
linen satchel containing lady’s

PARKER’S

not

cure

HARMON,

Lost.

'1 prescribe it as superior to any known remedy."
Dr. II. A. Archer, 63 Portland Av., Brooklyn.

An infallible

HIRAM WYER.
dlw*

1882.

to

“Pleasant, Harmless and Wonderfully Efficacious."
Dr. A. J. Green, Eoyerton, lnd.

Tlie Great

ELL at 8.46 a. m., 1 Oo and 3.3*> p. m. FOR
NEW MARKET at 8.45 a. m. 3.30 p. rn.
FOR ROCHESTER and FARMINGTON.
N H
8.46a. m., 1.00 and 3.30 p. m. FOR
FOR
ALTON B al'at 8.45 a. rn., 3 30 p. m.
MANCHESTER AND CONCORD N. IS.,
(vi* New Market
(via Lawrence) at 8.46 a. m
m.
MORNING TRAIN
Jet.) at 330 p.
LEAVE* KENNEBCNK FOR PORTLAND at 7.26.
Noth—The 1.00 p. m. train from Portland
will not stop at Scarboro Beach, Pine Point, Old
Oichard Beach or Well* except lo 'tub*
P-iMeayrN For Ro«ton. Parlor C«r*on all
through trains. Seats secured in advance at
Depot Ticket < >ffice.
jgp-ihe 1.00 p. m., train from Portland connects with Nouml Line Nteitmer* for New
York and all Rail Lines for the West, and the 3 30
p m., train with all Rail Lines for New York
and the South and West.

Wanted.

mutual consent. The business of the late firm will
be 1‘ou'inued by Hiram Wyer, under the same name
and style. The business 01 the late firm will be settled by Hiram Wyer.
HI RAM W? KR,

and
Che business of the 1 tfe fi m will
mutual <o sent.
be continued by i»avid Wyer under the same name
aud style. The busiuess of the late firm will be settled by David Wyer.
DA VID
YER,

Castoria is

J^l^^gJ^arriving

GOOD, capable and reliable girl, to do general
housework in a small family. Good reference
required, Apply to 164 Brackett st. corner Cushman.
oct26dtf

THE
d

DISSOLUTION.
copartnership heretofore ex sting between
Davi t Wyer and Hiram Wyer. uuder the name
style of D. Wyer & Co is this day diss lved by

“Especially adapted

PORTLAND for BOSTON
VNJIlgajamat 8 46 a. m., 1.00 and 3 3
p. in.,
at Boston
at
1.16, 6.10
—“-“-and 8.00 p. m. BOSTON FOR
PORTLAND at 9.00 a. m., 12.3*> avd 3.30
p. m., arriving at Portland at 1.00, 6.00, and 8.00
PORT • AND FOR *4’A R Ho ICO
m.
p.
and
OLD
POINT,
REACH, PINK
8 45
a.
ORCHARD
BEACH,
m.,
m.
5.40
FOR
and
3.30
p.
(See note)
Bl DDK FORD AND KENNE* A CO,
BUNK at 8.45 a. m., 1 00, 3.3*> and 5.4'> p m.
FOB WELL* at 8.46 a. m., 3.30 p. m. (See
note.) FOR NORTH B •* RVVICK, SALPA« LS.
GREAT
1TIOS
FALL*,

octl»d&w6w42

Agents

Railroad,

PA§1KNGEKTRA IN* WILL LEAVE

Makers.

TO

on

nperintendent.

Arraisgemeut of
__

BAXiDWUS,

Pass. Agent C. B. K. of N.,J.

_

Constant employ
good Heading
SIXiu«nngiven.
Apply to MARK P. EMERY,
head of Brc n’s
W. F.
at the

capital required.
sep7dtf

Gen.

EXETER,
HaVERHILL,
DOVER,
LAWRENCE, ANDOVER AND LOW-

se27

COPARTNERSHIP.

{

On and after Monday, Oct. 16. 1882,

A go d Cook. Apply J. P. BAXTER, 01 Deering »(.

ffiook) Job

r

Portland, September 29.1882,

FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Wanted.

BERKY,

•f. IIA Tl| l/l’OH,

the coast
For freight or passage apply to
W. H. RING, 18 T wharf, Bortou, or A. DeW
SAMPSON, 2J1 Washington St., Boston.
a»*2»
eod3m

m.

WANTED t!

octl3

points

line.

atcam

ROUTK.

Boston & Maine

FCR

oct!9

STEPHEN

or

counseling at Savannah with all rail fin- 9 to point*
In the South and South-West, and with rail and
steamer lines to all points in Florida.
Magnificent passenger accommodations. New
Steamers—Fastest time aud lowest rates.
The elegant new Iron steamers of 2200 tons
each,
GATE CITY and CITY OF COLUMBUS, will sail
regularly every Thursday from Boston and Savannah.

*These steamers are considered the lines t on

Portland :
intermediate sta-

a. m., from Fabyan’s and
tions.
9.4 > p. m., from Montreal and all

at

Salesman Warned.

A

and Lovell.

m

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R.

H. P.

mhSBdt

City and Vicinity in Whole .ale Flour an 1
Grocery business. Address P. O. Box 935.
Oct27
dtf

Futures bought and sola on Chtcago Market o*
Margins. Ocrr- p'1 -teuce iuviied.
mar3dti

Truina arrive

NIW GNOLAND AGENCY,
Washington Street, H ston.

911

dtf

or

BROOM

He* York and PhlUd.lpkU

boy wanted.
Apply to Shaw, Hammond & Carney. 171 Commercial St.

Wharf,

M buy uc«eu> (at any railroad
boat office In New England) rin

DIRECT LINE from BOSTON to SAVANNAH,

:

Portland and Worcester Line.

A medium sized Rent
in a
central location.
Address
B. N.,” Press
Offic
oct27

tfharf.

rare

BOUND

A

Me.

122 La Salle Si

Copartnership Dis-olution.

Brice of Small Size,
Large Mize,

Be

RENT WANTED.

the

Falls, Denmark, Bridgton

express Trains. Double Track Stone Balias

d3w*

on

STI1EBTS,

leave Portland

im

11.40

WAITED.
A good cook.
Good reference
required. Apply ai 14 DEERInG
ST.
novldlw*

mill

GBBEN

Tr

8/43 A ill —For all stations running through to
St. Johnsb »rv, Burlington, Shantou, Vt., and
Ogdensbm g, N. Y., Also connecting at St. Johnsbur> for Newport, Sherbrooke and vfontreal.
‘4 TO P. .H.-For all Stations through to Crawford’s, an 1 b abyan’s. connecting %*ith steamer
on Sebag Lakes for Naples.
Bridgton and Harrison, an»l with stages for No. Winonam, Standlsb,
Liming ton. Sebago, So, Bridgton, Porter, Kexar

and third and berks nib.

BAKER WANTED.
A Good Baker wauled.
Steady employment. Address
W. R. LINCOLN, Bath, Me.

JOROAN,
Portlat d, Me

If you doubt, come to see us, and we will
CURE YOU, or charge nothing! Write for
particulars and aw jo the little book

83-81.000 REWARD will be paid to any
Chemist who will find, on analvsis of 100
bottles of S. S. S., one particle of Mercury,
Iodide of Pota»sium, or any Mineral substanoe. SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Propiletors, Atlanta, Ga.

NINTH AND

thing,
ready sale. For circulars and information, address
p. o BOX 6,
no2d4t
Thorndike, Maas.

Street,

UPON* II.IMIT.

Medicine.
Use my name as you
wish. I refer you to my present
employers, or to Messrs. Collins
J. Ii. Raif,
Bros., St. Louis.
Broadway Pharmacy, Denver, Col.

Ask any

Stations in Philadelphia
L^hiladelphly Sc Reading; R. E.

salesmen and local agents to sell a
FpRAVELING
■_ patented article on commission. A great newhere steam and water pipe are used. A new
cessity and
finds

Oci27

AND
BOSTON
SAVANNAH
STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

Pavaen^r

STATION IN NEW KOBKAMfi&fc.

dtf

d3m

Portlaud & Ogdensburg R. R,
Coinmeuciiig' Holiday,

York, Trenton & Pkiladelphu.

New

14 Mellen Street.

TITLES EXAMINED.

oct31

Denver, Col., Aug 29,1882.

Ar at Port Adelaide Nov 1. barque Jas S Stone,
Weston, New York.
At Manila Sept 14, ship Sooloo, Allen, for Boston, Idg.
At Iloilo Sept 12, barque Geo Moon, Sawyer, for
New York with 1,000 tons sugar.
Ar at viontevideo Sept 26, barque Reynard, Emery, Batavia.
At Buenos Ayres Oct 1, barques Ella, Matthews,
and v\ oooside, Meutgomery, for Boston; brig Harry
■vrnith Parker, uuc.
Ar at St Johu N R, 2d Inst, schs Nellie Clark,
Clark. Bosto ; A car a, Cummings, Machias.
Cld 1st, sch Julia S, McIntyre, ior Portland.

..

Oaraeas.New York..Maracaibo.. .Nov 29

Baking

Sold
New Yor“

51 1-2

LARGE

SALT RHEDlfl.

lYVAKRVACES.

phosphate powders.
only in cans. Royal

FESSENDEN,

STEAMERS.

-BETWEEN-

MBs. JOTHAM P. CLARK,

no vl

RAILROAD8.

FALL A RRA ACWIEEHIT,
ctob«*r 2, 1882.

Bound Brook Route.

lesa

not

than 20 years of age.

no3d3t

dtf

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE AGENCY

FOREIGN PORTS.

free to

Silican Co

or

never

PROTESTANT NURSKRV GIRL,

A

P. M.

431-X.

TELEPHONE

H. M.

and

ELLSWORTH—Ar 29th, sch Kentucky, Curtis,
Portland.
Sid 31st, sch Frank Pierce, Grant Poi tland.
Bl 1 H—Ar 1st, sch Alaska, Hamilton, Portland,
(and proceeded up river. >
Ar 2d. sch Fred Gray, Foss, Portland for Bowdoiuham, to load ior New York.
id 2d. schs Cumberland, W ebber, and Helen A
Chase, southward.

32-page cook book,
graved cover, containing valuable receipts
household hints, samples and directions for
cleaning siverware with E'ectro-Silicon, sent
Send address to Electro72 John St, N. Y.

powder

oc3

Wetdiawkei

CUTTCURA TREATMENT, for the cure of
Skin, S* alp and Blood Diseases, consists in the
internal use »f Cuticura Resolvent, the new
blood purifier, and the external use of CUTICURA
and Cuticura Soap, the great skin cures.

honsekeepers.

alum

DOMESTIC PORTS.

1

en-

varies. A marvel of purity,
More economical
wholesomeness.
ban the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the miltitude of low test, short weight,
This

strength

damaged.

NEW

Braolxott St.,

Third Home bel
Carletm.
Office Hours—8 to 9 A. M., 1 to 3

Purer

Absolutely

Ship Thos M Reed, which arrived at San Francisco Oct 29 from Liverpool, encountered a severe
hurricane i the Pacific and lost several tails, stove
hatcbhmse. tkyligbts. water casks. &c.
Basque Helen Angier, from New York for Portland, o, which put into Montevideo, leaky, has been
condemned and was sold by auction Oct 2 $2,100.
The cargo will bs taken by another vessel.
Brig Cascatelle. from Baltimore for Portland,
with coal to the Rolling Mills, suddenly filled and
sunk iu Chesapeake Bay night of 2d inst. Two of
the crew are reported l«et. The Cascaielle registered 422 t<*ns and was built in 1800 at Richmond,
vie. where she was owned.
Sch .led t Duren trom New York for Calais, before reported asbore in West Quody 4iay, wa»« float
d 27lb. after lighering pan of cargo, aud towed to
Lubec. Af<e> di?chargiu* balance of cargo sbe will
»e taken to Calais for repairs.
She is not much

welcome.

One.—A

POWDER

me mo rand a.

People’s Spiritual Meeting, Mercantile Hall
Farrington Block. Congress st. Speaking at 2 3"
%nd 7.3 p. m., by Mrs. P. 1). Bradbury Trance
Sie-iker of Fairfield Me.
Send for

has removed from 42 Pine street to

New York.
At at Rotterdam 1st inst, ship David Brown, Pendleton, Huanillos via QueenBtown.

Below, brig Arcot, Cates, from Woodstock, Fla,
for Philadelphia.
Sid 2d, ship Alice D Cooper, from Philadelphia
for Nagasaki.
NEWCASTLE—Passed down 1st, ship Alice D
Cooper, for Nagasaki.
.\E W YGRn—Ar 2d schs Minnie A Bonsell, Bonsell, Jacksonville; C H Macomber, Kumrill, do- L R
and Fenj Hale, Higgius, Charleston,
Moier. Bond
Minna Green. Boston.
Cld 2d, barque ulive Thurlow. Corbetr, Dunedin
aud Auckland; v.leueida, Corning, Valparaiso.
Sid 2d, snips Alice M Minoti, for Hi <go; Harry
viorse. for Portland, O; barque C S Hulbert. for
Portland. O; bng Stacy Clark, for Key West, sch
Charmer, for Savannah.
Passed the Gate 2d, schs Keystone, from NYork
• or
Pembroke; Wm McLoon, do for Rockland, R L
Kenney, and Sa.rbruck, do for Boston; N J Mil er,
Hoboken tor Portland; D Sawyer, and E S Briggs,
do for Boston: M J Laughton, do for do; Abby Was
»on. Amboy for Bangor; Canton, do for Portland;
Douglas Haynes, do for Wiscasset; Lena R Storer,
Charleston for Boston.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 1st, sch Wm Todd, Wood,
New York.
Sid 1st. schs R W Denbam, Hinckley, Eath; H S
Boynton, Heal, Rockport; E Ai Branscomb, Lord,
Boston.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 2d, sch Ellen Morrison, Low-

Canada.

REMOVAL.
Or. CHAS. L. HOLT

Cardiff.
1st, barque Addle M Morrill, Androws, from

PENSACOLA Ar 28th, brig Jennie Hulbert,
Sparks. New York.
SaTILLA MILLS—Ar 28th, sch Bessie E Dickinson, Roberts, Philadelphia.
KEY WEST—Ar 26th, sch Jennie Lockwood, Poland, New York.
CHARLESTON—Ar let. schs Julia Baker, Lewis,
and Mary E Webber. Hodgdou Baracoa.
S*d lft. barqu** Nico a for New York.
ALEXANDRIA Pat*sed up 3Ut. sch Kate Wentworih Gray, Fernand ina tor Washington.
BaLTiM* »KK—at 2d, barque Lauta R Burnham,
Nickerson, Kennebec.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 1st, sch Annie P Chase,
i'ooie Bangor.
Cld 1st, rcbs Belle O’Neil, McLaughlin,Galveston;
Lucinda G Pot ter, Potter, Boston.
Ar 2d. brig Thus Oweu Pressey, New York; sch
E C Alhn Meady, Kennebec.
cld 2d. brig Sna*ta, Nichols, Portland; schs City
of Augusta. Johnson, do; Geo E Prescott. Farnham,
Saco, Carrie A Norton, Hodgdon, GalvestOU.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 2d, sch T R Pillsbury

Ontario,

C Elections made on reasonable terms in all parts
of Canada, and promptly remitted.
aug7d6m

Ar

Long Island. Rev. B.*F. Pritchard pastor. Preaching every Sunday at 2 and 7 p. m. Social meeting
m.

Belleville,

to

Wanted.

NOTARY PUBLIC die,,

043

Sch Palestine, of Belfast, 182 fons, built on the
Forked River, N J. in 1862. has been sold to Chas F
Todd St Co, of Calais, at $2,000. Capt Geo Bunker
will command her.

PONTON,

BARRISTER. AND ATTORNEY AT LAW

Staples.

Shipbuilding—Goss, sawyer & Packard. Bath,
are raising ihe frame for a four masted sen of 1200
tons, for parties in New York, to be commanded by
Capt Cheney. The schr building for Cant Wm Anderson, Stolen Island, will be launched 9th inst.
At Boothbay, J Fuller is finishing off a large three
masted sebr, to come off this month. The threemasted schr in the yard of Adams St Son is ready to
be launched, aud another will be starred immediateJas McDougal & Sou
ly. to be off next January.
are fiuisdmg up a fishing schr for Gloucester parties
and w ill build two others during the winter; Hodgdon Bros have a fine vessel on the ways and have
ceD traded to build another.
Messrs Dunn St Elliott, Thnmaston, are fitting the
keel for a schooner to be built the coming winter.

Bangor.

executed__ jnl*2tf

G

Homhead Shn k. a pply
JOSEPH HOBSON & SONS,
Sac., iia.ue.
________________o
wanted to make

8MFN
nov3dlw&wlt

WANTED.

Me.

relating to Patents promptly and

~EI)WAJtD

Sob-0 V Minott, Hathaway, Mach'as—N Blake,
sch Eliza B Cofliu, Cole, Bangor, to load for New
York—J B Dodge.
Scb Sarah & £nen, York, Kennebec, to load for
Philadelphia—J S Winslow & Co.

A. m.

at 3 p.
The

aar** 11 business

faithfully

Blake.

bou.

—

Exchange St, Portland,

No. 93

Ship Berlin, (new) Whitmore, Philadelphia, to
loud for San Fr&ncisoo -Ryan & KelBey.
najque Flora Mikelson, Bowling, Scot.
Sch $ P Hitchcock, Keedi Philadelphia and Gal- i
veston—Ryan & Kelsey.
Sch Anna D Price Niobtingale, Plymouth— N

L

Shock Makers Wanted!

Briggs,

American & foreign Patents,

Cleared.
Brunswick, Colby, Yarmouth, NS,

SAILED—Brig

07

RAILROADS.

_WANTS.

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

Arrived.
Steamer State of Maine, Hall, Boston for Eastport and St John, NB.
Sch Wm Jones. Collins, Brunswick, Ga—southern
pine to C W Richardson.
ch Rockaway, Meader, Boothbay—pumice to
Knight St Whidden.

Stackpo’e pas

Preaching

NEWS.

FRIDAY, Not. 3.

a. m.

WebtEnoM. E. Church.—Rev. John Gibson,
pastor; Residence 1128 Congress st. Preaching
2M» p. m. Sabbath school
Young
1pm.
Union Baud meeting 6: prayer meeting

BUSINESS CARDS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

*1X

0.31

—

1-tlH I

rreacmng
and

10M*

U

rise*.

Herbert G.
MARINE

_

Premature Loot* or the Hair.
Mi? be entirely prevented by the use of Bub.
nbtt’s Cocoainb.

\ Mood

4 40

HAY FEVER.

Into the

One

nostrils!"^

of OOo will mail a package. For»ale In
receipt
land by wholesale aud retail druggists
ELYS’

YAKlOlffIS..

Port-

CKEAM BALM Co., Owego, N Y,

On ami after

WEDNESDAY.

and *«».
8th» tbe
(.-kW»i3* going steamer Wt-w tfraa*.
wii*
leuve Kail Kuad
itwiuiwfi’f w ick.
Wbarf, foot of State st., evert WEDNESDAY at 8
p. ui. (sfter arrival of train* ie «vii g lioeton at 12 30
p. m. bv the I?aetern, and 14.30 an-.l 3 3o bv the

-_PNot

___d&wlyAH

And Medicated Cotton
Instant Belief for Toothaohe.
*

A few application!. at
Medicated Cotton, wet In
Obtunder, placed In an
aching tooth, will deaden the nerve and give
permanent relief. Obtunder, Medicated Cot.
6?® ang instrument, all complete, for 25 ct*
•N Druggists and Dealers in Fatoat
Aiodkiues, and by the Manufacturer,
O. P. MACAlA*T*it, D. D. S.,
Lynn, 5I8M.
“P6
“*w3u

Trip per Week,

/oumt

Boeten A Main* K. K.) for YARviOUTM arrivi**t
there neat imou, where connection* are nmde withw.
Western Countie* Kali wav. aud Flab wick’s r*urtf*a
Line of Steamer*, aud stage* for all the
place* in Nova Scotia.
Freight received cn days of
up to 6 p. «

'rrm~\

urincipal

Bailing

£££*&

H. P. C.
(

Agt.,
Hersey,
Rail Road Wharf
«u

